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PANEL SYSTEM 
AUTOMATIC TEST OF 

SUBSCRIBERS DISTRICT SELECTORS 
LINE FINDER TYPE

CHANGES

B. CHANGES IN APPARATUS

B.l Added
(TC4) 1595A Ind. 1048H "Zl"

B.2 Replaced Replaced By

(I) E1230 (I) R1255
Relay "ZH" Relay "Zl"

D. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CHANGES
D.l "Zl" option is added to eliminate

a false operation of the (TC5) relay 
due to surges produced by other district 
selectors hunting over the multiple ap
pearance of the test call.
D.2 Circuit Note 90 is added to specify 

the use of "Zl" option.
D.3 Circuit Note 91 is added to show dif

ferences in the (I) relays of "ZH" 
and "Zl" options.
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D. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CHANGES 

D.l "ZI" option is added to eliminate 

(TC4) 1595A Ind. 1048H "ZI 11 

a false operation of the (TC5) relay 
due to surges produced by other district 
selectors hunting over the multiple ap
pearance of the test call, 

D.2 Circuit Note 90 
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D.3 Circuit Note 91 
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Relay 11ZH11 Relay "ZI" and "ZI" options. 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION CD-239515
Issue 55-D 

Appendix 1-AR 
Dwg. Issue 56-AR

PANEL SYSTEMS 
AUTOMATIC TEST OF 

SUBSCRIBERS DISTRICT SELECTORS 
LINE FINDER TYPE

CHANGES
B. CHANGES IN APPARATUS
B.l Remove Replaced By

4 - 420B Diodes - 4 - KS-15727,L1 
Fig. AK Diodes Fig. AK

B.2 Added: 1 - Resistor (TC6) KS-13490,
LI One Megohm Fig. AK.

D. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CHANGES
D.l A bleeder resistor (TC6) has been 

added to the test of the AN1 path

circuit Fig. AK to prevent retaining of a 
charge on the (TC6) capacitor while the 
(TC4) relay is in a nonoperate condition; 
thereby, preventing false operation of 
the (TC5) relay during tests of the dis
trict in cut thru position.

D.2 The 420B diodes of Fig. AK are re
moved and replaced by KS-15724,L1 

diodes, and the HT3 terminal on the fuse 
board is specified in place of the 
HT4 lead to improve the operation of 
the TC5 relay during tests of the district 
in the cut thru position.
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AUTOMATIC TEST OF. 

SUBSCRIBERS DISTRICT SELECTORS 
• LINE FINDER TYPE 

CHANGES 

B. CHANGES IN ·APPARATUS 

B.l Remove Replaced By 

4 - 420B Diodes - 4 - KS-15727,Ll 
Fig. AK Diodes Fig. AK 

B.2 Added: l - Resistor (TC6) KS-13490, 
Ll One Megohm Fig. AK. 

D. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CHANGES 
D.l A bleeder resistor (TC6) has been 

added to the test of the ANl path 
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circuit Fig. AK to prevent retaining of a 
cha~e on the (TC6) capacitor while the 
(TC4J relay is in a nonoperate concU.tion; 
thereby, preventing false operation of 
the (TC5) relay during tests of the dis
trict in cut thru position. 

D.2 The 420B diodes of Fig. AK are re-
moved and replaced by KS-15724,Ll 

diodes, and the HT3 terminal on the fuse
_board is specified in place of the 
HT4 lead to improve the operation of 
the TC5 relay 4uring tests of the di.strict 
in the ~ut thru position. 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Dwg

CD-239515 Issue 55-D 
Issue 55-D

PANEL SYSTEM 
AUTOMATIC TEST OF 

SUBSCRIBER'S DISTRICT SELECTORS 
LINE FINDER TYPE

CHANGES
A. CHANGED AND ADDED FUNCTIONS
A. l Provision is made for connecting this

circuit to the unguarded interval 
test set for detecting unguarded intervals 
caused by a selector multiple brush over
riding a selected terminal once busy ground 
has been applied.
B. CHANGE IN APPARATUS
B.l Added

Fig. AL 
TST1 Jack 2334 
UF Relay R-85

D. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CHANGES
D.l Fig. AL is added to provide connec

tions for operation with the unguarded 
interval test set Fig. AJ is added to pro
vide for operation without the unguarded 
interval test set. Circuit note 89 is 
added to cover this change.
D.2 Fig. AJ and AL are added to the 

Options Used Table.
1. PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT
1.1 This circuit is designed to test all 

classes of sender selector type dis
trict selectors in a line finder office.
When the (ST) key is operated on the test 
frame the testing circuit is associated with 
a district selector by means of series of 
200 type selectors. At this time the test 
circuit establishes three connections; one 
to the individual leads of the district se
lector "LF," "B" and "DB"; one to the test 
line at the frame where this selector is 
located; and one to the start circuit that 
is associated with the selector to be tested 
"MZ," "M2," "Z," "T,” "R," and »S." If the 
district selector is idle the test circuit 
first makes it busy. When the associated 
start circuit is clear the line finder 
elevator is caused to hunt for the test 
line. This line is located on the bottom 
terminal of the lowest bank on the frame.
1.2 During the interval that the elevator 

is between the normal position and
the tripping zone the start circuit is 
blocked to prevent an incoming call from 
interfering with the test call. As soon as

the "K" segment is passed or the test line 
is found the start circuit is cleared. The 
district elevator is caused to hunt for the 
test line on the district frame or trunk 
line to office causing office selector to 
hunt for test line when test line is 
located on office frame.
1.3 With the connections thus established 

test conditions are imposed on the
various elements of the line finder and dis
trict selector. Should the elements fail 
to meet a test imposed, the test circuit 
will block indicating by means of lamp and 
audible signals that trouble has been 
encountered. Should the test imposed fail 
to uncover trouble, the line finder dis
trict elevators are permitted to restore to a normal position.
1.4 The same district selector and line 

finder will be directed to test line
for each test imposed, with the (RCO),
(RCI) key normal two tests are made for all 
types of district selector circuits except 
two-party, and three tests are made for 
two-party M.R. district selector circuits. 
When the two or three tests are completed, 
testing circuit will be directed to the 
next district circuit. With the (RCO) key 
operated the repeating coil out test only 
will be made on all district selectors.
With the (RCI) key operated the repeating 
coil in test only will be made. On two- 
party district selectors 2 tests will be made.
1.5 The testing circuit by means of the 

200 type selectors will be directed to
one district selector after another until 
all district selectors have been tested, 
after which a signal will be given at the 
test frame, indicating that a complete test 
has been made on all units in the office 
associated with this test circuit.

1.6 As shown by Figures 3 and 4, this cir
cuit has been designed so that two 

district test circuits may be employed in 
the one office and work to the same group in 
the district or office multiple. This is done 
by associating each test circuit with the 
particular test line of the group. By means 
of a particular circuit feature, any partic
ular line finder and district selector maybe 
associated with the test circuit. A repeat 
test feature is provided so that as many 
can be made on any one unit as is desired.
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PANEL SYSTEM 
AUTOMATIC TEST OF 

SUBSCRIBER'S DISTRICT SELECTORS 
LINE FINDER TYPE 

CHANGES 

A. CHANGED AND ADDED FUNCTIONS 

A.l Provision is made for connecting this 
circuit to the unguarded interval 

test set for detecting unguarded intervals 
caused by a selector multiple brush over
riding a selected terminal once busy ground 
has been applied .. 

B. CHANGE IN APPARATUS 

B.l Added 

Fig. AL 
TSTl Jack 2384 
UF Relay R-85 

D. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CHANGES 

D.l Fig. AL is added to provide connec-
tions for operation with the unguarded 

interval test set Fig. AJ is added to pro
vide for operation without the unguarded 
interval test set. Circuit note 89 is 
added to cover this change. 

D.2 Fig. AJ and AL are added to the 
Options Used Table. 

1. PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT 

1.1 This circuit is designed to test all 
classes of sender selector type dis

trict selectors in a line finder office. 
When the (ST) key is operated on the test 
frame the testing circuit is associated with 
a district selector by means of series of 
200 type selectors. At this time the test 
circuit establishes three connections; one 
to the individual leads of the district se
lector 11 LF, 11 "B" and 11DB11

; one to the test 
line at the frame where this selector is 
located; and one to the start circuit that 
is associated with the selector to be tested 
11MZ, 11 11M2," nz, 11 "T," "R, 11 and 11S ·" If the 
district selector is idle the test circuit 
first makes it busy. When the associated 
start circuit is clear the line finder 
elevator is caused to hunt for the test 
line. This line is located on the bottom 
terminal of the lowest bank on the frame. 

1.2 During the interval that the elevator 
is between the normal position and 

the tripping zone the start circuit is 
blocked to prevent an incoming call from 
interfering with the test call. As soon as 

the 11K11 segment is passed or the test line 
is found the start circuit is cleared. The 
district elevator is caused to hunt for the 
test line on the district frame or trunk 
line to office causing office selector to 
hunt for test line when test line is 
located on office frame. 

l.J With the connections thus established 
test conditions are imposed on the 

various elements of the line finder and dis
trict selector. Should the elements fail 
to meet a test imposed, the test circuit 
will block indicating by means of lamp and 
audible signals that trouble has been 
encountered. Should the test imposed fail 
to uncover trouble, the line finder dis
trict elevators are permitted to restore to 
a normal position. 

1.4 The same district selector and line 
finder will be directed to test line 

for each test imposed, with the (RCO), 
(RCI) key normal two tests are made for all 
types of district selector circuits except 
two-party, and three tests are made for 
two-party M.R. district selector circuits. 
When the two or three tests are completed, 
testing circuit will be directed to the 
next district circuit. With the (RCO) key 
operated the repeating coil out test only 
will be made on all district selectors. 
With the (RCI) key operated the repeating 
coil in test only will be made. On two
party district selectors 2 tests will be 
made. 

1.5 The testing circuit by means of the 
200 type selectors will be directed to 

one district selector after another until 
all district selectors have been tested, 
after which a signal will be given at the 
test frame, indicating that a complete test 
has been made on all units in the office 
associated with this test circuit. 

1.6 As shown by Figures 3 and 4, this cir-
cuit has been designed so that two 

district test circuits may be employed in 
the one office and work to the same group in 
the district or office multiple. This is d:.ne 
by associating each test circuit with the 
particular test line of the group. By means 
of a particular circuit feature, any partic
ular line finder and district selector maybe 
associated with the test circuit. A repeat 
test feature is provided so that as many 
can be made on any one unit as is desired. 
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2. WORKING LIMITS
2.1 This circuit is designed to operate 

when the central office battery
voltage is between 24 and 25 for the 21+ volt 
battery and 43.5 to 50 volts for the 43 volt battery.
3. FUNCTIONS
3.01 This circuit will automatically test 

all of the line finder and district
selector circuits in the office, thereby in
suring normal functioning under the worse 
circuit conditions in service.
3.02 This circuit will dial any one, two 

or three digit code (See wiring at
cam G of (R-l) switch) that has been pre
determined by flexible connections at the 
dial pulse sequence switch (R-2).
3.03 A test is made for sender closure 

through trunk guard relay in sender.
((TC) relay involved.)
3.04 A test is made for closure through 

(CS) relay in district ((TC) relay
involved.)
3.05 A soak circuit is applied to (DC) 

relay of district. (In pos. 15 of
test circuit under control of timing relays 
(SK), (SK-l) and (SK-2)).
3.06 An 33 ohm soak circuit is applied 

Fig. nAln to (CS) polarized relay
in district in direction to operate the 
polarized relay. (In pos. 12 under control 
of (PSK) relay).
3.07 Test of the out-through position of 

the district selector. (Made in
pos. 14 with (CS) relay in test circuit 
over the tip and ring to ground. Timing 
relays (I) and (RO) involved.)
3.06 Test for sleeve make busy ground thru 

(L) relay back contact in cut-through 
position, when test line is on district 
frame. (Test circuit (SL) relay involved.)
3.09 Tests advance of district out of 

cut-through positions.
3.10 Applies release test of (DC) relay of 

district and check for (DC) relay re
lease. (REL-1) relay operates to 43 volts 
in line circuit.
3.11 Test for open circuit release of (CS) 

(polarized) relay of district after
soak. ("Stickey" (CS) relay will cause re
volving district seq. switch in which case 
the (FR-3) relay will hold and (SC3) lamp 
will light.
3.12 Holds district busy during period of 

test for release of (CS) (polarized)

• relay of district. ((FR) and (FR-1) relays involved.)
3.13 Tests for normal of district after 

test. (By release of (FR-3) relay.)
3.14 Makes operate test of (CS) relay in 

district after reverse soak. ((CS)
relay and resistances in test circuit used. 
Timing relays (I), (0), (RO) and (SO) in
volved in pos. 14.) (Reverse soak not made 
when toll diversion offices are tested.)
3.15 Makes operate test of (DC) relay.
3.16 Makes busy back test (CS) release 

with condensers in circuit, and
checks for no charge, with (FCH) key 
operated. ((BB), (BB1), (INT), (Dr), (MX), 
(FCH-1) relays and (FCH) lamp involved.)
3.17 For two-party circuits only, make a 

test to see that no charge is made
while a ground is held on tip with (FCH) 
key operated. ((PT), (FC), (FC-1), (INT), 
(MX) relays involved.)
3.13 Check against early false registra

tion. ((MR-7), (MR-3), (MX-l),(FCH-1) relays and (FCH) lamp involved.)
3.19 Test for polarity of coin current.

((CN) and (CR) relays in test circuitinvolved.)
3.20 Test for potential of message register 

current, ((R ) and (BS) relays involved. )
3.21 Test for registration on tip or ring 

party. ((R), (WD), (WD-1), and (WD-2)relays involved.)
3.22 Test for trunk make busy ground 

through switch cam and for talkselection ground.
3.23 The test circuit is arranged to 

select and test any line finder and
district selector by use of a particular 
circuit feature. ((PC), (ST), (STP) keys, 
dial; (SS), (SS-1) and (PUL) relays involved. )
3.24 The test circuit is arranged to in

dicate the position of the Master
Group, Connector and Class selectors by 
means of lamps which are lighted under 
control of the (LP) lamp key. (The partic
ular District to which the test circuit is 
connected is indicated by the use of a 
translating chart.
3.25 The test circuit will indicate by 

lamps the class of test in progress.
((T1), (T2) or (T3) lamps involved.)
3.26 The test circuit is arranged to 

distinguish between busy and idle
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2. WORKING LIMITS 

2.1 This circuit is designed to operate 
when the central office battery 

voltage is between 24 and 25 for the 24 volt 
battery and 48.5 to 50 volts for the 48 
volt battery. 

3. FUNCTIONS 

3.01 This circuit will automatically test 
all of the line finder and district 

selector circuits in the office, thereby in
suring normal functioning under the worse 
circuit conditions in service. 

3.02 This circuit will dial any one, two 
or three digit code {See wiring at 

cam G of {R-1) switch) that has been pre
determined by flexible connections at the 
dial pulse sequence switch {R-2). 

3.03 A test is made for sender closure 
through trunk guard relay in sender. 

({TC) relay involved.) 

3,04 A test is made for closure through 
(CS) relay in district ((TC) relay 

involved.) 

3.05 A soak circuit is apflied to (DC) 
relay of district. In pos. 15 of 

test circuit under control of timing relays 
{SK), (SK-1) and (SK-2)). 

3.06 An 83 ohm soak circuit is applied 
Fig. "Al" to (CS) polarized relay 

in district in direction to operate the 
polarized relay. (In pos. 12 under control 
of ( PSK) relay). 

3.07 Test of the out-through position of 
the district selector. {Made in 

pos. 14 with (CS) relay in test circuit 
over the tip and ring to ground. Timing 
relays (I) and (RO) involved.) 

3,08 Test for sleeve make busy ground thru 
(L) relay back contact in cut-through 

position when test line is on district 
frame. fTest circuit (SL) relay involved.) 

3,09 Tests advance of district out of 
cut-through positions. 

3.10 Applies release test of (DC) relay of 
district and check for (DC) relay re

lease. (REL-1) relay operates to 48 volts 
in line circuit. 
~ 

U
.11 Test for open circuit release of (CS) 

(polarized) relay of district after 
oak. { 0 Stic~ey" (CS) r!lay will :a use re
ol ving district seq. switch in which case 
he (FR-3) relay will hold and (SCS) lamp 

will light. 

3.12 Holds district busy during period of 
test for release of (CS) {polarized) 
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relay of district. {(FR) and {FR-1) relays 
involved.) 

3,13 Tests for normal of district after 
test. (By release of (FR-3) relay.) 

3,14 Makes operate test of {CS) relay in 
district after reverse soak. ((CS) 

relay and resistances in test circuit used. 
Timing relays (I), (0), (RO) and {SO) in
volved in pos. 14.) (Reverse soak not made 
when toll diversion offices are tested.) 

3.15 Makes operate test of (DC) relay. 

3.16 Makes busy back test {CS) release 
with condensers in circuit, and 

checks for no charge, with {FCH) key 
operated. ((BB), {BBl), (INT), (DR), (MX), 
(FCH-1) relays and (FCHJ lamp involved.) 

3.17 For two-party circuits only, make a 
test to see that no charge is made 

while a ground is held on tip with (FCH) 
key operated. {(PT), (FC), (FC-1), (INT), 
(MX) relays involved.) 

3.18 Check against early false registra
tion. ((MR-7), (MR-8), (MX-1), 

\ {FCH-1) relays and (FCH) lamp involved.) 

~3.19 Test for polarity of coin current. 
((CN) and (CR) relays in test circuit 

involved.) 

3.20 Test for 1otential of message register 
current, (R) and (BS) relays in

volved.) 

J.21 Test for registration on tip or rfng 
party. ((R), (WO), (WD-1), and (WD-2) 

relays involved.) 

J.22 Test for ~runk make busy ground 
through switch cam and for talk 

selection ground. 

3.23 The test circuit is arranged to 
select and test any line finder and 

district selector by use of a particular 
circuit feature. ((Pc), (ST), (STP) keys, 
dial; (SS), (SS-1) and \PUL) relays in
volved.) 

J.24 The test circuit is arranged to in-
dicate the position of the Master 

Group, Connector and Class selectors by 
means of lamps which are lighted under 
control of the (LP) lamp key. (The partic
ular District to which the test circuit is 
connected is indicated by the use of a 
translating chart. 

3.25 The test circuit will irrlicate by 
lamps the class of test in progress. 

((Tl), (T2) or (TJ) lamps involved.) 

J.26 The test ~ircuit is arranged to 
distinguish between busy and idle 
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selectors and to wait for a selector to 
become idle after which it will proceed 
with the test. ((DB) and (IDL) relays 
involved.)
3.27 A pass busy key is provided to cause 

the testing circuit to pass district 
selectors at the time it is testing for 
busy. This pass busy key will cause cir
cuit to advance by the district leaving a 
meter record. ((PB) key: (DB-l) relay and 
(BSY) register involved.)
3.2B The test circuit will give an alarm 

when trouble is encountered. An 
alarm will also be given after a suitable 
interval in the event that a selector 
remains busy for too long an interval when- 
the test circuit is waiting to seize it.
This will be with the pass busy key in a 
normal position.
3.29 Registers are provided to record the 

various conditions that a test circuit
has encountered and to dedicate the per
formance of the test circuit. ((ST), (CT), 
(BSY) and (TEL) meters involved.)
3.30 The test circuit may be returned to ' 

normal at any time by the operation
of the (RN) key..
3.31 The circuit provides a "control 

advance (CA)" feature which when used
with repeat keys permits restoring test 
switch to normal, or without repeat key 
operated will allow circuit to advance.
This (CA) key will restore circuit at any 
time.

indicate this condition. ((NLF), (NLF-l), 
-(NLF-2), (NLF-3) and (NLF-4) relays and (NLF) lamp involved.)
3.37 The test circuit is arranged to

block if the dial path circuit over 
"T" and "R" leads to sender is open. (PC) 
relay does not operate and holds test 
switch in pos. 7 with (TEL) lamp lighted.
3.3^ The test circuit will detect a cross 

of the "Tip" and "Hunt" leads on any 
line finder circuit. (Test switch blocks 
in pos. 14 with (FR) lamp lighted.)
3.39 The test circuit will check that 

district will charge on a charge 
call, detects false charge under all other 
conditions. ((R). (WD), (WD-l), (WD-2), & 
(FCH) relays and (DCH) lamp involved.)
3.40 The test circuit will detect a reversal 

of "T" and "R" lead to sender.
((LC-1) relay contacts involved.)
3.41 Provides a check for brush contact 

of the district selector, the (BC)
lamp indicates failure. (WD), (BT), (ADV),
(BC), (FR1) relays, MC selector involved.
3.42 The test circuit will make repeat 

tests on either of the three tests.
((REP-1) key and (REP) relay - (REP-2) or
(REP-3) keys involved.)
3.43 The test circuit will make single 

test or multitests depending on
whether (RCO) or (RCl) key is operated or
whether both keys are normal.

3.32 The test circuit has a remote control 
feature to enable test man to repeat

tests from the line finder and district 
frames (by using 32A test set). This 
feature is only operative with a (REP) key 
operated. (The (RC) relay in test circuit 
is used with this feature.)
3.33 The test circuit gives a tone to 

notify sender monitor if sender is
stuck during time test circuit is making 
use of it.
3.34 The test circuit employs a syn

chronizing scheme for keeping the
master switches or the group switches in 
step. (The "A" arcs of A & B selectors 
are involved.)
3.35 When the line finder under test over

steps the test terminal, an (OS) lamp
will light to indicate this condition. 
((OS), (OS-1), (OS-2), (OS-3) and (OS-4) 
relays and (OS) lamp involved.)
3.36 When the line finder under test fails 

to pass the tripping zone in the
time allowed, the (NLF) lamp will light to

3.44 Th<* closed circuit release test is 
provided for the 206L (CS) relay(SK3) relay.

3.45 The ground connected to the sleeve 
cam during talk selection is checked.

("Repeat coil in" test only when arranged
to test toll diversion offices.)
3.46 The delay and advance of the district 

when equipped for automatic releaseis checked.
3.47 Provide jacks for connecting a trans

mission measuring set.
3.4$ A timing test is made of the message 

register pulse.
3.49 A n arrangement is provided for test

ing district circuits arranged tofunction over 750 ohms and 1500 ohms.

3.50 An arrangement is provided for testing 
district selector circuits associated 

with two classes of service in the same 
subscribers line group.
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selectors and to wait for a selector to 
become idle after which it wili proceed 
with the test. ((DB) and (IDLJ relays 
involved.) 

J.27 A pass busy key is provided to cause 
the testing circuit to pass district 

selectors at the time it is testing for 
busy. This pass busy key will cause cir
cuit to advance by the district leaving a 
meter record. ((PB) key, (DB~l) relay and 
(BSY) register involved., 

J.28 The test circuit will give an alarm 
when trouble is encountered. An 

alarm will also be given after a suitable 
interval in the event that a selector 
remains busy for too long an interval when· 
the test circuit is waiting to seize it. 
This will be with the pass busy key in a 
normal position. 

J.29 Registers are ·provided to record the 
various conditions that a test circuit 

has encountered and to dedicate the per
formance of the test circuit. ((ST), (CT), 
( BSY) and ( TEL) meters involved.) 

3.30 The test circuit may be returned to· 
normal at any time by the operation 

of the (RN) key.. • 

J.31 The circuit provides a "control 
advance (CA)" feature which when used 

with repeat keys permits restoring test 
switch to normal, or without repeat key 
operated will allow circuit to advance. 
This (CA) key will restore circuit at any 
time. 

3.32 The test circuit has a remote control 
feature to enable test man to repeat 

tests from the line finder and district 
frames (by using 32A test set). This 
feature is only operative with a (REP) key 
operated. (The (RC) relay in test circuit 
is used with this feature.) 

3.33 The test circuit gives a tone to 
notify sender monitor if sender is 

stuck during time test circuit is making 
use of it. 

3.34 The test circuft employs a syn-
chronizing scheme for keeping the 

master switches or the group switches in 
step. (The 11A11 arcs of A &. B selectors 
are involved.) 

3.35 When the line finder under test over-
steps the test terminal, an (OS) lamp 

will light to indicate this condition. 
((OS), (OS-1), (OS-2), (OS-3) and (OS-4) 
relays and (OS) lamp involved.) 

3.36 When the line finder under test fails 
to pass the tripping zone in the 

time allowed, the (NLF) lamp will light to 

indicate this condition. ((NLF), (NLF-1), 
.(NLF-2), (NLF-3) and (NLF-4) relays and 
(NLF) lamp involved.) 

/ block if the dial path circuit over 
/3.37 The test circuit is arranged to - -)...__ 

"T" and "R" leads to sender is open. (PC) 
relay does not operate and holds test 
~tch in pos. 7 with (TEL) lamp lighted. 

/ -J.38 The test c5.rcuit will detect a cross 
of the "Tip" and "Hunt" leads on any 

line finder circuit. (Test switch blocks / 
in pos. 14 with (FR) lamp lighted.) / 

J.39 The test circuit will check that 
district will charge on a charge 

call, detec 1,s false charge under all other 
conditions. ( (R)t (WD), (WD-1), (WD-2), &. 
(FCH) relays and DCH) lamp involved.) 

J.40 The test circuit will detect a reversal 
of "T" and "R" lead to sender. 

((LC-1) relay contacts involved.) 

3.41 Provides a check for brush contact 
of the district selector, the (BC) 

lamp indicates failure. (WD), (BT), (ADV), 
(BCJ, (FRl) relays, MC selector involved. 

J.42 The test circuit will make repeat 
tests on either of the three tests. 

((REP-1) key and (REP) relay - (REP-2) or 
(REP-3) keys involved.) 

3.43 The test circuit will make single 
test or multitests depending on 

whether (RCO) or (RCl) key is operated or 
whether both keys are normal. 

3.44 Tr 0 closed circuit release test is 
pro~ided for the 2061 (CS) relay 

(SK3) relay. 

3.45 The ground connected to the sleeve 
cam during talk selection is checked. 

("Repeat coil in" test only when arranged 
to test toll diversion offices.) 

J.~6 The delay and advance of the district 
when equipped for automatic release 

is checked. 

Provide jacks for connecting a trans
mission measuring set. 

A timing test is made of the message 
register pulse. 

J.49 An arrangement is provided for test
ing district circuits arranged to 

function over 750 ohms and 1500 ohms. 

3.50 An arrangement is provided for testing 
district selector circuits associated 

with two classes of service in the same 
subscribers line group. 
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*■ 3.51 Provision is made to test districts 
in toll-diversion and nontoll- diversion offices.

a  3.52 An arrangement is provided to detect 
' very slow releasing (D) and (DC) re

lays in the district selector circuit.
3.53 Provision is made to test the auto

matic number identification path 
through the district selector circuit.

4.7 Unguarded Interval Test Set - SD-21986-01.
Note: This test set is only applicable
when the test line appears in the dis
trict multiple.
This is a portable test set which is 

used to measure the duration a selector 
multiple brush overrides a selected terminal 
once busy ground has been applied.

3.54 The test circuit will call in the DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION
recorder circuit to record busy and 

trouble conditions of selectors. 5. APPARATUS AND FUNCTIONS
3.55 This circuit is arranged for opera

tions with the unguarded interval 
test set for detecting an unguarded interval 
caused by the district selector multiple 
brush overriding a selected terminal once 
busy ground has been applied.
4. CONNECTING CIRCUITS

When this circuit is listed on a key- 
sheet the connecting information thereon 
is to be followed.
4.1 District Selector and Line Finder 

Circuit - All classes of sender se
lector type district selectors can be 
tested by the circuit.
4.2 District Selector Test Line - This is 

the line to which the district se
lector being tested is directed by the test 
circuit under control of a service sender.
4.3 Start Circuit - This circuit is connected to the test circuit so that
line finder elevator can be directed to the 
test line without interfering with service.
4.4 Line Finder Test Line - This is the 

line to which the line finder elevator
is directed. The bottom terminals on the 
bottom bank of each line finder frame is 
used for testing purposes. Both the 
terminals and the line and cutoff relay of 
this line in the (A) subgroup are employed 
as shown on the standard line circuit, the 
proper hunting condition being placed on 
the terminal of the frame only when a 
selector on that frame is being directed to 
the test line.

5.1 Selectors and Switches
5.11 Connector Stepper

One of these stepping switches is 
used for each 20 or less district 
selectors that are to be tested. This 
switch serves to connect the individual 
leads (LF), (B) and (DB) for controlling 
the line finder and district selector, 
also the particular ,fZ” lead which connects 
the start circuit.
5.12 Group Connector Stepper

Two 200 type selectors which are des
ignated (GA) and (GB), serve to associate 
the test circuit with a connector stepper, and to the start circuit of the frame 
being served by the district selectors 
reached by the connector stepper. A 
synchronizing arrangement is employed to 
keep these steppers in step.
5.13 Master Stepper

Two 200 type selectors designated (MA) 
and (MB) serve the proper set of group con
nectors. The master steppers permit the 
use of 20 group connectors.
5.14 Test Sequence Switch B141

This sequence switch serves to control 
the 200 type selectors that connect the test 
circuit to the circuit to be tested. It 
makes the busy test and advances the 
district selector leads of the unit being 
tested. It makes one revolution for each 
test imposed.

4.5 Sender - Any service sender associated 
with a particular group of districts

may be used the same as in service to 
direct the district selector to the test 
line.
4.6 Recorder Circuit - SD-2197S-01.

This circuit records busy and trouble 
conditions encountered by test circuit 
during automatic testing.

5.15 Class Sequence Switch

This sequence switch controls the var
ious test imposed for the various classes 
of calls that tests are made for on each 
district selector. The testing of this switch is controlled by relays operated from 
the first terminal of the connector switches 
by means of a cross-connecting method.
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, J.51 Provision is made to test districts 
in toll-diversion and nontoll

diversion offices. 

J.52 An arrangement is provided to detect 
very slow releasing (D) and (DC) re

lays in the district selector circuit. 

J.5J Provision is made to test the auto
matic number identification path 

through the district selector circuit. 

J.54 The test circuit will call in the 
recorder circuit to record busy and 

trouble conditions of selectors. 

J.55 This circuit is arranged for opera-
tions with the unguarded interval 

test set for detecting an unguarded interval 
caused by the district selector multiple 
brush overriding a selected terminal once 
busy ground has been applied. 

4. CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

When this circuit is listed on a key
sheet the connecting information thereon 
is to be followed. 

4.1 District Selector and Line Finder 
Circuit - All classes of sender se

lector type district selectors can be 
tested by the circuit. 

4.2 District Selector Test Line - This is 
the line to which the district se

lector being tested is directed by the test 
circuit under control of a service sender. 

4.J Start Circuit - This circuit is con-
nected to the test circuit so that 

line finder elevator can be directed to the 
test line without interfering with service. 

4.4 Line Finder Test Line - This is the 
line to which the line finder elevator 

is directed. The bottom terminals on the 
bottom bank of each line finder frame is 
used for testing purposes. Both the 
terminals and the line and cutoff relay of 
this line in the (A) subgroup are employed 
as shown on the standard line c:ir cuit, the 
proper hunting condition being placed on 
the terminal of the frame only when a 
selector on that frame is being directed to 
the test line. 

4.5 Sender - Any service sender associated 
with a particular group of districts 

may be used the same as in service to 
direct the district selector to the test 
line. 

4.6 Recorder Circuit - SD-21978-01. 

This circuit records busy and trouble 
conditions encountered by test circuit 
during automatic testing. 
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Unguarded Interval Test Set -
SD-21986-01. 

Note: This test set is only applicable 
when the test line appears in the dis
trict multiple. 

This is a portable test set which is 
used to measure the duration a selector 
multiple brush overrides a selected terminal 
once busy ground has been applied. 

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 

5. APPARATUS AND FUNCTIONS 

5.1 Selectors and Switches 

5.11 Connector Stepper 

One of these stepping switches is 
used for each 20 or less district 
selectors that are to be tested. This 
switch serves to connect the individual 
leads (LF), (B) and (DB) for controlling 
the line finder and district selector, 
also the particular 11Z11 lead which connects 
the start circuit. 

5.12 Group Connector Stepper 

Two 200 type selectors which are des
ignated (GA) and (GB), serve to associate 
the test circuit with a connector stepper, 
and to the start circuit of the frame 
being served by the district selectors 
reached by the connector stepper. A 
synchronizing arrangement is employed to 
keep these steppers in step. 

5.13 Master Stepper 

Two 200 type selectors designated (J.tA) 
and (MB) serve the proper set of group con
nectors. The master steppers permit the 
use of 20 group connectors. 

5.14 Test Sequence Switch Bl4l 

This sequence switch serves to control 
the 200 type selectors that connect the test 
circuit to the circuit to be tested. It 
makes the busy test and advances the 
district selector leads of the unit being 
tested. It makes one revolution for each 
test imposed. 

5.15 Class Sequence Switch 

This sequence switch controls the var
ious test imposed for the various classes 
of calls· that tests are made for on each 
district selector. The testing of this 
switch is controlled by relays operated from 
the first terminal of the connector s~ritches 
by means of a cross-connecting method. 
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5.2 Lamps
5.21 Progress Lamps

The connector (N to 20) group (1 to 21) 
and master (G10N) to (G170N) lamps indicate 
the district selector to which the test cir
cuit is attached.
5.22 Busy Lamp (BLF)

When lighted indicates that the dis
trict is busy.
5.23 Busy Lamp (BY)

Indicates district selector is busy 
for more than time allowed.
5.24 No Line Finder (NLF)

This lamp is a trouble lamp and 
indicates that the line finder selector 
will not pass the tripping zone.
5.25 Trouble Lamp (TBL)

This lamp is part of the alarm circuit 
and will light in series with miscellaneous 
alarm.
5.26 Overstep Lamp (OS)

This lamp indicates that the line 
finder has overstepped or that the sleeve 
of the line finder is open.
5.27 False Return Lamp (FR)

This lamp when lighted indicates the 
false return of district.
5.2& Double Charge Lamp (DCH)

This is a trouble lamp which lights 
when a double charge is encountered.
5.29 False Charge Lamp (FCH)

This is a trouble lamp which lights 
under the following conditions:

a - false charge is first test, 
switch blocks in pos. 15.

b - false charge is second test, 
before regular charge switch 

blocks in 17.
c - false charge in second test with 

(FCH) key operated either before 
or during regular charge.
d - false charge in third test before 

regular charge.
e - in third test false charge in

regular charge position of ring party.

f - in third test with (FCH) key
operated false advance of district.

g - false charge in or before pos. 17
with (NCH) key operated for no charge test.

5.30 Stuck (CS) Relay (SCS)
This lamp is a trouble lamp and indi

cates that the (CS) relay of district has failed to release.
5.31 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Test Lamps

These lamps are test indicating lamps 
and indicate the particular test in progress.
5.32 End of Cycle (EC)

This lamp indicates the last dis
tricts to be tested in one cycle.
5.33 Group Off Normal (GON)

This is a trouble lamp and lights 
when more than one group switch is off 
normal at the same time.
5.34 Class Lamps MR, FL & CO

These lamps are Class Indicating 
lamps and indicate the class of district under test.
5.35 Brush Continuity Lamp indicates a 

failure of the fundamental toclose.
5.36 The (D) lamp indicates a very slow 

releasing (D) relay in the district.
It may also indicate a slow district 
sequence switch.
5.37 The (DC) lamp indicates a very slow 

releasing (DC) or (D ) relay in the
district.
5.4 Keys
5.41 Start Key (ST)

The operation of this key starts the 
automatic test which continues until all 
district selector circuits have been tested. 
The release of the start key at any time 
will restore the test and class switches to 
normal.
5.42 False Charge Key (FCH), Fig. V, W or X

The operation of this key changes the 
operation of the second test so as to indi
cate a false charge during a busy back con
dition and in the third test to simulate a 
block condition with a ground on tip of 
line.
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5.2 Lamps 

5.21 Progress Lamps 

The connector (N to 20) group (1 to 21) 
and master (GlON) to (Gl70N) lamps indicate 
the district selector to which the test cir
cuit is attached. 

5.22 Busy Lamp (BLF) 

When lighted indicates that the dis
trict is busy. 

5.23 Busy Le.mp (BY) 

Indicates district selector is busy 
for more than time allowed. 

5.24 No Line Finder (NLF) 

This lamp is a trouble lamp and 
indicates that the line finder selector 
will not pass the tripping zone. 

5.25 Trouble Lamp (TBL) 

This lamp is part of the alarm circuit 
and will light in series with miscellaneous 
alarm. 

5.26 Overstep Lamp (OS) 

This lamp indicates that the lire 
finder has overstepped or that the sleeve 
of the line finder is open. 

5.27 False Return Lamp (FR) 

This lamp when lighted indicates the 
false return of district. 

5.28 Double Charge Lamp (DCH) 

This is a trouble lamp which lights 
when a double charge is encountered. 

5.29 False Charge Lamp (FCH) 

This is a trouble lamp which lights 
under the following conditions: 

a - false charge is first test, 
switch blocks in pos. 15. 

b false charge is second test, 
before regular charge switch 

blocks in 17. 

c - false charge in second test with 
(FCH) key operated either before 

or during regular charge. 

d - false charge in third test before 
regular charge. 

e - in third test false charge in 
regular charge position of ring party. 

f - in third test with (FCH) key 
operated false advance of district. 

g - false charge in or before pos. 17 
with (NCH) key operated for no charge 

test. 

✓ 5.30 Stuck (CS) Relay (SCS) 

This lamp is a trouble lamp and indi
cates that the (CS) relay of district has 
failed to release. 

5.31 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Test Lamps 

These lamps are test indicating lamps 
and indicate the particular test in 
progress. 

5.32 End of Cycle (EC) 

This lamp indicates the last dis
tricts to be tested in one cycle. 

5.33 Group Off Normal (GON) 

This is a trouble lamp and lights 
when more than one group switch is off 
normal at the same time. 

5.34 Class Lamps MR, FL & CO 

These lamps are Class Indicating 
lamps and indicate the class of district 
under test. 

5.35 Brush Continuity Lamp indicates a 
failure of the fundamental to 

close. 

5.36 The (D) lamp indicates a very slow 
releasing (D) relay in the district. 

It may also indicate a slow district 
sequence switch. 

5.37 The (DC) lamp indicates a very slow 
releasing (DC) or (D) relay in the 

district. 

5.4 Keys 

5.41 Start Key (ST) 

The operation of this key starts the 
automatic test which continues until all 
district selector circuits have been tested. 
The release of the start key at any time 
will restore the test and class switches to 
normal. 

5.42 False Charge Key (FCH), Fig. V, W or X 

The operation of this key changes the 
operation of the second test so as to indi
cate a false charge during a busy back con
dition and in the third test to simulate a 
block condition with a ground on tip of 
line. 
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5.43 No Charge Key (NCH), Fig. W or X
This key is operated to provide a 

(no charge) test for message rate district 
selectors arranged for a (no charge) test 
position and district selectors arranged 
for flat and message rate in the same line 
group.
5.44 Return to Normal Key (RN)

The operation of this key, causes 
the return to normal of the entire circuit, 
including connector steppers.
5.45 Pass Busy Key (PC)

The operation of this key, causes . 
the connector to recognize a busy condition and pass on to the next district.
5.46 Control Advance Key (CA)

This key is operated when the test 
control fails to complete its cycle due to 
a fault in the circuit under test. The 
operation and release of the key causes the 
test switch to advance to position l£.
The connector stepper advances to the next 
district. When the (REP) key is operated 
the connector sequence switch will not 
cause stepper to step to next district but 
will repeat the same test.
5.47 Time Alarm Key (TA)

The operation of this key causes the 
release of the trouble or busy alarm. As 
long as the key remains operated the alarm 
is out of service and the test circuit will 
block before making another test, except 
when the repeat key is operated. The 
operation of this key will not interfere 
with the particular circuit feature.
5.48 Repeat Keys (REPl), (REP2) and 

(REP3)
The operation of any of these keys 

causes the test circuit to repeat that 
test as long as the key remains operated. 
The operation of either repeat key in 
combination with the (CA) key will cause 
the test circuit to repeat the test in 
progress. The (PB) key must be released 
with above keys operated before (CA) key 
will function.
5.49 Particular Circuit Key (PC)

The operation of this key arranged 
the circuit in such a way as to dial master 
group and connector stepper switches to the 
particular district desired.
5.50 Step Key (STP)

This key is operated after dialing 
master stepper to some particular terminal

in order to advance the test sequence 
switch for group dialing and the key is 
operated after group and connector dialing 
to advance the test sequence switch the 
same as after master dialing. It will be 
necessary to dial twice in order to reach 
more than 10 terminals in group and con
nector selectors before operating (STP) 
key. (PC) key is always operated in connection with (STP) key.
5.51 Lamp Key (LP)

This key is operated to complete the 
circuit of all progress lamps which will 
indicate the position of the master, group 
and connector switches.
5.52 Brush Continuity Key (BC)

This key provides a circuit for 
checking the fundamental closure thru the multiple brushes, etc.
5.53 "Repeating Coil Out (RCO) or 

"Repeating Coil In" (RCI) Keys
These keys arrange circuit for single 

tests of above features and will permit a multitest with both keys normal.
5.54 The (1), (2) and (3) keys are used 

for control of dialing and checking
when "two classes of service" are tested.
5.55 The (DR) key is used to check the 

called subscribers release featureof the district sets.
5.56 The (TD) key is used to provide for 

operate soak test, and to advance
district out of "awaiting operator*s 
position" when "non-toll-diversion" and 
toll-diversion offices are tested by one 
test circuit. With the (TD) key operated 
the circuit is arranged to test non-tolled 
diversion districts and with the key normal 
the circuit is arranged to test toll 
diversion districts.
5.57 The (EWO) key is operated to perform 

an early wipe out test on the
district. This test detector very slow 
releasing (D) relays.
5.6 Jacks and Dials
5.61 Remote Control Jack (CA)

The purpose of this jack in connection 
with the 32A test set is to make it possible 
for a man to watch the functioning of the 
selector under test at the time the (REP) 
key is operated. It controls the (CA) 
feature.
5.62 2EA or 4EA Dial

This dial associated with (PUL) relay 
is used to advance the 200 type selectors
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5.43 No Charge Key (NCH), Fig. W or X 

This key is operated to provide a 
(no charge) test for message rate district 
selectors arranged for a (no charge) test 
position and district selectors arranged 
for flat and message rate in the same line 
group. 

5.44 Return to Normal Key (RN) 

The operation of this key, causes 
the return 1D normal of the entire circuit, 
including connector steppers. 

5.45 Pass Busy Key (PC) 

The operation of this key, causes . 
the connector to recognize a busy condition 
and pass on to the next district. 

5.46 Control Advance Key (CA) 

This key is operated when the test 
control fails to complete its cycle due to 
a fault in the circuit under test. The 
operation and release of the key causes the 
test switch to advance to position 18. 
The connector stepper advances to the next 
district. When the (REP) key is operated 
the connector sequence switch will not 
cause stepper to step to next district but 
will repeat the same test. 

5.47 Time Alarm Key (TA) 

The operation of this key causes the 
release of the trouble or busy alarm. As 
long as the key remains operated the alarm 
is out of service and the test circuit will 
block before making another test, except 
when the repeat key is operated. The 
operation of this key will not interfere 
with the particular circuit feature. 

Repeat Keys (REPl), (REP2) and 
(REPJ) 

The operation of any of these keys 
causes the test circuit to repeat that 
test as long as the key remains operated. 
The operation of either repeat key in 
combination with the (CA) key trill cause 
the test circuit to repeat the test in 
progress. The (PB) key must be released 
with above keys operated before (CA) key 
will function. 

5.49 Particular Circuit Key (PC) 

The operation of this key arranged 
the circuit in such a way as to dial master 
group and connector stepper switches to the 
particular district desired. 

5.50 Step Key (STP) 

This key is operated after dialing 
master stepper to some particular terminal 
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in order to advance the test sequence 
switch for group dialing and the key is 
operated after group and connector dialing 
to advance the test sequence switch the 
same as after master dialing. It will be 
necessary to dial twice in order to reach 
more than 10 terminals in group and con
nector selectors before operating (STP) 
key. (PC) key is always operated in con
nection with (STP) key. 

5.51 Lamp Key (LP) 

This key is operated to complete the 
circuit of all progress lamps which will 
indicate the position of the master, group 
and connector switches. 

5.52 Brush Continuity Key (BC) 

This key provides a circuit for 
checking the fundamental closure thru the 
multiple brushes, etc. 

"Repeating Coil Out (RCO) or 
"Repeating Coil In 11 (RCI) Keys 

These keys arrange circuit for single 
tests of above features and will permit a 
multitest with both keys normal. 

5.54 The (1), (2) and (J) keys are used 
for control of dialing and checking 

when "two classes of service" are tested. 

5.55 The (DR) key is used to check the 
called subscribers release feature 

of the district sets. 

5.56 The (TD) key is used to provide for 
operate soak test, and to advance 

district out of "awaiting operator's 
position" when "non-toll-diversion" and 
toll-diversion offices are tested by one 
test circuit. With the (TD) key operated 
the circuit is arranged to test non-tolled 
diversion districts and with the key normal 
the circuit is arranged to test toll 
diversion districts. 

5.57 The (EWO) key is operated to perform 
an early wipe out test on the 

district. This test detector very slow 
releasing (D) relays. 

5.6 Jacks and Dials 

5.61 Remote Control Jack (CA) 

The purpose of this jack in connection 
with the J2A test set is to make it possible 
for a man to watch the functioning of the 
selector under test at the time the (REP) 
key is operated. It controls the (CA) 
feature. 

5.62 2EA or 4EA Dial 
This dial associated with (PUL) relay 

is used to advance the 200 type selectors 
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to the particular district selector desired. 
The (PC) and (STP) keys are used to connect 
this dial to a particular district. ̂ <
5.63 T-R Jacks for listening on the calling 

loop during the test.
5.64 R-S Jacks for connecting the trans-
---- mission measuring set.
5.65 TST1 Jack for connecting the unguarded interval test set.
5.7 Relays
5.71 (R) Relay

This relay is used to check the 
potential of registration current. The 
secondary winding is connected in series 
with a 1000 ohm resistance to battery in 
order to give a margin between the opera
tion on 117 ohm battery (3 resistances in 
series) and the higher resistances due to 
one or more of these resistances being open.
5.72 (BX) Relay

This relay is connected in parallel 
with the (R) relay described above, in 
order to detect a battery cross on the 
message register leads resulting in blowing 
the fuse of district and leaving the (BX) 
relay locked, blocking test circuit in 
position 17.
5.73 (MR7) Relay

The function of this relay is to con
nect the ring party message register lead 
to the (MXl) relay at other times than when 
circuit expects message register current.
If (MXl) relay operates, it will operate 
the (FCHl) relay and blocks the test circuit 
in position 17.
5.74 (MRS) Relay

The function of this relay is to con
nect the tip party message register lead to 
the (MXl) relay at other times than the 
test circuit expects message register cur
rent. If (MXl) relay operates it will oper
ate the (FCHl) relay and block the test 
circuit in position 17 •
5.75 (SL) Relay

The function of the relay is to test 
the trunk make busy ground from sleeve of 
district, and from back contact of "L" 
relay when the test line is on the district 
frame.
5.76 l&BH Resistance in Series with Tone Condenser

The function of this resistance is 
to prevent the (PC) relay from operating

momentarily, which will render the over
step feature ineffective by unlocking the 
(OS) and (031) relays at the time the (0S3) 
relay operates (TR) relay.
5.77 ISAM Resistance (Z)

The function of this resistance is to prevent the (REL 1) relay from receiving 
the "inductive kick" of the repeating coil at the time release test is applied. The 
(REL) relay being marginal, is not switched 
into the circuit until after this "inductive kick" has been dissipated.
5.73 UF Relay

The function of this relay is to block 
the test frame on unguarded interval fail
ures •
OPERATION
6. START TEST

The operation of the (ST) key closes 
four circuits as follows:
6.1 Closes a circuit which operates

(BY) relay to start the busy timealarm.
6.2 Closes a lead from miscellaneous 

tone circuit through (TT) condenser
to the "T" lead through district to sender.
6.3 Closes circuit to advance test 

sequence switch to position 2 fromground through (CA) key. t"E" wiring) or 
(RC) relay, r'K" wiring) start key contact 
(CONI) relay, (FR) relay, ("E" wiring) or 
direct to ("K" wiring) (Bl) cam to (R) magnet.
6.4 Closes local circuit to operate (ST) relay.
7. STEPS MASTER SELECTOR

In position 2 the (SM) and (STP2) 
relays operate from ground to contact of 
(SSI) relay, (PLF3) relay normal, (PMG) 
relay normal, (PM) relay normal, (II) and 
(Jl) cams secondary winding of (STP2) 
relay (STP) arc (MA) selector, winding of 
(SM) relay to battery.
7.1 The operation of the (SM) relay

closes a circuit from the battery 
through the stepping magnet, contacts of 
(SM) relay, (Ul) cam, contact of (STPl) 
relay, contacts of (ECl) relay, (PC) key 
normal (REP1), (REP2) and (REP3) keys,("K" wiring) or contacts of (REP) relay,
("E" wiring) (CA) key normal, ("E" wiring) 
or (RC) relay, ("K" wiring) contacts of 
(FR) relay, ("E" wiring) or direct ("K" 
wiring) through contacts of (MRl) relay 
normal, (FL) relay normal, (CC) relay
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to the particular distr~ct selector desired. 
The (PC) and (STP) keys are used to connect 
this dial to a particular district. 

~ T-R Jacks for listening on the calling 
loop during the test. 

~ R-S Jacks for connecting the trans-
~ mission measuring set. 

5.65 TSTl Jack for connecting the unguarded 
interval test set. 

5.7 Relays 

5.71 (R) Relay 

This relay is used to check the 
potential of registration current. The 
secondary winding is connected in series 
with a 1000 ohm resistance to battery in 
o:der to give a margin between the opera
tion on 117 ohm battery (3 resistances in 
series) and the higher resistances due ~o 
one or more of these resistances being open. 

5.72 (BX) Relay 

This relay is connected in parallel 
with the (R) relay described above, in 
order to detect a battery cross on the 
message register leads resulting in blowing 
the fuse of district and leaving the (BX) 
relay locked, blocking test circuit in 
position 17. 

5.73 (MR?) Relay 

The function of this relay is to con
nect the ring party message register lead 
to the (MXl) relay at other times than when 
circuit expects message register current. 
If (MXl) relay operates, it will operate 
the (FCHl) relay and blocks the test circuit 
in position 17. 

5.74 (MRS) Relay 

The function of this relay is to con
nect the tip party message register lead to 
the (MXl) relay at other times than the 
test circuit expects message register cur
rent. If (MU) relay operates it will oper
ate the (FCHl) relay and block the test 
circuit in position 17. 

5.75 (SL) Relay 

The function of the relay is to test 
the trunk make busy ground from sleeve of 
district, and from back contact of "L" 
relay when the test line is on the district 
frame. 

5.76 18BH Resistance in Series with Tone 
Condenser 

The function of this resistance is 
to prevent the (PC) relay from operating 

momentarily, which will render the over
step feature ineffective by unlocking the 
(OS) and (OSl) relays at the time the (OSJ) 
relay operates (TR) relay. 

5.77 18AM Resistance (Z) 

The function of this resistance is to 
prevent the (REL 1) relay from receiving 
the "inductive kick" of the repeating coil 
at the time release test is applied. The 
(REL) relay being marginal, is not switched 
into the circuit until after this "inductive 
kick" has been dissipated. 

5. 78 UF Relay 

The function of this relay is to block 
the test frame on unguarded interval fail
ures. 

OPERATION 

6. START TEST 

The operation of the (ST) key closes 
four circuits as follows: 

6.1 Closes a circuit which operates 
(BY) relay to start the busy time 

alarm. 

6.2 Closes a lead fro~ miscellaneous 
tone circuit througL (TT) condenser 

to the "T" lead through district to sender. 

6.3 Closes circuit to advance test 
sequence switch to position 2 from 

rround through (CA) key ("E" wiring) or 
RC) relay, ("K" wiringj start key contact 
CONl) relay, (FR) relay, ("E" wiring) or 

direct to ( 11K11 wiring) (Bl) cam to (R) 
magnet. 

6.4 Closes local circuit to operate 
(ST) relay. 

?. STEPS MASTER SELECTOR 

In position 2 the (SM) and (STP2) 
relays operate from ground to contact of 
(SSl) relay, (PLFS) relay normal, (PMG) 
relay normal, (F'I-1) relay normal{ (Il) and 
(Jl) cams secondary winding of STP2) 
relay (STP) arc (MA) selector, winding of 
(SM) relay to battery. 

7.1 The operation of the (SM) relay 
closes a circuit from the battery 

through the stepping magnet, contacts of 
(SM) relay, (Ul) cam, contact of (STPl) 
relay, contacts of (ECl) relay, (PC) key 
normal (REPl), (REP2) and (REPJ) keys, 
("K" wiring) or contacts of (REP) relay 
( 11E11 wiring) (CA) key normal, ( 11E11 wiri~g) 
or (RC) relay, ( 11K11 wiring) contacts of 
{FR) relay, ("E" wiring) or direct ("K" 
wirbg) through contacts of (MRl) relay 
normal, (FL) relay normal, (CC) relay 
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normal, (MR2) relay normal, (Ql) cam to 
ground. This same ground is closed in 
parallel from the (Ul) cam through contacts 
of (STP2) relay, primary and secondary 
windings of (STP) relay to battery, shunted 
by the ground circuit through the contact 
of stepper, contact (SM) relay, (TI) cam 
to middle tap at (STP) relay. The operation 
of the (SM) relay in position 2 also 
operates the (MON) relay which lights the 
(MON) lamp, with the lamp key operated.
7.2 The operation of the master stepper

magnet opens contact, removing 
shunt from (STP) relay which allows the 
(STP) relay to operate. Operation of the 
(STP) relay closes a ground circuit through 
(L3) and (K3) cams, contacts of (SLFT) 
relay normal, (PC) key normal, contact 
of (SPT) relay normal contact of (STP) 
relay operated, contact of (DTS) relay 
normal through SSE-B1 cam to (R) magnet.
This circuit advances the test switch to 
position 3.
8. STEPS GROUP SELECTOR

In position 3, the (SM) relay re
leases, but the (MON) relay holds through 
the (CO) arc and primary winding of (G10N) 
relay which operates. The (G10N) relay op
erated, connects battery to the (G10N) lamp 
and the (GON) relay. The battery to the 
(GON) relay is connected through IS type 
resistances, 18BW and lSAP, contacts of 
(G10N) operated, (GONl) relay normal winding 
of (GON) relay. (RN) key normal to ground. 
The (GON) relay does not receive enough 
current to operate with one group selector 
off normal but will operate if more than 
one group selector is off normal. The (SGI) 
and (STP2) relays operate in position 3, 
with (SGI) relay operated (G1A) and (GIB) 
magnets operate in parallel to ground on 
cam (Ql). With the (SGI) relay operated 
a short circuit is closed for the (STP) 
relay through the back contact of the (G1A) 
and (GIB) magnets. When the (G1A) and 
(GIB) magnets operate the short circuit is 
removed and the (STP) relay operates ad
vancing the switch to position 4*
9. STEP LINE.FINDER SELECTOR

the (SLF1) relay operated, operates the (LFl) 
magnet. When the (LFl) magnet operates and 
the contacts break, the (STP) relay 
operates, advancing the (Rl) switch to 
position 5. The operation of the (LF-1) 
relay lights the associated lamp, if the 
lamp key is operated, indicating that the 
first line finder connector has been 
associated with the group switch which is 
off normal. As the switch leaves position 
4, the (STP), (STP1) and (SLF1) relays and 
the (LFl) magnet release; releasing the 
(LFl) magnet steps the brushes to terminal 1.
10. SETTING OF CLASS CIRCUIT AND STEP 

LINE FINDER SELECTOR
The (CL) relay operates in position 5, 

through cam (VI) (B) arc (CL) stepper, 
contacts of (SRI) relay normal, and (M3) 
cam to ground, the same ground through the
(B) brush and normal terminal of the (B) 
arc (V) cam, (MB) and (GIB) and (LFl) 
selectors over leads, "A," ,,B,M "C,n or "D" 
contact of the (CL) relay and winding of 
the proper class relay and winding of the 
(N) relay to battery through (BAT) arc (CL) 
stepper operates the proper class relay and 
the (N) relay in series. The operation of 
the (N) relay opens the "RN" lead to the 
class selector stepper, preventing the 
class stepper from being returned to normal 
prematurely. The operated class relay locks 
to ground on the (RN) key; the class relay 
operated closes a circuit to ground through 
the break contacts of (DB) and (DBl) relays 
and (Gl) and (Fl) cams and contacts of the 
proper class relay advancing the (R3) 
sequence switch to position 2, 5, or 8, 
depending upon which class relay is oper
ated. The (DTS) relay operates in parallel 
with the (R3) magnet, thus preventing the 
(Rl) switch from moving out of position 
When the (R3) switch is set the (DTS) relay 
releases. As the (Rl) switch entered 
position 5 the (SLFl) and (STPl) relay 
operated. With the (SLFl) relay operated 
and the (DTS) relay normal, the (LFl) 
magnet operates through the contacts cf the 
particular class relay, closing path for 
the (LFl) selector from ground to (DB) and 
(DBl) relays normal, (Gl) cam, (DTS) relay 
normal. (Q3) cam, contact of some class 
relay operated, (FR) relay or direct depend-

As the switch leaves position 3, the 
(STP), (STP2) and (SGI) relays and the 
(G1A) and (GIB) magnets release. The 
selectors step to the first terminal. With 
the group selector on the first terminal 
the (LFl) and (RTS) relays operate in series 
through the secondary winding of the (G10N) 
relay and the (CO) brush. When the (RTS) 
relay operates, it operates the (PM) relay 
in a local circuit. The (SLFl) relay and 
(STPl) relay operate in series, battery- 
through the (SLFl) relay, (P) arc (C1B) 
selector, primary winding on (STPl) relay. 
(Jl) (II) cams, (PMG) relay normal, (PLFS) 
relay normal and (SSI) relay normal to 
ground. Ground on the sam (Ql) through

ing upon whether "E" or "K" wiring is used, 
contact of (RC) relay, or (CA) key depend
ing upon whether ,,KH or nE” wiring is used, 
contact (REP) relay or (REPl), (REP2) and 
(REP3) keys, depending upon whether "E" or j "K" wiring is used, contact of (PC) key 
normal, contact of (EC1) relay (SPTl) relay 
to (Ul) cam and contacts of (SLFl) relay 
to magnet of (LFl) selector. When the 
selector contact breaks the (STP) relay 
operates, advancing the (Rl) switch to 
position 6. In position 2, 5» or 8 of the 
(R3) switch (first test) a lamp is lighted 
if the lamp key is operated. With nAK" 
wiring the (EC) relay operates when the 
class switch (R3) goes off normal and locks
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nonnal, (MR2) relay nonnal, (Ql) cam to 
ground. This same ground is closed in 
parallel from the (Ul) cam througP contacts 
of (STP2) relay, primary and seccndary 
windings of (STP) relay to battery, shunted 
by the ground circuit through the contact 
of stepper, contact (SM) relay, (TI) cam 
to middle tap at (STP) relay. The operation 
of the (SM) relay in position 2 also 
operates the (MON) relay which lights the 
(MON) lamp, with the lamp key operated. 

7.2 The operation of the master stepper 
magnet opens contact, removing 

shunt from (STP) relay which allows the 
(STP) relay to operate. Operation of the 
(STP) relay closes a ground circuit through 
(13) and (K3) cams, contacts of (SLFT) 
relay normal, (PC) key normal, contact 
of (SPT) relay normal contact of (STP) 
relay operated, contact of (DTS) relay 
nonnal through SSE-Bl cam to (R) magnet. 
This circuit advances the test switch to 
position 3. ' 

$. STEPS GROUP SELECTOR 

In position 3, the (SM) relay re
leases, but the (MON) relay holds through 
the (CO) arc and primary winding of (GlON) 
relay which operates. The (GlON) relay op
erated, connects battery to the (GlON) lamp 
and the (GON) relay, The battery to the 
(GON) relay is connected through 1$ type 
resistances, 1$BW and l$AP, contacts of 
(GlON) operated, (GONl) relay normal winding 
of (GON) relay. (RN) key normal to ground. 
The (GON) relay does not receive enough 
current to operate with one group selector 
off nonnal but will operate if more than 
one group selector is off nonnal. The (SGl) 
and (STP2) relays operate in position 3, 
with (SGl) relay operated (GlA) and (GIB) 
magnets operate in parallel to ground on 
cam (Ql). With the (SGl) relay operated 
a short circuit is closed for the (STP) 
relay through the back contact of the (GlA) 
and (GlB) magnets. When the (GlA) and 
(GlB) magnets operate the short circuit is 
removed and the (STP) relay operates ad
vancing the switch to position 4. 

9. STEP LINE~FINDER SELECTOR 
~ 

As the switch leaves position 3, the 
(STP), (STP2) and (SGl) relays and the 
(GlA) and (GlB) magnets release. The 
selectors step to the first terminal. With 
the ~roup selector on the first terminal 
the (LFl) and (RTS) relays operate in series 
through the secondary winding of the (GlON) 
relay and the (CO) brush. When the (RTS) 
relay operates, it operates the (PM) relay 
in a local circuit. The (SLFl) relay and 
(STPl) relay operate in series, battery 
through the (SLFl) relay, (P) arc (ClB) 
selector, primary winding on (STPl) relay, 
(Jl) (IlJ cams, (PMG) relay normal, (PLFSJ 
relay normal and (SSl) relay normal to 
ground. Ground on the sam (Ql) through 
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the (SLFl) relay operated, ORerates the (LFl) 
magnet. When the (LFl) magnM; operates and 
the contacts break, the (STP) relay 
operates, advancing the (Rl) switch to 
position 5. The operation of the (LF-1) 
relay lights the associated lamp, if the 
lamp key is operated, indicating that the 
first line finder connector has been 
associated with the group switch which is 
off normal. As the switch leaves position 
4, the (STP), (STPl) and (SLFl) relays and 
the (LFl) magnet release; releasing the 
( LFl) magnet steps the brushes to terminal 1. 

10. SETTING OF CLASS CIRCUIT AfID STEP 
LINE FitIDER SELECTOR 

The (CL) relay operates in position 5, 
through cam (Vl) (BJ arc (CL) stepper, 
contacts of (SRl) relay normal. and (M3) 
cam to ground, the same ground through the 
(B) brush and normal terminal of the (B) 
arc (V) cam, (MB) and (GJ._B) and (LFl) 
selectors over leads 11A 11 118 11 11c II or 11D11 

contact of the (CL) felay and
1
winding of 

the proper class relay and winding of the 
(N) relay to battery through (BA.T) arc (CL) 
steprer operates the proper class relay and 
the N) relay in series. The operation of 
the N) relay opens the 11RN11 lead to the 
class selector stepper, preventing the 
class stepper from being returned to normal 
prematurely. The operated class relay locks 
to ground on the (RN) key; the class relay 
operated closes a circuit to ground through 
the break contacts of (DB) and (DBl) relays 
and (Gl) and (Fl) cams and contacts of the 
proper class relay advancing the (R3) 
sequence switch to position 2. 5, or a, 
depending upon which class relay is oper
ated. The (DTS) relay operates in parallel 
with the (R3) magnet, thus preventing the 
(RL) switch from moving out of position 5. 
When the (R3) switch is set the (DTS) relay 
releases. As the (Rl) switch entered 
position 5 the (SLFl) and (STPl) relay 
operated. With the (SLFl) relay operated 
and the (DTS) relay normal, the (LFl) 
magnet operates through the contacts of the 
particular class relay, closing path for 
the (LFl) selector from ground to (DB) and 
(DBl) relays nonnal, (Gl) ca.mt (DTS) relay 
normal. (Q3) cam, contact of some class 
relay operated, (FR) relay or direct depend
ing upon whether 11E11 or 11K11 wiring is used, 
contact of (RC) relay, or (CA) key depend
ing upon whether "K11 or 11E11 wiring is used, 
contact (REP) relay or (REP!), (REP2) and 
(REP3) keys, depending upon whether 11E11 or 
11Kn wiring is used, contact of (PC) key ~ 
normal, contact of (ECl) relay (SPTl) relay 
to (UlJ cam and contacts of (SLFl) relay 
to magnet of (LF1) selector. When the 
selector contact breaks the (STP) relay 
operates, advancing the (Rl) switch to 

fosition 6. In position 2, 5, or 8 of the 
RJ) switch (first test) a lamp is lighted 

if the lamp key is operated. With 11AK11 

wiring the (EC) relay operates when the 
class switch (R3) goes off normal and locks 
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to ground through normal contacts of (RN) 
key until the master selector returns to 
normal where the (ECl) relay is operated, 
lighting the (EC) lamp and blocking the 
circuits until the (EC) key is operated.
The operating circuit for the (EC) relay is 
through S34L3 cam to ground. With "AH" 
wiring (EC) relay operated with the test 
switch in position 7, see paragraph 14.
As the (Rl) switch advances from position 5, 
the (LF1) magnet releases, moving the 
brushes to terminal 2. Terminals 2 to 21, 
inclusive, (B) arc, (LF1) selector are 
grounded to operate the (PMG) relay. In 
position 6, the (SLFl), (STP), (SPT1) and 
I CL) relays release.
11. SPARE LINE FINDER TERMINAL

The spare stepper terminals on the 
(Z) arc of the line finder connector are 
connected to lead "I." When the (Z) 
brushes make contact with the spare terminals, 
the (SLFT) relay operates and locks to? round on cam (Nl). The operation of the 
SLFT) relay operates the (DB), (DBl) and 
(TR) relays and advances the test switch to 
position IB. The (DB) relay lights the (BLF) 
lamp. In position IB, the (STPl) and (SLFl) 
relays operate in series to ground on cam 
(Jl) and the (SLFl) relav. This closes a 
path to operate the (LF1) magnet as 
described in above paragraph. When the 
(LFl) magnet operates the (STP) relay 
operates advancing the test switch to 
position 1. As the switch leaves position 
IB, the (SLFl), (SPT) and (STPl) relays 
release. The (ST) key operated, advances 
the (Rl) switch to position 2. The (PMG) 
relay operated, or the (LDC) relay operated 
in turn operating the (PMG) relay which 
advances the switch to position 6. The 
next terminal is then tested for spare, 
busy or idle conditions. The (LDCJ relay 
is used when district circuits arranged to 
test 1500 ohm subscribers loops are tested 
by this circuit.
12. STEP LOCATING (CL) SELECTOR

With the test switch in position 5 
and the class switch in position 2 and the 
(DTS) relay normal the (LS) selector is 
stepped one point.

The circuit is from ground through 
(Yl) cam (REP1) key (with "E" wiring) or 
(REP) relay ("K” wiring) (PC) key normal 
(DTS) relay normal (E3) cam position 2,
5 or B to magnet of (CL) stepper.
13. BUSY LINE.FINDER

When the line finder under test is 
busy, ground is connected to the (DB) lead, 
operating the (DB) relay as the (Rl) 
switch advances to position 6. With the 
(DB) relay operated, the circuit through 
the (IDL) relay is opened, preventing its 
operation and the advancement of the (Rl)

switch from position 6. The operation of 
the (DB) relay also operates the (DBl) 
and (TR) relays and lights the (BLF) lamp. 
The (TR) relay operated opens the tip, 
ring and sleeve leads. The (DBl) relay 
performs no useful function at this time. 
The test circuit remains in position 6 
until the busy condition is removed from 
the line finder or until the time alarm 
operates.
14. IDLE LINE FINDER - START CIRCUIT OPERATION

When a line finder circuit is idle, 
ground is not connected to the (DB) lead 
and the (DB) relay remains normal. The 
(IDL) relay operates to battery on cam (Xl) 
in position 6. The (IDL) relay operated, 
connects ground to the (DB) lead making 
the district busy, advances the (Rl).
switch to position 7, operates the (ST) 
meter and (CT) relay. When the (RCI) key 
is operated the operation of the (ST) meter 
operates (SR) relay. The (SR) relay closes 
circuit for advancing class (R3) sequence 
switch to positions 3, 6, 9. When the 
class switch (R3) reaches positions 3* 6, 9, 
the (SR2) and (SR3) relays operate in 
series arranging the circuit to make 
"Repeating Coil In”, tests only. The (CT) 
relay operated, operates the (CT) meter. 
Ground from the (DB) relays normal, through 
cams (G) and (F), (TR) relay contacts,
(3) brush of the master selector and lead 
"S" operates the (A) relay in the start 
circuit when the start circuit is idle.
In the following description "LFD” refers 
to the line finder circuits. The (A) 
start relay operated, operates the (B) 
start relay. The (B; start relay operated 
operates the (C) start relay and (Cl) 
start relay and closes the ring side of 
line circuit operating the (LC) and (LC1) 
relays and line (L) relays. The (LC) 
relay operated disconnects the busy ground from (DB) lead. The line (L) relay op- -r~ 
erated, operates the (BA) trip relay. The 
line (L), and (BA) relays operated connect 
battery to the (H) lead. The (BA) and 
(Cl) start relays operated, operate the 
(TR) trip relay. The (TR) relay operated 
operates the (ST-A) start relay through the
(C) start relay operated. The (ST-A) 
start relay operated, operates the (D) 
start relay and connects ground to lead 
(Z) to the test circuit through the (C) 
start relay operated. With the (LC) relay 
operated, ground on the (Z) lead is con
nected to the (FF) lead operating the (LF), 
"LFD" relay. From this point on the trip,=  
start, line finder and district selector 
circuits function as for a regular call 
hunting the test line and an idle sender 
and releasing the trip and start circuits. 
When the (ST-A) start relay releases, the 
(E) start relay operates. The (E) relay 
operated, releases the (C) and (Cl) relays. The (B), (D) and (E) start relays are locked 
under control of the (a ) start relay which
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to ground through normal contacts of (RN) 
key until the master selector returns to 
nonnal where the (ECl) relay is operated, 
lighting the (EC) lamp and blocking the 
circuits until the (EC) key is operated. 
Th& operating circuit for the (EC) relay is 
through SS4L3 cam to ground. With "AH" 
wiring (EC) relay operated with the test 
switch in position 7, see paragraph 14. 
As the (RlJ switch advances from position 5, 
the (LFl) magnet releases, moving the 
brushes to terminal 2. Terminals 2 to 21, 
inclusive, (B) arc, (LFl) selector are 
grounded to operate the (PMG) relay. In 
position 6, the (SLFl), { TP), (SPTl) and 
(CL) relays release. 

11. SPARE LINE FINDER TERMINAL 

The spare stepper terminals on the 
{Z) arc of the line finder connector are 
connected to lead 111.u When the (Z) 
brushes make contact with the spare terminals, 
the (SLFT) relay operates and locks to 
ground on cam (Nl}. The operation of the 
(SLFT) relay operates the (DB), (DBl)·and 
(TR) relays and advances the test switch to 
position 18. The {DB) relay lights the BLF) 
lamp. In position 18, the (STPl) and (SLFl) 
relays operate in series to ground on cam 
(Jl) and the {SLFl} relay. This closes a 
path to operate the (LFlJ magnet as 
described in above paragraph. Then the 
(LFl) magnet operates the (STP) relay 
operates advancing the test switch to 
position 1. As the switch leaves position 
18, the (SI.Fl) (SPT) and (STPl) relays 
release. The {sT) key operated, advances 
the (Rl) switch to position 2. The (PMG) 
relay operated, or the (LDC) relay operated 
in turn operating the (PMG) relay which 
advances the swi.tch to position 6. The 
next terminal is then tested for spare, 
busv or idle conditions. The (LDC} relay -
is used when district circuits arranged to 
test 1500 ohm subscribers loops are tested 
by this circuit. 

12. STEP LOCATING (CL) SELECTOR 

With the test switch in position 5 
and the class switch in position 2 and the 
{DTS) relay normal the (I..S) selector is 
stepped one point. 

The circuit is from ground through 
(Il) cam (REPl) key (with 11E" wiring) or 
(REP) relay ( 11K11 wiring) (PC) key normal/ 
(DTS) relay normal (E3J cam position 2, 
5 or 8 to magnet of (CL) stepper. 

13. BUSY LINE.FINDER 

When the line finder under test is 
busy, ground is connected to the (DB) lead, 
operating the (DB) relay as the (Rl) 
switch advances to position 6. r/ith the 
(DB) relay operated, the circuit through 
the (IDL) relay is opened, preventing its 
operation and the advancement of the (Rl) 

switch from position 6. The operation of 
the (DB) relay also operates the (DBl) 
and (TR) relays and lights the (BLF) lamp. 
The (TR) relay operated opens the tip, 
ring and sleeve leads. The (DBl) relay 
performs no useful function at this time. 
The test circuit remains in position 6 
until the busy condition is removed from 
the line finder or until the time alarm 
operates. 

14. IDLE LINE FINDER - START CIRCUIT 
OPERATION 

When a line finder circuit is idle, 
ground is not connected to the (DB) lead 
and the (DB) relay remains normal. The 
(IDL) relay operates to battery on cam {ll) 
in position 6. The (IDL) relay operated, 
connects ground to the (DB) lead making 
the district busy, advances the (fil) _____ __,~ 
switch to position 7, operates the (ST) 
meter and (CT) relay. \'/Jlen the ( RCI) key 
is operated the operation of the (ST) meter 
operates (SR) relay. The (SR) relay closes 
circuit for advancing class (RJ) sequence 
switch to positions J, 6, 9. When the 
class switch (RJ) reache position 3, 6, 9, 
the (SR2) and {SRJ) relays operate in 
series arranging the circuit to make 
"Repeating Coil In". tests only. The (CT) 
relay operated, operates the {CT) meter. 
Ground from the (DB) relays normal, through 
cams (G) and (F), (TR) relay contacts, 
(S) brush of the master selector and lead 
usu operates the (A) relay in the start 
circuit when the start circuit is idle. 
In the following description "LFD" refers 
to the line finder circuits. The (A) 
start relay operated, operates the (B) 
start relay. The (BJ start relay operated 
operates the (C) start relay and (Cl) 
start relay and closes the ring side of 
line circuit operating the (LC} and (LCl) 
relays and line {L) relays. The (LC) 
relay operated disconnects the busy ground 
from (DB) lead. The line (L) relay op-
erated 1 operates the (B) trip relay. The 
line ( ), and {BA) relays operated connect 
battery to the (H) lead. The (BA) and 
(Cl) start relays operated, operate the 
(.TR) trip relay. The (TR) relay operated 
operates the (ST-A) start relay through the 
(C) start relay operated. The ( T-A) 
start relay operated, operates the (D) 
start relay and connects ground to lead 
(Z) to the test circuit through the (C) 
start relay operated. iith the (LC) relay _/ 
operated, ground on the (Z) lead is con-
nected to the (FF) lead operating the (LF), 
"LFD" relay. From this point on the trip,=~
start, line finder and district selector 
circuits function as for a regular call 
hunting the test line and an idle sender 
and releasing the trip and start circuits. 
W'hen the (ST-A) start relay releases, the 
(E) start relay operates. The (E) relay 
operated, releases the {C) and (Cl) relays. 
The (B), (D) and (E) start relays are locked 
under control of the (A) start relay which 
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remains operated until the (Rl) advances 
to position IB or the (TR) relay operates. 
When the test line and an idle sender are 
found, battery and ground are connected to 
the ring and tip leads operating the (PC) 
relay. The (PC) relay operated, advances 
the (Rl) switch to position B. With "H" 
or "G" wiring (EC) relay operates with the 
test switch in position 7 and locks to the 
(RN) key, until the master selectors return 
to normal, when the (ECl) relay is operated. 
With "AK" wiring the (EC) relay operates 
when the class switch (R3) goes off normal. 
See paragraph 10.
15. TESTS FOR NON-START OF LINE FINDER

While in position 7, ground is con
nected to the (Z) lead from the start cir
cuit operating the (MLF) relay and the 
(LF) relay in the line finder. With “H" 
or "G" wiring the operating circuit of the 
(NLF) relay is through the normal contact 
of (NLFl) relay and SS3T1 cam. With nAK" 
wiring and operating circuit of the (NLF) 
relay is through normal contact of (NLFl) 
relay, operated contact of (LC) relay and 
SS3T1 cam, this circuit is closed by the 
operation of the (LC) relay to avoid a 
false battery connection to the “H'1 lead, 
thereby preventing the blocking of service 
line finders. If the operation of the (LF) 
relay fails to start the up-drive, the cir
cuit functions as follows: The first clo
sure of the interrupter contacts, operates 
the (NLF-2) relay. The (NLF-2) relay oper
ated, locks in series with the (NLF-3) 
relay which operates when the interrupter 
contacts break. The (NLF-4) relay operates 
upon the next closure of the interrupter 
contacts. The (NLF-4) relay operated, locks 
to ground on the (DB) relay, operates the 
(TR) relay, and lights the (NLF) lamp as an 
indication that the (LF) relay has failed to 
start the up-drive. The operation of the 
(TR) relay opens the tip, ring and sleeve 
leads from the start circuit, thus holding 
the test circuit in position 7. The circuit 
remains in this position as a trouble con
dition lighting the (NLF) lamp. If the 
operation of the(LF) relay starts the 
up-drive the (GA) relay in the start circuit 
operates and removes ground from the "Z” 
lead, thus removing the short circuit from 
the (NLF-l) relay, which operates in series 
with the (NLF) relav to ground on the (DB) 
relays. The (NLF-l) relay operated, removes 
ground from the interrupter contacts pre
venting the (NLF-2) (NLF-3) and (NLF-4) re
lays from operating, and the test proceeds.
16. TEST FOR OVERSTEP OF LINE FINDER 

AND OPEN SLEEVE
In position 7, with the (LC) relay 

operated, when the elevator reached the 
(M) segment, ground is connected to the '’B" 
lead, operating the (OS) relay and in turn 
operates the (OS-2) relay, which prevents
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the operation of the (0S-3) relay. When 
the line finder relay (LF) releases, 
ground is removed from the "B" lead, remov
ing the short circuit from the (OS-l) relay, 
which operates. The (OS-1) relay operated, 
releases? the (OS-2) relay. With "E" wiring 
the release of the (OS-2) relay is very 
slow, sufficient time is allowed for the 
sender selector to hunt over 7 terminals and 
the test switch to be moved out of position 
7 before the (OS-3) relay is operated.
Should the line finder overstep, the tip 
and ring leads will not be connected 
through to the sender and the (PC) relay 
will not be operated, holding the (Rl) 
switch in position 7, and the (OS-3) relay 
operates. When "K" wiring is used the re
lease of the (OS-2) relay will operate the 
(OS-4) and (OS-3) relays if the (LC) relays 
remain operated with (PC) relay normal 
indicating that the line finder has over
stepped. The (OS-3) relay operated, lights 
the (OS) lamp indicating that the line 
finder has overstepped and operates the (TR) 
relay. The (TR) relay opens the tip, ring 
and sleeve leads of the start circuit hold
ing the test circuit in position 7 until the 
operation of the (CA) key to restore the 
circuit to normal. If the (CO) relay should 
fail to operate due to an open sleeve the 
(PC) relay would not operate and the (OS) 
lamp will light blocking the circuit in 
position 7 until (CA) key is operated.
17. DIALING OF THREE DIGIT CODE - FIG. A

When line finder finds the test termi
nal and the sender is connected to the test 
line the (PC) relay operates and advances 
switch to position B. With the (Rl) switch in position B, ground on the (DB) 
relays normal advances the (R2) switch out 
of position the (B) cam carrying one 
complete revolution. As the (Rl) switch is 
advancing out of position 7, the tip and 
ring of the test line are closed through 
to the 100 ohm resistance in the pulse 
circuit over leads ”AH and WBU contact of 
(GS) relay and cam (E2) to hold the sender. 
As the (R2) switch rotates, the (E2) cam 
sends pulses to the sender until it reaches 
a position where leads ''•Ml'1 and nJM shunts 
cam (E2) preventing further pulses from 
being sent. When the dial pulse sequence 
switch reaches position 16-1/2, the (CK1) 
relay operates and when in position 17-1/2, 
the (CKi relay operates and both relays 
lock to ground on the (DB) relays normal 
through cam (Cl). The (CKl) relay operated 
prevents the (R2) switch from making a 
second revolution until the (Rl) switch has 
advanced to position 9. When ,,K" wiring is 
used the (MR-7) and (MR-B) relays operate in 
positions IB to 20 of the dialing sequence 
switch. When provision is made to test the 
automatic number identification path 
through the district selector circuit.
Fig. AK is furnished. In this case, oper
ation of relay (MR-7) is delayed until relay
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remains operated until the (Rl) advances 
to position 18 or the (TR) relay operates. 
When the test line and an idle sender are 
found, battery and ground are connected to 
the ring and tip leads operating the (PC) 
relay, The (PC) relay operated, advances 
the {Rl) switch to position 8, "11th "H" 
or "G" wiring (EC) relay operates with the 
test switch in position 7 and locks to the 
(RN) key, until the master selectors return 
to nonnal, when the (ECl) relay is operated. 
With "AK" wiring the (EC) relay operates 
when the class switch (R3) goes off normal. 
See paragraph 10. 

15, TESTS FOR NON-START OF LINE FINDER 

. While in position 7, ground is con
nected to the (Z) lead from the start cir
cuit operating the (MLF) relay and the 
(LF) relay in the line finder. With 11H" 
or "G" wiring the operating circuit of the 
(NLF) relay is through the normal contact 
of (NI.Fl) relay and SSJTl cam. With 11AK11 

wiring and operating circuit of the (NLF) 
relay is through normal contact of (NLFl) 
relay, operated contact of (LC) relay and 
SS3Tl cam, this circuit is closed by the 
operation of the (LC) relay to avoid a 
false battery connection to the "H" lead 
thereby preventing the blocking of servi~e 
line finders. If the operation of the (LF) 
relay fails to start the up-drive, the cir
cuit functions as follows: The first clo
sure of the interrupter contacts, operates 
the (NLF-2) relay. The (NLF-2) relay oper
ated, locks in series with the (NLF-3) 
relay which operates when the interrupter 
contacts break. The (NLF-4) relay operates 
upon the next closure of the interrupter 
contacts. The (NLF-4) relay operated, locks 
to round on the (DB) relayf operates the 
(TR relay, and lights the \NLF) lamp as an 
indication that the (LF} relay has railed to 

~ start the up-drive. The operation of the 
~(TR) relay opens the tip, ring and sleeve 

leads .from the start circuit, thus holding 
the test circuit in position 7, The circuit 
remains in this position as a trouble con
dition lighting the (NLF) lamp. If the 
operation of the(LF) relay starts the 
up-drive the (GA) relay in the start circuit 
operates and removes ground from the, "Z" 
lead( thus removing the short circuit from 
the NLF-1) relay, which operates in series 
with the {NLF) relay to ground on the (DB) 
relays, The (NLF-1) relay operated, removes 
ground from the interrupter contacts, pre
venting the (NLF-2) (NLF-J) and (NLF-4) re
lays from operating, and the test p~oceeds. 

16. TEST FOR OVERSTEP OF LINE FINDER 
AND OPEN SLEEVE 

In position 7, with the (LC) relay 
operated, when the elevator reached the 
(M) segment. ground is connected to the "B" 
lead, operating the (OS) relay and in turn 
operates the (OS-2) relay, which prevents 
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the operation of the (OS-J) relay. When 
the line finder relay (LF) releases, 
ground is removed from the "B" lead, remov
ing the short circuit from the (OS-1) relay, 
which operates. The (OS-1) relay operated, 
releasea; the (OS-2) relay. With 11E11 wiring 
the release of the (OS-2) relay is very 
slow, sufficient time is allowed for the 
sender selector to hunt over 7 terminals and 
the test switch to be moved out of position 
7 before the (OS-3) relay is operated. 
Should the line finder overstep, the tip 
and ring leads will not be connected 
through to the sender and the (PC) relay 
will not be operated, holding the (Rl) 
switch in position 7, and the (0S-3) relay 
operates. When 11K11 wiring is used the re
lease of the (0S-2) relay will operate the 
(0S-4) and (OS-3) relays if the (LC) relays 
remain operated with (PC) relay normal 
indicating that the line finder has over
stepped. The (OS-3) relay operated, lights 
the (OS) lamp indicating that the line 
finder has overstepped and operates the (TR) 
relay. The (TR) relay op,ens the tip, ring 
and sleeve leads of the start circuit hold
ing the test circuit in position 7 until the 
operation of the (CA) key to restore the 
~ir~uit to normal. If the (CO) relay should 
f'ail to operate due to an open sleeve the 
(PC) relay would not operate and the (OS) 
lamp will light blocking the circuit in 
position 7 until (CA) key is operated. 

17, DIALING OF THREE DIGIT CODE - FIG. A 

When line finder finds the test termi
nal and the sender is connected to the test 
lire the (PC) relay operates and advances 
switch to position 8. With the (Rl) . 
switch in position 8, ground on the (DB) 
relays normal advances the (R2) switch out 
of position the (B) cam carrying one 
complete revolution. As the (Rl) switch is 
advancing out of position 7, the tip and 
ring of the test line are closed through 
to the 100 ohm resistance in the pulse 
circuit over leads "A" and •B11 contact of' 
(GS) relay and cam (E2) to bold the sender. 
As the (R2) switch rotates, the (E2) cam 
sends pulses to the sender until it reaches 
.a position where leads -"Ml'' and 11J 11 shunts 
cam (E2) preventing further pulses from 
being sent. When the dial pulse sequence 
switch reaches position 16-1/2, the (CKl) 
relay operates and when in position 17-1/2, 
the (CK} relay operates and both relays 
. lock to ground or. the (DB) relays normal 
through cam (Cl), The (CIG.) relay operated 
prevents the (R2) switch from making a 
second revolution until the (Rl) switch has 
advanced to position 9, 'When 11K11 wiring is 
used the (MR-7) and (MR-8) relays operate in 
positions 18 to 20 of the dialing sequence 
switch. When provision is made to test the 
automatic number identification path 
through the district selector circuit. 
Fig, AX is furnished. In this case, oper
ation of relay (MR-7) is delayed until relay 
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(TC-5) of Fig. AK is checked down, in the 
event it had been operated to its front 
contacts from a previous call. Relay (TC-5) 
is checked down when relay (OS-l) operates, 
as described in the preceding paragraph. 
Operation of relay (OS-l) closes ground 
through to the secondary winding of relay 
(TC-5) to operate the relay to its back 
contacts, thereby closing the operate path 
of relay (MR-7). The (MR-7) and (MR-8) relays will lock until test switch leaves 
position 17 or until one or the other is 
released due to a shunt. The (MR-7) re
lay must operate before test switch will 
advance to position 9. The (MR-8) relay 
must operate before test switch will advance 
to position 10. The (CK) relay operated, 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 9.
When the (Rl) switch leaves position 8, the 
(CK) and (CK1) relays release, advancing 
the (R2) switch out of position 1. The 
second digit of the three digit code is 
sent during the second revolution of the 
(R2) switch over leads "A” and "Bn until 
shunted by the (M-2) and (K) leads. As the 
(R2) enters position 16-1/2 on the second 
revolution, the (CK-1) relay reoperates, 
performing the same function as just 
described and the (CK) relay operated, ad
vances the (Rl) switch to position 10. In 
position 10, the (CK) and (CK1) relays 
release. The third digit is sent during 
a third revolution of the (R2) switch in 
the same manner as described for the 1st 
and 2nd digits. The switch advances to 
position 11.

Fig. B - When used, the jack number 
in the 1st, 2nd or 3rd digit row in which 
the plug is inserted, determines the digits 
to be dialed for second position tests.

Fig. Q - When Figure Q is furnished 
the jack number in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
or 1st and 2nd digit row in which a plug is 
inserted determines the digit to be dialed , 
for second position tests. "A0n option 
arranges the circuit to dial a 3 digit code 
and "APn option arranges the circuit to 
dial a 2 digit code as outlined in para
graph 17 and 18. No provision is made to 
dial a single digit code.
18. DIALING OF OTHER THAN THREE DIGIT 

CODE
When only one or two digits are re

quired to satisfy the sender associated 
with the district selector circuit under 
test, the first digit is sent in position 
8 in the same manner as the first digit of 
a three digit code. In position 9, ground 
on cam (Gl), advances the (Rl) switch to 
position 10. The (Rl) switch advances to 
position 11 by ground through cam (FI) 
using "W» wiring. When two digits are 
required to satisfy the sender, they ar 
send in position 8 and 9 as described l’or 
the three digit code. In position 10, it,

is advanced by using uWn wiring and ground on cam (Fl).
19. MESSAGE REGISTER FALSE CHARGE

With "K” wiring the (MR7) and (MR8) 
relays operate in the dialing positions to 
connect the "Ml” and ,,M2” leads to the 
(MXl) relay. If battery is connected to 
either charging lead at any time after the 
operation of the (MR7) or (MR8) relays, the 
(MXl) relay will operate operating the 
(FCHl) relay to block the test switch in 
positions 11 to 17 with the (FCH) lamp 
lighted. When used in offices where 
special district selector per 3D-21755-01 
is used, the (MR7) or (MR8) relay releases 
in position 16, to prepare the circuit for 
the correct charging current in position

20. TESTS FOR LINE CLOSURE
With the (Rl) switch in position 11, 

the sender makes district brush and group 
selections. The first two sleeve terminals 
in the selected group are grounded by the 
(GS) relay which operates in position 11, 
so that the third terminal in the group is 
selected. (-With UEU wiring, the sender is 
held by the 100 ohm resistances connected 
"ter the "A” and WBM leads.)~ With “K” wiring 
the operation of the (GS) relay opens the 
circuit to the nA” and ''B11 leads and circuit 
is closed through the (01) cam and 
resistances (X) and (Y) to hold the sender 
in order to place an operate test on the 
(DC) relay when the sender is released.
When 1500 loop districts are listed with 
either figure L or M with "K" and *'ZE" 
wiring the operation of the (GS) relay 
closes a circuit from Ml cam to the (W) re
sistance to hold the sender. The operate 
test of the (DC) relay in the district is 
made after the (Rl) switch advances out of 
position 11. The district bank terminal is 
connected to cams (Rl), (Ql) and (Pi). When 
the fundamental circuit is closed for trunk 
test the (TC) relay operates. The (TC) re
lay operated, operates the (TC2) relay which 
locks in series with the (TCI) relay. When 
the sender advances to make talking selection 
the (TC) relay releases allowing the (TCI) 
relay to operate in series with the (TC2) 
relay. -Wien Fig. uEn is used and circuit i-s 
"arranged to test nontoll diversion offices, 
the (TCI) relay operated grounds the "S'* 
lead making the trunk terminal busy, and 
closes the- advancing circuit of (Rl) switdh 
so that the next operation of the (T&) relay 
will advance th'e (Rl) switch to position 12. 
When Fig. E >is used .and circuit is arranged 
to test toll diversion offices, the operation of the (TCI) relay, closes the advancing 
circuit of (Rl) switqh so that the neitb 
operation of the (TC) relay will advance 

-""the (Rl) switch Atf position 12. When 
talking selection' is comple'tad and trunk 
cldsure is made theK(TC) relay- reoperates.
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(TC-5) of Fig. AK is checked down, in the 
event it had been operated to its front 
contacts from a previous call. Relay (TC-5) 
is checked down when relay (OS-1) operates, 
as described in the preceding paragraph. 
Operation of relay (OS-1) closes ground 
through to the secondary winding of relay 
(TC-5) to operate the relay to its back 
contacts, thereby closing the operate path 
of relay (~ffi-7). The (MR-7) and (MR-8) 
relays will lock until test switch leaves 
position 17 or until one or the other is 
released due to a shunt. The (MR-7) re-
lay must operate before test switch will 
advance to position 9. The (MR-8) relay 
must operate before test switch will advance 
to position 10. The (CK) relay operated, 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 9. 
When the (Rl) switch leaves position 8, the 
(CK) and (CKl) relays release, advancing 
the (R2) switch out of position 1. The 
second digit of the three digit code is 
sent during the second revolution of the 
(R2) switch over leads 11A11 and 11B11 until 
shunted by the (M-2) and (Kl leads. As the 
(R2) enters position 16-1/2 on the second 
revolution, the (CK-1) relay reoperates, 
performing the same function as just • 
described and the (CK) relay operated, ad
vances the (Rl) switch to position 10. In 
position 10 the (CK) and (CKl) relays 
release. The third digit is sent during 
a third revolution of the (R2) switch in 
the same manner as described for the 1st 
and 2nd digits. The switch advances to 
position 11. 

Fig. B - When used, the jack number 
in the 1st, 2nd or 3rd digit row in which 
the plug is inserted, determines the digits 
to be dialed for second position tests. 

Fig. Q - When Figure Q is furnished 
the jack number in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
or 1st and 2nd digit row in which a plug is 
inserted determines the digit to be dialed/ 
for second position tests. 11A011 option .,, 
arranges the circuit to dial a 3 digit code 
and 11AP11 option arranges the circuit to 
dial a 2 digit code as outlined in para
graph 17 and 18. No provision is made to 
dial a single digit code. 

18. DIALING OF OTHER THAN THREE DIGIT 
CODE 

When only one or two digits are re
quired to satisfy the sender associated 
with the district selector circuit under 
test, the first digit is sent in position 
8 in the same manner as the first digit of 
a three digit code. In position 9, ground 
on cam (Gl), advances the (Rl) switch to 
position 10. The (Rl) switch advance·, to 
position 11 by ground through cam (Fl) 
using 11\'111 wiring. When two digits ar"" 
required to satisfy the sender, they~ 
send in position 8 and 9 as described 1 r 
the three digit code. In pos:tion 10, 
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is advanced by using 11W" wiring and ground 
on cam (Fl). 

19. MESSAGE REGISTER FALSE CHARGE 

With 11K11 wiring the (MR?) and (MR8) 
relays operate in the dialing positions to 
connect the "Ml" and "M2" leads to the 
(MXl) relay. If battery is connected to 
either charging lead at any time after the 
operation of the (MR?) or (MR8) relays, the 
(MXl) relay will operate operating the 
(FCHl) relay to block the test switch in 
positions ll to 17 with the (FCR) lamp 
lighted. When used in of1'ices where 
special district selector per SD-21755-01 
is used, the (MR?) or (MR8) relay releases 
in position 16, to prepare the circuit for 
the correct charging current in position 
17. 

20. TESTS FOR LINE CLOSURE 
~ 

With the (Rl) switch in position 11, \ 
the sender makes district brush and group 
selections. The first two sleeve terminals 
in the selected group are grounded by the 
(GS) relay which operates in position 11, 
so that the third terminal in the group is 
selected. fW±th UBtt wiring, t.he S"entter ~ 
held by the 100 ohm resistances connected 

..-to the 11A" and 11B11 loads.) With "K" wiring 
the operation of the (GS) relay opens the 
circuit to the 11A0 and 11B11 leads and circuit 
is closed through the (01) cam and 
resistances (X) and (Y) to hold the sender 
in order to place an operate test on the 
(DC) relay when the sender is released. 
When 1500 loop districts are listed with 
either figure Lor M with 11K11 and 11ZE11 

wiring the operation of the (GS) relay 
closes a circuit from f.Il cam to the (W) re
sistance to hold the sender. The operate 
test of the (DC) relay in the district is 
made after the (Rl) switch advances out of 
position ll. The district bank terminal is 
connected to cams ( Rl) , ( Ql) and (Pl). When 
the fundamental circuit is closed for trunk 
test the (TC) relay operates. The (TC) re
lay operated, operates the (TC2) relay which 
locks in series with the (TCl) relay. When 
the sender advances to make talking selecticn 
the (TC) relay releases allowing the (TCl) 
relay to operate in series with the fTC2) 
relay. ~en Fig. 11E11 is used and circuit :i,a 

'a~anged test nontoll diversio~ offices, 
the ( TCl) re ::ay operateQ grounds the Jt$11 

lead making the trunk t'erminal busy an<l 
close.s the advancing circuit of (Rl} switch 
so that the next operation of the (ro) relay 
will advance the (Rl) switch to position 12. 
When Fig.Eis used and c~rcuit is arranged 
to test toll diversion offices, the operation 
of th& (TCl) relay~ close-s the adva~ng 
cireuit of (Rl) switqb so tha.t the next....._ 
9per.ation -of the (TC) relay will advance 
the (Rl) switch to positi-On 12. When 
talking selection is comple'1;ed and trunk 
closure is made the"'(TC) relat reoperate&. 
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-With the (TCj and (TCI) relays reoperated, 
^the- -(#1) switch advances to position 12. 
When Fig. F or AF is used and circuit is 
arranged to test nontoll diversion offices, 
the (TCI) relay operated closes the ad
vancing circuit of (Rl) switch so that the 
next operation of the (TC) relay will 
advance the (Rl) switch to position 12.
20.1 Figure F
20.11 Test Circuit Arranged to Test 

Non-Toll Diversion Districts.
Fig. U and "BT" option Furnished
The operation of the (TCI) relay 

closes the advancing circuit of the (Rl) 
switch so that the next operation of the 
(TC) relay will advance the (Rl) switch to 
position 12 and before the (SK3) relay 
operates a negative soak is applied to the 
district (CS) relay from battery through the
(BB) resistance to the tip and ground on 
the ring through the normal contacts of the 
(SK3) relay. The SK, SKI and 3K2 relays are 
then operated under control of the (SK) 
interrupter. When the (SKI) relay operates 
the (SK3) relay operates which in turn 
operates the (PSK) relay from ground through 
spring 3 of the N1 cam in position 12. The 
operation of the (SK3) relay removes the 
soak from the district (CS) relay and the 
operation of the (PSK) relay closes 4& ohm 
battery to the ring and ground to the tip 
of the test line which operates the district 
(CS) relay and advances the district to 
talking to operator position. The operation 
of the (SK3) relay also closes ground to the 
sleeve of the test line to hold the district 
in talking to operator position. If the 
talk selection cam closures in the district 
are defective which would result in an over
step, the absence of sleeve ground from the 
testing circuit during talk selection will 
result in the district advancing to overflow position. The operation of the SK2 relay 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 13.
20.12 Test Circuit Arranged to Test Toll 

Diversion Districts Only. Fig. T 
and (BV) Option Furnishedr The (CS2) relay is operated while 

making RCO test. With the (Rl) switch in 
position 11 the operation of the (TCI) 
relay operates the SK3 relay from ground 
through a make contact of the (CS2) relay. 
The (SK3) relay operated closes ground to 
the sleeve of the test line to hold the 
district in talking to operator position 
and advances the (Rl) switch to position 
13. The (Al) cam advances the switch to 
position 14. When toll diversion districts 
are tested no reverse soak or operate 
test is applied to the district (CS) relay 
as the district is advanced to talking to 
operator position while making talk 
selection under control of the sender.
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20.13 Test Circuit Arranged To Test Both 
Toll Diversion and Non-Toll 
Diversion Districts. Figure T 
With BU and BW Option Furnished
With this circuit arrangement the 

test circuit is arranged to test toll 
diversion districts when the (TD) key is 
in the normal position and to test nontoll 
diversion districts when the (TD) key is 
operated. With the (TD) key normal the 
circuit operation is the same as outlined 
in paragraph 20.12 and with the key 
operated the operation is the same as outlined in paragraph 20.11 except that 
the (CS2) relay is operated in both cases 
and the (TD) key arranges the circuit for 
the two test conditions.
20.2 Figure AF
20.21 Test Circuit Arranged to Test 

Non-Toll Diversion Districts.
Fig. U and "BT" Option Furnished
With the (Rl) switch in position 12 

through a front contact of the (TCI) relay 
which was operated when the (TC) relay 
operated and released the first time.
20.22 Test Circuit Arranged to Test Toll 

Diversion Districts. Fig. T and 
"BU" and "BV" Option Furnished
The (CSl) and (CS2) relays are 

operated when making RCO tests. With the 
(Rl) switch in position 11 the operation 
of the (TCI) relay operates the (SK3) relay. 
With the, (SK3) relay operated the (Rl) 
switch is advanced to position 13 and the 
(Al) cam advances it to position 14. The 
(SK3) relay also closes ground to the 
sleeve of the test line to hold the district 
in talking to operator position. When 
toll diversion districts are tested no 
reverse soak or operate test is applied to 
the district (CS) relay as the district is 
advanced to talking to operator position 
while making talk selection under control 
of the sender.
20.23 Test Circuit Arranged to Test Toll 

Diversion and Non-Toll Diversion 
Districts. Figure T with "BU" and 
"BW" Options Furnished

The (CSl) and (CS2) relays are operated while making RCO tests. With this 
circuit arrangement the test circuit is 
arranged to test toll diversion districts 
when the (TD) key is normal and to test 
non-toll diversion districts when the (TD) 
key is operated. With the (TD) key normal 
the circuit operation is the same as out
lined in paragraph 20.22 and with the key 
operated the operation is the same as out
lined in paragraph 20.21.
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-With the (TC) ancl. (TCl) relays reoperated, 
~];-) switch advances to posit:i.on 12. 

When Fig.For AF is used and circuit is 
arranged to test nontoll diversion offices, 
the (TCl} relay operated closes the ad
vancing circuit of (Rl) switch so that the 
next operation of the (TC) relay will 
advance the (Rl) switch to position 12. 

20.1 Figure F 

20.11 Test Circuit Arra.~ged to Test 
Non-Toll Diversion Districts. 
Fig. U and 11BT11 option Furnished 

The operation of the (TCl) relay 
closes the advanci.ng circuit of the (Rl) 
switch so that the next operation of the 
(TC} relay will advance the (Rl) switch to 
position 12 and before the (SKJ) relay 
operates a negative soak is applied to the 
district '(CS) relay from battery through the 
(BB) resistance to the tip and ground on 
the ring through the nonnal contacts of the 
(SKJ) relay. The SK, SKl and SK2 relays are 
then operated under control of the (SK} 
interrupter. When the (SKl) relay operates 
the (SKJ) relay operates which in turn 
operates the (PSK} relay from ground through 
spring J of the Nl cam in position 12. The 
operation of the (SKJ) relay removes the 
soak from the district (CS) relay and the 
operation of the (PSK) relay closes 4g ohm 
battery to the ring and ground to the tip 
of the test line which operates the district 
(CS) relay and advances the district to 
talking to operator position. The operation 
of the (SKJ) relay also closes ground to the 
sleeve of the test line to hold the district 
in talking to operator position. If the 
talk selection earn closures in the district 
are defective which would result in an over
step, the absence of sleeve ground from the 
testing circuit during talk selection will 
result in the district advancing to overflow 
position. The operation of the SK2 relay 
advances the (RlJ switch to position lJ. 

20.12 Test Circuit Arranged to Test Toll 
Diversion Districts Only. Fig. T 
and (BV) Option Furnished 

The (CS2) relay is operated while 
making RCO test. With the (Rl) switch in 
position 11 the operation of the (TCl) 
relay operates the SKJ relay from ground 
through a make contact of the (CS2} relay. 
The (SKJ) relay operated closes ground to 
the sleeve of the test line to hold the 
district in talking to operator position 
and advances the (Rl) switch to position 
13. The (Al) cam.advances the switch to 
position 14. When toll diversion districts 
are tested no reverse soak or operate 
test i6 applied to the district (CS} relay 
as the district is advanced to talking to 
operator position while making talk 
selection under control of the sender. 
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20.13 Test Circuit Arranged To Test Both 
Toll Diversion and Non-Toll 
Diversion Districts. Figure T 
With BU and 8W Option Furnished 

With this circuit arrangement the 
test circuit is arranged to test toll 
diversion districts when the (TD) key is 
in the normal position and to test nontoll 
diversion districts when the (TD) key is 
operated. With the (TD) key normal the 
circuit operation is the same as outlined 
in paragraph 20.12 and with the key 
operated the operation is the same as 
outlined in paragraph 20.11 except that 
the (CS2) relay is operated in both cases 
and the {TD) key arranges the circuit for 
the two test conditions. 

20.2 Figure AF 

20.21 Test Circuit Arranged to Test 
Non-Toll Diversion Districts. 
Fig. U and 11BT11 Option Furnished 

With the (Rl) switch in position 12 
through a front contact of the (TCl) relay 
which was operated when the (TC) relay 
operated and released the first time. 

20.22 Test Circuit Arranged to Test Toll 
Diversion Districts. Fig. T and 
11BU11 and 11BV11 Option Furnished 

The (CSl) and (CS2) relays are 
operated when making RCO tests. With the 
(Rl) switch in position 11 the operation 
of the (TCl) relay operates the {SKJ) relay. 
With the. (SKJ) relay operated the (Rl) 
switch is advanced to position lJ and the 
(Al) cam advances it to position 14. The 
(SKJ) relay also closes ground to the 
sleeve of the test line to hold the district 
in talking to operator position. When 
toll diversion districts are tested no 
reverse soak or operate test is applied to 
the district (CS) relay as the district is 
advanced to talking to operator position 
while making talk selection under control 
of the sender. 

20.23 Test Circuit Arranged to Test Toll 
Diversion and Non-Toll Diversion 
Districts. Figure T with 11BU11 and 
11BW11 Options Furnished 

The (CSl) and (CS2) relays are oper
ated while making RCO tests. With this 
circuit arrangement the test circuit is 
arranged to test toll diversion districts 
when the (TD) key is normal and to test 
non-toll diversion districts when the (TD) 
key is operated. With the (TD) key normal 
the circuit operation is the same as out
lined in paragraph 20.22 and with the key 
operated the operation is the same as out
lined in paragraph 20.2~. 
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21. TEST OF DISTRICT IN "CUT THRU" 
POSITION K WIRING

21.1 With the switch in position 12, when 
the "B” contact of the interrupter 

closes, the (3K) relay operates and locks. 
When the "F" contact of the interrupter 
makes, the (SKI) relay operates and locks.
On the next make of the "B" contact, the 
(SK2) relay operates and (Rl) switch ad
vances to position 13, the (A) cam carry
ing it to position 14. When figure Q is 
provided and "B3" option is furnished the 
(P12) relay operates with the (Rl) switch 
in position 12 and substitutes the (SKI) 
interrupter for the (3K) interrupter. The 
(SK) relay releases as the (Rl) switch 
leaves position 12. When Fig. E or F is 
used and circuit is arranged to test 
nontoll diversion offices, and with Fig. E 
the (PSK) relay operates immediately when 
switch reaches position 12 but when Fig. F 
is used the (PSK) relay operates from 
ground on cam (Nl) and battery on the 
(SR2) relay, (Fig. E) when Fig. F is used 
it also goes through contacts of (SK3) 
relay. The (PSK).relay, operated, con
nects battery and ground through the (SK) 
resistance to the tip and ring sides of the 
test line to operate the (CS) relay in the 
district circuit. The polarized (CS) 
relay in the district circuit operates and 
advances the district to the "Talking to 
Operator" position, when the switch leaves 
position 12, the (PSK) relay releases.
(Where circuit is arranged to test toll 
diversion office and Fig. E or F is pro
vided the circuit to one side of the winding 
of the (PSK) relay is opened to prevent 
closing battery and ground through the 
resistance to the (CS) relay in the dis
trict to check that the district advances 
to "Talking to Operator" position.) Where 
both nontoll diversion and toll diversion 
offices are tested with one test ckt. (TD) 
key is used and the circuit is arranged 
for toll diversion. When the (TD) key is 
operated the (PSK) relay is operated in 
position 12 and the circuit functions same 
as for nontoll diversion. In position 14, 
'tKe~TCsT relay In the test circuit operates, 
through the (PSK) and (BB) relays normal, 
over the ring side of the district 
selector circuit through the master 
switches and (TR) relay, with the (Rl) 
switch in position 14 the (SR) relay is 
operated, the (SR) relay is operated, the 
(SR) relay prepares the operating circuit 
from the (SR2) and (SR3) relay, when the 
(Rl) switch reaches position 18, with "E" 
wiring and apparatus, cams (Ml) and (01), 
contacts of the (REL) relay, "I" resistance 
(20 ohms), cams (Kl) and (K3) to ground. 
With "K" wiring and apparatus cam (01), 
contacts of (SKI) and (REL) relay "Y" 
resistance (100 ohms) cams (Kl) and (K3) 
to ground. The (CS) relay operated, 
operates the (I) relay, over the tip side 
of the line, thru the interrupter contacts.

The (I) relay locks through its make con
tact and operates the (RO) relay, when the 
"IV" contacts of the interrupter make. ^ 
When "K" wiring is used and test line is orT 
the district frame the (SL) relay is con
nected to the sleeve in place of ground 
and must operate from ground through the 
back contact of (L) relay in district 
before district sequence switch advances 
out of position 16. The operation of (RO) 
relay opens the sleeve circuit through 
cam (P) allowing the district to advance 
from its "Talking to Operator" position 
which releases the (CS) relay in the test 
circuit. The (CS) relay released, 
releases the (I) relay. The (RO) relay 
operated and the (I) relay released, 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 15.
If the district circuit has failed to 
advance to the "talking to Operator" 
position, the (CS), (I) and (RO) relays 
fail to operate and block the (Rl) switch 
in position 14. When used in offices 
where special district selector per 
SD-21775-01 is used, the (MR7) or (MR8) 
relay is released due to a shunt circuit, 
see paragraph 19.
21.2 Figure AF

When switch (Rl) reaches position 12, 
and before relay (SK3) operates a negative 
soak is applied to the district (CS) relay 
as follows: Ground thru winding of relay
(BB2) is connected to the ring conductor, 
thru winding of district (CS) relay, tip 
conductor to battery thru resistance lamp 
(MS). Relay (BB2) operates and in turn 
causes relay (BB3) to operate and lock to 
ground on cam (FI). Upon the operation of 
relay (SK3), as described under paragraph 
21.1, relay (CS) is operated from battery 
thru its winding, contact of relay (CS1) 
operated, resistance (H), contact of 
relay (BB) normal, contact of relays (BB3) 
and (SK3) operated, ring conductor, district (CS) relay, tip conductor, contacts 
of (SK3) and (CSl) relays to ground on con
tact of (AD) relay. The district (CS) 
operates as described under paragraph 21.1 
and advances the district to the "talking 
to Operator" position. As the switch 
leaves position 12, the ground on contact 
of relay (AD) is removed. With switch 
(Rl) in position 14, relay (CS) in test 
circuit operates, thru resistance (H) 
contact of relay (BB) normal, (BB3) oper
ated, ring conductor, connector switches 
(TR) relay, cam (01), contacts (SKI) and 
(REL), (Y) resistance. (Kl) and (K3) cams 
to ground. Relay (CS) operating operates 
relay (I) as follows: Battery from inter
rupter, winding of relay (I), cam (P3), 
contact of relay (CS) operated, cam (R3)
(SK3) relay operated, tip conductor, to 
the same ground on cam (K3). The operation 
from this point on is the same as described 
above under paragraph 21.1. Relays (BB2), 
(BB3) and (SK3) release when switch (Rl) 
leaves position 17.
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21. TEST OF DISTR,ICT IN 11CUT THRU" ) 
"---.___ P_OSITION K WIRING 

21.1 With the switch in position 12, when 
the "B" contact of the interrupter 

closes, the (SK) relay operates and locks. 
1.'lhen the 11F11 contact of the interrupter 
makes, the (SY.!) relay operates and locks. 
On the next make of the 11B11 contact, the 
(SK2) relay operates and (Rl) switch ad
vances to position 13, the (A) cam carry
ing it to position 14. When figure Q is 
l?rovided and 11BS11 option is furnished the 
(Pl2) relay operates with the (Rl) switch 
in position 12 and substitutes the (SKl) 
interrupter for the (SK) interrupter. The 
(SK) relay releases as the (Rl) switch 
leaves position 12. When Fig. E or Fis 
used and circuit is arranged to test 
nontoll diversion offices, and with Fig. E 
the (PSK) relay operates immediately when 
switch reaches position 12 but when Fig. F 
is used the (PSK) relay operates from 
~round on cam (Nl) and battery on the 
(SR2) relay, (Fig. E) when Fig. Fis used 
it also goes through contacts of (SK3) 
relay. The (PSK) relay, operated, con
nects battery and ground through the (SK) 
resistance to the tip and ring sides of the 
test line to operate the (CS) relay in the 
district circuit. The polarized (CS) 
relay in the district circuit operates and 
advances the district to the 11Talking to 
Operator" position, when the switch leaves 
l?Osition 12, the (PSK) relay releases. 
(Where circuit is arranged to test toll 
diversion office and Fig. E or Fis pro
vided the circuit to one side of the winding 
of the (PSK) relay is opened to prevent 
closing battery and ground through the 
resistance to the (CS) relay in the dis
trict to check that the district advances 
to "Talking to Operator" position.) Where 
both nontoll diversion and toll diversion 
offices are tested with one test ckt. (TD) 
key is used and the circuit is arranged 
for toll diversion. When the (TD) key is 
operated the (PSK) relay is operated in 
position 12 and the circuit fun:tions same 
as for nontoll diversion. In position 14, 

rtJietC$) relay in tlie test circuit operates, 
through the (PSK) and (BB) relays normal, 
over the ring side of the district 
selector circuit through the master 
switches and (TR) relay, with the (Rl) 
switch in position 14 the (SR) relay is 
operated, the (SR) relay is operated, the 
(SR) relay prepares the operating circuit 
from the (SR2) and (SR3) relay, when the 
(Rl) switch reaches position 18, with 11E11 

wiring and apparatus cams (Ml) and (01), 
contacts of the ( REd relay, 11Y11 resistance 
(20 ohms), cams (Kl) and (K3) to ground. 
With 11K11 wiring and apparatus cam (01), 
contacts of (SKl) and (REL) relay nyn 
resistance (100 ohms) cams (Kl) and (K3) 
to ground. The (CS) relay operated, 
operates the (I) relay, over the tip side 
of the line, thru the interrupter contacts. 

The (I) relay locks through its make con
tact and operates the (RO} relay, when the 
11IV11 contacts of the interrupter make. 
When '_'K" ~dring is used and test line is ~on 
the district frame the (SL) relay is con
nected to the sleeve in place of ground 
and must operate from ground through the 
back contact of (L) relay in district 
before district sequence switch advances 
out of position 16. The operation of (RO) 
relar opens the sleeve circuit through 
cam (P) allowing the district to advance 
from its "Talking to Operator" position 
which releases the (CS} relay in the test 
circuit. The (CS) relay released, 
releases the (I) relay. The (RO) relay 
operated and the (I) relay released, 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 15. 
If the district circuit has failed to 
advance to the "talking to Ol?eratortt 
position, the (CS), (I} and (RO) relays 
fail to operate and block the ( R1) .. switch 
in position 14. When used in offices 
where special district selector per 
SD-21775-01 is used, the (MR7) or (MRS) 
relay is released due to a shunt circuit, 
see paragraph 19. 

21.2 Figure AF 

When switch (Rl) reaches position 12, 
and before relay (~K3) operates a negative 
soak is applied to the district (CS) relay 
as follows: Ground thru winding of relay 
(BB2) is connected to the ring conductor, 
thru winding of district (CS) relay, tip 
conductor to battery thru resistance lamp 
(NS) • Relay ( BB2) operates and in turn 
causes relay (BB3) to operate and lock to 
ground on cam (Fl). Upon the operation of 
relay (SK3), as described under paragraph 
21.1, relay (CS) is operated from battery 
thru its winding, contact of relay (CSl) 
operated, resistance (H), contact of 
relay (BB) normal, contact of relays (BB3) 
and (SK3) operated, rin& conductor, 
district (CS) relay, tip conductor, contacts 
of (SKJ) and (CSl) relays to ground on con
tact of (AD) relay. The district (CS) 
operates as described under paragraph 21.1 
and advances the district to the "talking 
to Operator" position. As the switch 
leaves position 12, the ground on contact 
of relay (AD) is removed. With switch 
(Rl) in position 14, relay (CS) in test 
circuit operates, thru resistance (H) 
contact of relay (BB) normal, (BB3) oper
ated, ring conductor, connector switches 
(TR) relay, cam (01), contacts (SKl) and 
(REL), (YJ resistance (Kl) and (K3) cams 
to ground. Relay (cs} operating operates 
relay (I) as follows: Battery from inter
rupter, winding of relay (I), cam (P3), 
contact of relay (CS) operated, cam (R3) 
(SK3) relay operated, tip conductor, to 
the same ground on cam (KJ). The operation 
from this point on is the same as described 
above under paragraph 21.1. Relays (BB2), 
(BB3) and (SK3) release when switch (Rl) 
leaves position 17. 
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21.3 Fig. AJ or AK
When provision is made in this cir

cuit to test the automatic number 
identification path through the district 
selector circuit. Fig. AK is furnished. 
Otherwise, Fig. AJ is furnished and the 
circuit description applies as described 
in the preceding paragraphs of section 21.

With Fig. AK provided, relay (CS) 
operates as previously described. Relay 
(CS) operated operates relay (TC4) over 
the tip side of the line. Relay (DS) 
operates during the tip and ring continuity 
test on ground supplied by the operated 
(SK3) relay and battery on the sleeve 
supplied by the district (L) relay. 
Verification of the district sleeve for 
ANI is initiated by applying a high tone 
signal to the originating sleeve through 
the operated (TC4) relay. This signal is 
then extended through the district and back 
to this circuit via the terminating sleeve 
to operated contacts of relay (TC4), 
through the (D-) varistor network and 
relay (TC6) normal to operate relay (TC5) 
to its front contacts. Relay (TC5) 
operated completes the path to operate 
relay (I) by a ground supplied from the 
operated (DS) relay.

Relay (I) operated serves as an indi
cation that the ANI path through the 
district selector has been satisfactorily 
tested. The test circuit then proceeds 
from this point as previously described.

When coin and noncoin district 
selectors are tested. Options "AT1* and 
UZD" are provided to cancel the ANI 
sleeve test for coin on a class basis.
22. TEST OF SUPERVISORY RELAY (DC) AND

(RCO) KEY OPERATION
22.1 Figure A or B

As the test switch passes from posi
tion 14 to 15, with "En wiring and 
apparatus the 20 ohm soaking circuit is 
held across the tip and ring sides of the 
test circuit, with "K" wiring and 
apparatus the 100 ohm soaking circuit is 
held across the tip and ring sides of the 
test line soaking the supervisory relay
(DC), when testing districts arranged to 
function over 1500 ohm subscribers loops,
190 ohms is held across the tip and ring 
instead of above 90 ohms or 100 ohms.
With the switch in position 15, the (SK), 
(SKI) and (SK2) relays reoperate under 
control of interrupter contacts UF" and 
"B". The operation of the (SKI) relay 
removes the short circuit from around the 
(S), (U), (V), (W), (X), and (Z) 
resistances bridging them in series with the 
(Y) resistances across the tip and ring, 
thereby releasing the supervisory (DC)

relay in the district circuit. With 
Fig. M, when testing districts arranged to 
function over 750 ohms the (V) resistance 
is not connected in release circuit.
The (RELl) relay operates over this circuit 
as soon as the district releases the line 
so that 4& volts is connected through the 
line relay to the ttRn lead and advances 
the (Rl) switch to position 16. When 
Fig. K is used the (Z) resistance as shown 
by "Q" wiring is connected in circuit 
ahead of (RELl) relay to prevent a false 
operation of (RELl) relay, due to inductive 
surge from repeating coil. This surge 
caused trouble when "E" wiring was used.
When Fig. "L" or "M" is used, (RELl) 
relay operates on release current and also 
when district returns to normal. However, 
the circuit thru contact of (RELl) is 
opened by (FR3) relay, until district 
returns to normal. The (SK) (SKI) and 
(RELl) relays release as the switch 
advances to position 16. With the (Rl) 
switch in position 16, and when "AU,”
"AW,n and "L" wiring and apparatus is 
used the (MR7) or (MRS) relay is shunted 
to complete the circuit for moving the 
(Rl) switch out of 16. Also the (R3) 
switch advances to the next position from 
ground on cam (HI), when the (RCO) key is 
operated the (SR3) relay operates as soon 
as (R3) switch reaches pos. 3, 6, 9 instead of awaiting (Rl) switch position IS, the 
(SR2) relay remains normal until (Rl) 
switch opens position 17 at (Fl) cam. With 
the (RCO) and (RCl) keys normal and the (R3) 
switch in position 3. 6, or 9 ground on cam 
(Yl) through cam (C3) advances the (Rl) 
switch to position 17. Ground on the (SR2) 
relay normal advances the (Rl) switch to' 
position IS with "K" wiring switch awaits 
release of (FR3) relay. With the (R3) switch 
in position 3, the (SR3) relay operates 
through the contacts of the (SR2) relay,
(SR) and (MR3) relay (BC) key normal (F3) 
cam (ST) relay and with the (RCO) key 
normal through (II) and (VI) cams to ground, 
with the (RCO) key operated, through (RCO) 
key (PC) relay (Fl) cam and (DB) relay to 
ground. With the (RCO) key normal the oper
ation of the (SR3) relay advances the (Rl) 
switch to position 1, and connects ground 
to the (SR2) relay, causing it to operate 
and lock in series with the (SR3) relay as 
the (Rl) switch advances from position 13.
22.2 Figure Q

Figure Q arranges the circuit to pro
vide a timed release test of the (DC) and
(D) relays in the district to detect any of 
these relays that may be very slow in 
releasing. In general this is accomplished 
by timing the interval from the operation of 
the (SKI) relay which applied the release 
current to the (DC) relay to the release 
of the (P15) relay which releases when the 
(Rl) switch breaks position 15 which 
indicates that the district selector has
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21.3 Fig. AJ or AK 

When provision is made in this cir
cuit to test the automatic number 
identification path through the district 
selector circuit, Fig. AK is furnished. 
Otherwise, Fig. AJ is furnished and the 
circuit description applies as described 
in the preceding paragraphs of section 21. 

With Fig. AK provided, relay (CS) 
operates as previously described. Relay 
(CS) operated operates relay (TC4) over 
the tip side of the line. Relay (DS) 
operates during the tip and ring continuity 
test on ground supplied by the operated 
(SK3~ relay and battery on the sleeve 
supplied by the district (L) relay. 
Verification of the district sleeve for 
ANI is initiated by applying a high tone 
signal to the originating sleeve through 
the operated (TC4J relay. This signal is 
then extended through the district and back 
to this circuit via the terminating sleeve 
to operated contacts of relay (TC4J, 
through the (D-) varistor network and 
relay (TC6) normal to operate relay (TC5) 
to its front contacts. Relay (TC5) 
operated completes the path to operate 
relay (I) by a ground supplied from the 
operated (DS) relay. 

Relay (I) operated serves as an indi
cation that the ANI path through the 
district selector has been satisfactorily 
tested. The test circuit then proceeds 
from this point as previously described. 

When coin and noncoin district 
selectors are tested, Options "AT" and 
11ZD11 are provided to cancel the ANI 
sleeve test for coin on a class basis. 

22. TEST OF SUPERVISORY RELAY (DC) AND 
{RCO) KEY OPERATION 

22.l Figure A or B 

As the test switch passes from posi
tion 14 to 15, with 11E11 wiring and 
apparatus the 20 ohm soaking circuit is 
held across the tip and ring sides of the 
test circuit, with 11K" wiring and 
apparatus the 100 ohm soaking circuit is 
held across the tip and ring sides of the 
test line soaking the supervisory relay 
(DC), when testing districts arranged to 
function over 1500 ohm subscribers loops, 
190 ohms is held across the tip and ring 
instead of above 90 ohms or 100 ohms. 
With the switch in position 15, the (SK), 
(SKl) and (SK2) relays reoperate under 
control of interrupter contacts 11F11 and 
11 B". The operation of the ( SKl) relay 
removes the short circuit from around the 
(S), (U), (V), (W), (X), and (Z) 
resistances bridging them in series with the 
(Y) resistances across the tip and ring, 
thereby releasing the supervisory (DC) 
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relay in the district circuit. With 
Fig. M, when testing districts arranged to 
function over 750 ohl!]s the {V) resistance 
is not connected in release circuit. 
The (RELl) relay operates over this circuit 
as soon as the district releases the line 
so that 48 volts is connected through the 
line relay to the "R" lead and advances 
the (Rl) switch to ~osition 16. When 
Fig. K is used the (Z) resistance as shown 
by 11Q" wiring is connected in circuit 
ahead of (RELl) relay to prevent a false 
operation of (RELl) relay, due to inductive 
surge from repeating coil. This surge 
caused trouble when "E" wiring was used. 
When Fig. 11L11 or "M" is used, (RELl) 
relay operates on release current and also 
when district returns to normal. However, 
the circuit thru contact of {RELl) is 
opened by (FRJ) relay, until district 
returns to normal. The (SK) (SKl) and 
(RELl) relays release as the switch 
advances to position 16. With too (Rl) 
switch in position 16, and when "AU,11 
11AW,11 and 11111 wiring and apparatus is 
used the (MR?) or {MRS) relay is shunted 
to complete the circuit for moving the 
(Rl) switch out o:f 16. Also the lR3) 
switch advances to the next position from 
ground on cam (Hl), when the (RCO) key is 
operated the (SR3) relay operates as soon 
as (R3) switch reaches pos. 3, 6, 9 instead 
of awaiting (Rl) switch position 18, the 
(SR2) relay remains normal until (Rl) 
switch opens position 17 at (Fl) cam. With 
the (RCO} and (RCl) keys normal and the (RJ) 
switch in position 3, 6, or 9 ground on cam 
(Il) through cam (C3J advances the {Rl) 
switch to position 17. Ground on the (SR2) 
relay normal advances the (Rl) switch to· 
position 18 with 11K11 wiring switch awaits 
release of (FR3) relay. With the (R3) switch 
in position 3, the (SR3) relay operates 
through the contacts of the (SR2J relay, 
(SR) and (MR3) relay (BC) key normal (F3) 
cam (ST) relay and with the (RCO) key 
normal through (II) and (Vl) cams to ground, 
with the (RCO) key operated, through lRCO) 
key (PC) relay (Fl) cam and (DB) relay to 
ground. With the (RCO) key normal the oper
ation of the (SR3) relay advances the (Rl) 
switch to position l, and connects ground 
to the {SR2) relay, causing it to operate· 
and lock in series with the (SR3) relay as 
the (Rl) switch advances from position 18. 

22.2 Figure Q 

Figure Q arranges the circuit to pro
vide a timed release test of the (DC) and 
(D) relays in the district to detect any of 
these relays that may be very slow in 
releasing. In general this is accomplished 
by timing the interval from the operation of 
the (SKlJ relay which applied the release 
current to the {DC) relay to the release 
of the {Pl5) relay which releases when the 
(Rl) switch breaks position 15 which 
indicates that the district selector has 
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released and restored to normal. If the 
(Rl) switch has not advanced from position 
15 within a predetaajrl ' the test
circuit will block wrer^tn^ijf^ramp lighted.

The detailed circuit description to 
accomplish the above is as follows:

As the test switch passes from posi
tion 14 to 15 the 100 ohm soaking circuit 
is held across the tip and ring sides of 
the test line soaking the supervisory (DC) 
relay or when testing districts arranged 
to function over 1500 ohm loops a 190 ohm 
soak is applied. The (AB) relay is 
operated with the (Rl) switch in position 
7 to 17. The (RCO) relay operates with the 
(R3) switch in position for "Repeat Coil • 
Out" test. The (P15) relay operates with 
the (Rl) switch in position 15. With 
these three relays operated the (BC) relay 
operates. With the closure of the "B" 
contact of the (SK). interrupter the (SK) 
relay operates. With the closure of the 
front contact of the (SK) interrupter the 
(SKI) relay operates. This removes the 
short circuit from around the (S), (U), (V), (w), (X), and (Z) resistances bridging them 
in series with the (Y) resistance across * 
the tip and ring which should release the 
(DC) relay in the district. With Fig. M, 
when testing districts arranged to function 
over 750 ohm loops the (V) resistance is 
not connected in the release circuit.
With the next closure of the "B" contact of 
the (SK) interrupter the (SK2) relay 
operates. The operation of the (SK2) relay 
substitutes the (RELl) relay winding for 
the (Z) resistance to prevent a false 
operation of (RELl) relay due to inductive 
surge from the district repeating coil.
The operation of the (SK2) relay also 
closes the (F) contact of the (SK) inter
rupter to the magnet of the (MC) selector 
which starts stepping from terminal to 
terminal to close a circuit to block the 
test circuit if the (Rl) switch has not 
advanced from position 15 within a pre
determined interval. When the district 
restores to normal the (FR3) relay 
releases and a circuit is closed through 
the (RELl) relay operated and the (FR3) 
and (FCHl) relays normal to advance the 
(Rl) switch to position 16. This 
releases the (P15) relay which releases 
the (BC) relay to restore the (MC) 
selector to normal. If the (Rl) switch 
has not advanced to position 16 before 
the (MC) selector has advanced to the 
terminal of the (BC) arc to which the 
winding of the (BT) relay is connected, 
the (BT) relay operates blocking the(Rl) 
switch in position 15 and lighting the 
(DC) lamp. The terminal of the (BC) 
arc of the (MC) selector to which the 
winding of the (BT) relay is connected 
is controlled by the (CC2) and (P2) relays 
and Options "BA," "BB," "BE," "BF," "BG" 
and "BH" depending on the type of district 
under test. The (BT) relay operated locks

to ground on (Nl) cam and releases the
(BC) relay which restores the (MC) 
selector to normal.

Failures may be encountered during 
this test when performing this test due to 
slow district sequence switches as this 
switch is required to advance within the 
measured predetermined interval. The 
(SK) (3K1J and (RELl) relays release as 
the switch advances to position 16, and 
when "AU," "AW" and "L" wiring apparatus 
is used the (MR7) or (MRS) relay is 
shunted to complete the circuit for moving 
the (Rl) switch out of 16. Also the (R3) 
switch advances to the next position from 
ground on cam (Hi), when the (RCO) key is 
operated the (SR3) relay operates as soon 
as (R3) switch reaches pos. 3, 6, 9 
instead of awaiting (Rl) switch position 
IS, the (SR2) relay remains normal until 
(Rl) switch opens position 17 at (FI) cam. 
With the (RCO) and (RCl) keys normal and 
the (R3) switch in position 3, 6 or 9 
ground on cam (Yl) through cam (C3) 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 17. 
Ground on the (SR2) relay normal advances 
the (Rl) switch to position IS with "K" 
wiring switch awaits release of (FR3) 
relay. With the (R3) switch in position 
3, the (SR3) relay operates through the 
contacts of the (SR2) relay, (3R) and (MR3) 
relays (DC) key normal (F3J cam (ST) relay 
and with the (RCO) key normal through (II) 
and (Wl) cams to ground, with the (RCO) 
key operated, through (RCO) key (PC) relay 
(FI) cam and (DB) relay to ground. With 
the (RCO) key normal the operation of the 
(SR3) relay advances the (Rl) switch to 
position 1, and connects ground to the 
(SR2) relay, causing it to operate and lock 
in series with the (3R3) relay as the (Rl) 
switch advances from position IB.
23. TEST FOR OPEN CIRCUIT RELEASE OF (CS)RELAY OF DISTRICT

When the test switch reached position 
'10'with ,rEu wiring—af 7 with "K" wiring, the 
(FR) relay operated. When "K" wiring is 
used, the operation of the (FR) operates the 
(FRl) which operates the (FR2). With (FRl) 
(FR2) and (FR4) relays operated the (FR3), 
relay operates. The (FRl) is very slow in 
releasing and will allow sufficient time 
for the district sequence switch to pass 
from position lB-l/4 to 1-1/2 before 
releasing and will release before district 
sequence switch cam make an extra 
revolution. As long as the (FR3) relay 
remains operated the test switch will be 
blocked in pos. 15 or 17. The test switch 
would not move out of pos. 14 until the 
(FR3) relay has operated. Should the (CS) 
relay in the district fail to release, the 
district sequence switch will rotate until 
the (CS) relay releases. Under normal 
conditions the (FR) relay releases when the 
district reaches normal, and will hold the 
district busy until the release of the
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released and restored to nonnal. If the 
(Rl) switch has not advanced from position 
1-5-wall-in a--J)"Fe..1aL { J 1 the test 
circuit will block win ne LJv iamp lighted. 

The detailed circuit description to 
accomplish the above is as follows: 

As the test switch passes from posi
tion 14 to 15 the 100 ohm soaking circuit 
is held across the tip and ring sides of 
the test line soaking the suPervisory (DC) 
relay or when testing districts arranged 
to function over 1500 ohm loops a 190 ohm 
soak is applied. The (AB) relay is 
operated with the (Rl) switch in position 
7 to 17. The (RCO) relay operates with the 
( RJ) switch in position for "Repeat Coil . 
Out" test. The (Pl5) relay operates with 
the (Rl) switch in position 15. With 
these three relays operated the (BC) relay 
operates. With the closure of the "B" 
contact of the (SK). interrupter the (SK) 
relay operates. With the closure of the 
front contact of the (SK) interrupter the 
(SKl) relay operates. This removes the 
short circuit from around the (S), (U), (V), 
(W), (X), and (Z) resistances bridging them 
in series with the (Y) resistance across, 
the tip and ring which should release the 
(DC) relay in the district. With Fig. M, 
when testing districts arranged to function 
over 750 ohm loops the (V) resistance is 
not connected in the release circuit. 
With the next closure of the "B" contact of 
the (SK) interrupter the (SK2) relay 
operates. The o~eration of the (SK2) relay 
substitutes the (RELl) relay winding for 
the (Z) resistance to prevent a false 
operation of (RELl) relay due to inductive 
surge from the district repeating coil. 
The operation of the (SK2) relay also 

• closes the ( F) contact of the (SK) inter
rupter to the magnet of the (MC) selector 
which starts stepping from terminal to 
terminal to close a circuit to block the 
test circuit if the (Rl) switch has not 
advanced from position 15 within a pre
determined interval. When the district 
restores to normal the (FRJ) relay 
releases and a circuit is closed through 
the (RELl) relay operated and the (FRJJ 
and (FCHl) relays normal to advance the 
(Rl) switch to position 16. This 
releases the (Pl5) relay which releases 
the (BC) relay to restore the (MC) 
selector to normal. If the (Rl) switch 
has not advanced to position 16 before 
the (MC) selector has advanced to the 
terminal of the (BC) arc to which the 
winding of the (BT) relay is connected, 
the (BT) relay operates blocking the(Rl) 
switch in position 15 and lighting the 
(DC) lamp. The terminal of the (BC) 
arc of the (MC) selector to which the 
winding of the (BT) relay is connected 
is controlled by the (CC2) and (P2) relays 
and Options 1tBA, n "BB, n "BE, n °BF, tt 0 BG0 

and ttBHn depending on the type of district 
under test. The (BT) relay operated locks 
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to ground on (Nl) cam and releases the 
(BC} relay which restores the (MC) 
selector to normal. 

Failures may be encountered during 
this test when performing this test due to 
slow district sequence switches as this 
switch is required to advance within the 
measured predetennined interval. The 
(SK) (SKl) and (RELl) relays release as 
the switch advances to position 16, and 
when ttAU,0 11AW11 and ntn wiring apparatus 
is used the (MR7) or (MR$) relay is 
shunted to complete the circuit for moving 
the (Rl) switch out of 16. Also the (RJ) 
switch advances to the next position from 
ground on cam (Hl), when the (RCO) key is 
operated the (SRJ) relay operates as soon 
as (RJ) switch reaches pos. 3, 6, 9 
instead of awaiting (Rl) switch position 
18, the (SR2) relay remains normal until 
(Rl) switch opens position 17 at (Fl) cam. 
With the (RCOJ and (RCl) keys normal and 
the (RJ) switch in position 3, 6 or 9 
ground on cam (Yl) through cam (CJ) 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 17., 
Ground on the (SR2) relay normal advances .J 
the (Rl) switch to position 18 with °K0 

wiring switch awaits release of (FRJ) 
relay. With the (R3) switch in position 
J, the (SRJ) relay operates through the 
contacts of the (SR2J relay, (SR) and (MRJ) 
relays (DC) key normal (FJJ cam (ST) relay 
and with the (RCO) key normal through (Ill 
and (W1) cams to ground, with the (RCO) 
key operated, through (RCO) kay (PC) relay 
(Fl) cam and (DB) relay to ground. With 
the (RCO) key normal the operation of the 
(S~J) relay advances the (Rl) switch to 
position l, and connects ground to the 
(SR2) relay, causing it to operate and lock 
in series with the (SRJ) relay as the (Rl) 
switch advances from position 18. 

23. TEST FOR OPEN CIRCUIT RELEASE OF (CS) 
RELAY OF DISTRICT , h' 
When the test switch reached position ..:_i 

-l0-w±1;h- 0~i:-ng....oj' 7 with ••K0 wirin~ the 1 

(FR) relay operated. When "X""" w:fr'Ing is 
usedt the operation of the (FR) operates the 
(FRlJ which operates the (FR2). With (FRl) 
(FR2) and (FR4) relays operated the (FRJ), 
relay operates. The (FRl) is very slow in 
releasing and will allow sufficient time 
for the district sequence switch to pass 
from position 18-1/4 to 1-1/2 before 
releasing and will release before district 
sequence switch cam make an extra 
revolution. As long as the (FRJ) relay 
remains operated the test switch will be 
blocked in pos. 15 or 17. The test switch 
,,rould not move out of pos. 14 until the 
(FRJ) relay has operated. Should the (CS) 
relay in the district fail to release, the 
district sequence switch 1tlll rotate until 
the (C3) relay releases. Under normal 
conditions the (FR) relay releases when the 
district reaches normal, and will hold the 
district busy until the release of the 
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(FR1) relay. The (FR2) relay is slow 
enough to assure the release of the (FR3) 
relay. When "E" wiring is used, the (FR) 
relay is now slow enough hence under 
extreme conditions the test circuit will 
not test for a rotating condition.

When the (FR) relay holds, the test 
switch is blocked in position 1 and will 
advance to 2 of next revolution when 
released.
24. SECOND TEST OF DISTRICT CIRCUIT - 

REPEATING COIL IN (DC) SUPERVISORY 
RELAY TEST, USING "E" WIRING AND 
APPARATUS
With the (Rl) switch in position 2 

(second revolution) ground on the (SSI) 
relay through the contacts of the (PLFS) 
(PMG) and (DTS) relays through cam (B) 
advances the switch to position 6. The 
switch functions in position 6 to 10, 
inclusive in the same manner as described 
for the first revolution of the switch, 
with the exception that the digit code 
sent is such that it will stop the district 
circuit in a rept. coil position. In 
position 11 the (l&U) resistance is 
bridged across the tip and ring holding the 
sender. The (TC) relay operates during 
trunk test by the sender. When the 
district is advanced to talking position 
the (TC) relay reoperates. The (DC) relay 
in the district is operated. The (GS),
(TC), (TCI) and (TC2) relays function as 
described in first test to advance the (Rl) 
switch to position 12, except that when 
Fig. F is used and circuit is arranged for 
toll diversion the (Rl) switch awaits the 
second operation of the (TC) relay, after 
talking selection before moving out of 
pos. 11. With the (Rl) switch in position 
12, the (DC) relay in the district is 
given a soak current, the (Y) resistance 
or the (Y) and (BC) resistance being 
connected across the tip and ring of the 
test line. Also the (CS) relays in both 
the test and district circuits are operated. 
The (CS) district relay operated, charges 
the call. The (SK), (SK-l) and (SK-2) re
lays operate, also (SK-3) with Fig. F, under 
control of the "F" and "B" contacts of the 
interrupter and advance the (Rl) switch to 
position 13, the (A) cam advances it to 
position 14. As the (Rl) switch enters 
position 13, ground on cam (Y-l) operates 
the (REL) relay which locks to ground 
through cam (F-l), and removes the shunt 
around the (X), (W), (V), (U), and (S) 
resistances giving a release condition to 
the (DC) relay. When "AX," "AU" and "L" 
wiring and apparatus is used, the operation 
of (REL) relay is delayed until the release 
of (MR7) or (MRS) relay, see paragraph 21. 
When Fig. M is used (S) resistance is not in 
circuit for 750 ohm loop. The (DC) relay 
in the district circuit releases due to 
the high resistance connected in series

with the (REL1) relay but the district 
is not immediately released being held by 
the (D) relay. The (CS) relay in test 
circuit operates which operates the (0) 
relay in position 14, connecting ground to 
the (I) relay which operates when the 
interrupter contacts make. The operation 
of the [0) relay also shunts (Z), (S).
(U) , (V), (W) and a portion of the (XJ 
resistance, allowing the supervisory (DC) 
relay in the district to operate over a 
condition which simulates 750 ohm loop.
The interval of time between the release 
of the (DC) relay in the district in 
position 13 of the (Rl) switch and the 
reoperation in position 14 is such that 
the district circuit is not released, due to the slow release of the (D) relay.
The (I) relay locks and operates the (RO) 
relay. The (RO) relay operated locks and 
operates the (SO) relay. When the "IV" 
contact of the interrupter makes, it 
advances the test switch to position 15.
This operation is effective only if the 
(DC) or (D) relay in district had not 
released falsely causing the district to 
run and releasing the (0) relay. When "L" 
wiring is used the (SL) relay will be 
required to hold over the sleeve busy 
ground, even when (FCH) key is operated.
The (SO) relay operated, advances the (Rl) 
switch to position 16. With the switch in 
position 16, ground on cam (Yl) advances 
the switch to position 17. When "AU," ’'AW" 
and "L" wiring and apparatus is used the 
(MR7) or (MRS) must release before the (Rl) 
switch will advance to pos. 17, see par.
22. The tip and ring is opened as the 
switch advances from position 15, releasing 
the (DC) relay in the district allowing 
the district to advance to the message 
register or coin collect position or return 
to normal. j

When Fig. AF is used, a soak in the 
nonoperate direction is applied to the dis
trict (CS) relay, until the (SK3).relay 
operates in position 12, in the same manner 
as described for "Repeat Coil Out" test. 
Relays (BB2) and (BB3) operate as heretofore 
described and when relay (SK3) operates an 
operate test is applied to the district (CS) 
relay as follows: Battery through resist
ances (J) and (K) contact of relay (CS1) 
normal, resistance (H), contact of relay
(BB) normal, contact of (BB3) and (SK3) operated, ring conductor, district (CS) 
relay, tip conductor, (J3) cam to ground on 
lead 20.

In position 12 relay (BB6) is operated 
from ground on contact of relay (AD).
Relay (BB6) operating connects a network 
consisting of condenser (CS) and resistances 
(L) and (P) across the T and R conductors 
through contacts of relays (AF) Fig. AG and 
(BB6) operated. Relay (BB6) operating 
locks to ground on cam (FI). With relay 
(BB6) normal this network is short

/
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(FRl) relay. The (FR2) relay is slow 
enough to assure the release of the (FRJ) 
relay. When "E" wiring is used, the (FR) 
relay is now slow enough hence under 
extreme conditions the test circuit will 
not test for a rotating condition. 

When the (FR) relay holds, the test 
switch is blocked in position 1 and will 
advance to 2 of next revolution when 
released. 

24. SECOND TEST OF DISTRICT CIRCUIT -
REPEATING COIL IN (DC) SUPERVISORY 
RELAY TEST, USING 11E11 WIRING AND 
APPARATUS 

With the (Rl) switch in position 2 
(second revolution) ground on the (SSl) 
relay through the contacts of the (PLFS) 
(PMG) and (DT~) relays through cam (B) 
advances the switch to position 6. The 
switch functions in position 6 to 10, 
inclusive in the same manner as described 
for the first revolution of the switch, 
with the exception that the digit code 
sent is such that it will stop the district 
circuit in a rept. coil position. In 
position 11 the (18U) resistance is 
bridged across the tip and ring holding the 
sender. The (TC) relay operates during 
trunk test by the sender. When the 
district is advanced to talking position 
the (TC) relay reoperates. The {DC) relay 
in the district is operated. The (GS), 
(TC), (TCl) and (TC2) relays function as 
described in first test to advance the (Rl) 
switch to position 12, except that when 
Fig.Fis used and circuit is arranged for 
toll diversion the (Rl) switch awaits the 
second operation of the (TC) relay, after 
talking selection before moving out of 
pos. 11. With the (Rl) switch in position 
12, the (DC) relay in the district is 
given a soak current, the (Y) resistance 
or the (Y) and (BC) resistance being 
connected across the tip and ring of the 
test line. Also the (CS) relays in both 
the test and district circuits are operated. 
The (CS) district relay o~rated 4 charges 
the call. The (SK) (SK-1) and lSK-2) re
lays operate, also {SK-3) with Fig. F, under 
control of the "F" and 11811 contacts of the 
interrupter and advance the (Rl) switch to 
position 13, the (A) cam advances it to 
position 14. As the (Rl) switch enters 
position 13, ground on cam (Y-1) operates 
the (REL) relay which locks to ground 
through cam (F-1), and removes the shunt 
around the (X), (W), (V), (U), and (S) 
resistances giving a release condition to 
the (DC) relay. When "AX," 11AU11 and "L" 
wiring and apparatus is used, the operation 
of (REL) relay is delayed until the release 
of (MR7) or (MRS) relay, see paragraph 21. 
When Fig.Mis used (SJ resistance is not in 
circuit for 750 ohm loop. The (DC) relay 
in the district circuit releases due to 
the high resistance connected in series 
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with the (RELl) relay but the district 
is not immediately released being held by 
the (D) relay. The (CS) relay in test 
circuit operates which operates the (0) 
relay in position 14, connecting ground to 
the (I) relay which operates when the 
interrupter contacts make. The operation 
of the (0) relay also shunts (Z), (s), 
(U), (V), (W) and a portion of the (XJ 
resistance, allowing the supervisory (DC) 
relay in the district to operate over a 
condition which simulates 750 ohm loop. 
The interval of time between the release 
of the (DC) relay in the district in 
position 13 of the (Rl) switch and the 
reoperation in position 14 is such that 
the district circuit is not released, 
due to the slow release of the (D) relay. 
The (I) relay locks and operates the (RO) 
relay. The (RO) relay operated locks and 
operates the (SO) relay. When the "IV" 
contact of the interrupter makes, it 
advances the test switch to position 15. 
This operation is effective only if the 
(DC) or (D) relay in district had not 
released falsely causing the district to 
run and releasing the (0) relay. When 11111 

wiring is used the (SL) relay will be 
required to hold over the sleeve busy 
ground, even when (FCH) key is operated. 
The (SO) relay operated, advances the (Rl) 
switch to position 16. With the switch in 
position 16, ground on cam (n) advances 
the switch to position 17. When "AU," 11AW11 

and 11L'1 wiring and apparatus is used the 
(MR7) or (MRS) must release before· the (Rl) 
switch will advance to pos. 17, see par. 
22. The tip and ring is opened as the 
switch advances from position 15, releasing 
the (DC) relay in the district allowing 
the district to advance to the message 
register or coin collect position or return 
to normal. ./ 

When Fig. AF is used, a soak in the 
nonoperate direction is applied to the dis
trict (CS) relay, until the (SK3).relay 
operates in position 12, in the same manner 
as described for "Repeat Coil Out11 test. 
Relays (BB2) and (BB3) operate as heretofore 
described and when relay (SK3) operates an 
operate test is applied to the district (CS) 
relay as follows: Battery through resist
ances (J) and (K) contact of relay (CSl) 
normal, resistance (H), contact of relay 
(BB) normal, contact of (BB3) and (SK3) 
operated, ring conductor, district (CS) 
relay, tip conductor, (J3) cam to ground on 
lead 20. 

In position 12 relay (BB6) is operated 
from ground on.contact of relay (AD). 
Relay (886) operating connects a network 
consisting of condenser (CS) and resistances 
(L) and (P) across the T and R conductors 
through contacts of relays (AF) Fig. AG and 
(BB6) operated. Relay (8B6) operating 
locks to ground on cam (Fl). With relay 
(BB6) normal this network is short 
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circuited. Relay (AE) is used to remove 
the network from the tip and ring con
ductors during transmission testing.
The circuit from this point on will function 
the same as heretofore described except 
that in position 14 of switch (Rl) relay 
(0) is operated through contacts of relay 
(CS1) normal.
25. (DC) SUPERVISORY RELAY TEST USING 

"K" WIRING AND APPARATUS
With the (Rl) switch in position 2 

(second revolution) ground on the (SSl) 
relay through the contacts of the (PLFS) 
and (PMG) and (DTS) relays through cam (B) 
advances the switch to position 6. The 
switch functions in positions 6 to 10 
inclusive in the same manner, as 
described for the first revolution of the 
switch with the exception that the digit 
code sent is such that it will stop 
district circuit in a talking position.
In position 11 the (CS) relay operates in 
a local circuit, which opens the circuit 
of the 1&U resistance used for dialing and 
leaves the circuit of the (Y). (X) and (W) 
resistances and sometimes (BD) resistance 
closed across the tip and ring to hold the 
sender. The (GS) relay connects ground 
to district test line terminals 1 and 2 to 
prevent district selector from stopping 
on terminals 1 and 2 the same as described 
for the first test. It also connects a 
ground to lead through normal contact of 
(FR) relay and (AJ) resistance to light 
the (FR) lamp in case the district goes to 
normal falsely due to an early wipe-out.

The (TC) relay operates during trunk 
test by the sender. When the district 
is advanced to a talking position the (TC) 
relay reoperates. The (DC) relay of the 
district is operated through resistances 
(Y) and (X) and 70 ohm loop or through (Y),
(X) and (W) resistances when arranged to 
simulate a 900 ohm loop. . The (TCI) and 
(TC2) relays function as described in 
first test to advance the (Rl) switch to 
position 12. The (X), (Y) and (W) 
resistance closure to operate the (DC) relay 
applied the test operate current.

relay opens the operate circuit of the 
(DC) relay. This operate circuit of the (DC) 
relay remains open for one position of the 
(Rl) switch to test that the (D) relay will 
hold for this period of time. When the 
(Rl) switch goes into position 14 the test 
operate circuit of the (DC) relay is re
closed through the make contact of the (REL) 
relay and (01) cam. The test operate cir
cuit of the (DC) remains closed in 
position 14 for a period of time to check 
that the (DC) relay reoperated and holds 
the district from releasing. With the 
(C3) relay in the test circuit operated, 
and the (R3) switch in position 3, the (0) 
relay operates, ground through (FI) cam 
position 14, make contact of (REL) relay 
(R3) cam, make contact of (CS) relay (P3) /
cam and winding of (0) relay. The x
operation of the (0) relay operates the 
(I) relay under control of "F" contact 
of "III" interrupter; with the (I) relay 
operated, the (RO) relay will operate 
under control of nBM contact of nIVM inter
rupter with (FCH) key normal of under 
control of (W) and (Z) relays operated, 
the (SO) relay will operate under control 
of nFM contact of "III" interrupter also 
the (SL) relay will operate from the 
sleeve make busy ground of district, the 
(SL) relay is held operated from district 
sleeve make busy ground until the 11B" 
contact of interrupter "IV" makes which 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 15, *■
providing the (FR3) and (SL) relay are 
still operated. When the (Rl) switch goes 
into position 15 a soak current is applied 
to the (DC) relay prior to its release 
current. When the (Rl) switch reaches 
position 15 and (SK), (SKI) and (SK2) 
relays operate under control of #149C inter
rupter. The soak current is applied when 
the switch reaches position 15 and is re
placed bv a release current circuit when 
the (SKI) relay operates, this release 
current circuit remains closed until the 
(Rl) switch advances out of position 17 
after message register or coin current has 
been applied. The operation of the (SK2) 
relay advances the (Rl) switch to position 
16 where it is advanced to position 17 by ground from cam (Yl), see paragraph 24.

The (CS) relay in both the test and 
district circuit are operated. The (CS) 
district relay operated causes the 
district to set for a charge call. The 
(SK), (SKI) and (SK2) relay operate also 
(SK3) with Fig. F under control of the "F” 
and "B" contacts of the interrupter and 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 13.
The (A) cam advances it to position 14.
As the (Rl) switch enters position 13 
ground on cam (Yl) operates the (REL) 
relay which stays operated until the (Rl) 
switch leaves position 14. When "AX," "AUU 
and "L" wiring and apparatus is used the 
operation of TREL) relay is delayed until 
the release of (MR7) or (MRS) relay, see 
paragraph 21. The operation of the (REL)

26. FLAT RATE AND RCI OPERATION
When testing flat rate districts, the 

(FL) relay operates in position 5 of the 
first revolution of the (Rl) switch. The 
(FL) relay operated, sets the (R3) switch 
in position S. The (R3) switch is moved 
to position 9 when the (Rl) switch is in 
position 16 of the 1st revolution, if 
(RCO)-(RCI) key is normal or if the (RCO) 
key is operated. When the (RCI) key is 
operated the (R3) switch advances to 
position 9 when the (Rl) switch is in pos.
6 and 7. The circuit functions as has previously been described up to position 
17 of the (Rl) switch (2nd revolution).
The (Rl) switch is advanced to position l£
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circuited. Relay (AE} is used to remove 
the network from the tip and ring con
ductors during transmission testing. 
The circuit from this point on will function 
the same as heretofore described except 
that in position 14 of switch (Rl) relay 
(0) is operated through contacts of relay 
(CSl) normal. 

25. (DC) SUPERVISORY RELAY TEST USING 
11K11 WIRING AND APPARATUS 

With the(Rl) switch in position 2 
(second revolution) ground on the (SSl) 
relay through the contacts of the (PLFS) 
and (PMG) and (DTS) relays through cam (B} 
advances the switch to position 6. The 
switch functions in positions 6 to 10 
inclusive in the same manner, as 
described for the first revolution of the 
switch with the exception that the digit 
code sent is such that it will stop 
district circuit in a talking position. 
In position 11 the (CS) relay operates in 
a local circuit, which opens the circuit 
of the 18U resistance used for dialing and 
leaves the circuit of the (Y) (X) and (W} 
resistances and sometimes (BD} resistance 
closed across the tip and ring to hold the 
sender. The (GS) relay connects ground 
to district test line terminals 1 and 2 to 
prevent district selector from stopping 
on terminals 1 and 2 the same as described 
for the first test. It also connects a 
ground to lead through normal contact of 
(FR) relay and (AJ) resistance to light 
the (FR) lamp in case the district goes to 
normal falsely due to an early wipe-out. 

The (TC) relay operates during trunk 
test by the sender. When the district 
is advanced to a talking position the (.TC) 
relay reoperates. The (DC) relay of the 
district is operated through resistances 
(Y) and (X) and 70 ohm loop or through (Y), 
(X) and (W) resistances when arranged to 
simulate a 900 ohm loop. The (TCl) and 
(TC2) relays function as described in 
first test to advance the (Rl) switch to 
position 12. The (X), (Y) and (W) 
resistance closure to operate the (DC) relay 
applied the test operate current. 

The (CS) relay in both the test and 
district circuit are operated. The (CS) 
district relay operated causes the 
district to set for a charge call. The 
(SK) (SKl) and (SK2) relay operate also 
(SK31 with Fig.Funder control of the 11F11 

and 11B" contacts of the interrupter and 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 13. 
The (A) cam advances it to position 14. 
As the (Rl) switch enters position 13 
ground on cam (n) operates the (REL) 
relay which stays operated until the (Rl) 
switch leaves position 14. When "AX, 11 11AU11 

and "L" wiring and apparatus is used the 
operation of (REL) relay is delayed until 
the release of (MR?) or (MR8) relay, see 
paragraph 21. The operation of the (REL) 

relay opens the operate circuit of the 
(DC) relay. This operate circuit of the (D~ 
relay remains open for one position of the 
(Rl) switch to test that the (D) relay will 
hold for this period of time. When the 
(Rl) switch goes into position 14 the test 
operate circuit of the (DC) relay is re
closed through the make contact of the (REL) 
relay and (01) cam. The test operate cir
cuit of the (DC) remains closed in 
position 14 for a period of time to check 
that the (DC) relay reoperated and holds 
the district from releasing. With the 
(CS) relay in the test circuit operated, 
and the (R3) switch in position J, the lO) 
relay operates, ground through (Fl) cam 
position 14, make contact of {REL) relay 
(R3) cam, make contact of (CS) relay (PJ) 
cam and winding of (0) relay. The 
operation of the (0) relay operates the 
(I) relay under control of 11F11 contact 
of ttIII" interrupter; with the (I) relay 
operated, the (RO) relay will operate 
under control of 11B11 contact of "IV" inter
rupter with (FCH) key normal of under 
control of (W) and (Z) relays operated, 
the (SO) relay will operate under control 
of "F" contact of 11III' 1 interrupter also 
the (SL) relay will operate from the 
sleeve make busy ground of district, the 
(SL) relay is held operated from district 
sleeve make busy ground until the 11B11 

contact of interrupter "IV" makes which 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 15, -
providing the (FRJ) and (SL) relay are 
still operated. When the (Rl) switch goes 
into position 15 a soak current is applied 
to the (DC) relay prior to its release 
current. When the (Rl) switch reaches 
position 15 and (SK), (SIU) and (SK2) 
relays operate under control of #1~9C inter
rupter. The soak current is applied when 
the switch reaches position 15 and is re
placed by a release current circuit when 
the (SKl) relay operates, this release 
current circuit remains closed until the 
(Rl) switch advances out of position 17 
after message register or coin current has 
been applied. The operation of the (SK2) 
relay advances the (Rl) switch to position 
16 where it is advanced to position 17 by 
ground from cam (Yl), see paragraph 24. 

26. FLAT RATE AND RCI OPERATION 

When testing flat rate districts, the 
(FL) relay operates in position 5 of the 
first revolution of the (Rl) switch. The 
(FL) relay operated, sets the (RJ) switch 
in position 8. The (RJ) switch is moved 
to position 9 when the (Rl) switch is in 
position 16 of the 1st revolution, if 
(RCO)-(RCI) key is normal or if the (RCO) 
key is operated. Whoo the (RCI) key is 
operated the (RJ} switch advances to 
position 9 when the (Rl) switch is in pos. 
6 and 7. The circuit functions as has 
previously been described up to position 
17 of the (Rl) switch (2nd revolution). 
The (Rl) switch is advanced to position 18 
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by ground on cam (K3). As the (Rl) switch 
leaves position 17, the (RO), (SC), (0), 
(REL) and (I) relays release.
27. ADVANCE TO NEXT DISTRICT

The (SRI) relay operates from ground 
on cam (II), with the test switch in 
position l£. The (SRI) relay operated, 
advances the (R3) switch to position 10 
causing the (SR), (SRI), (SR2) and (SR3) 
relays to release. The (SLFl) and (STPl) 
relays operate in position IS. With the 
(R3) switch in position 1, the (SLFl) relay 
operated and (with nE" wiring) the (FR) 
relay normal, (the district having 
returned to normal), the (LFl) magnet 
operates. The operation of the (LFl) 
magnet allows the (3TP) relay to operate, 
which advances the (Rl) switch to position 
1. When the (Rl) switch advances from 
position IS, the (SLFl). (STP) and (STPl) 
relays release and the (LFl) magnet 
releases stepping the (LF) selector to the 
next terminals. The circuit is now ready 
to test the next district.
2S. MESSAGE REGISTER ONE-PARTY CLASS

The (MRl) relay operates and locks 
in position 5 of the (Rl) switch, when the 
(LF) selector rests on terminal 1. The 
(MRl) relay operated advances the (R3) 
switch to position 2. The circuit 
functions as described in paragraphs 11 to 
22 inclusive advancing the (Rl) switch to 
position 16 when "K" wiring is used or to 
17 if ,rE” wiring is used in the 2nd 
revolution. When "AU," "AW" and "L" wiring 
is used the (MR7) relay is shunted in 
.position 16 which closes circuit to advance 

/ switch to 17. At this time the district 
had advanced to the register position and 
connects battery to the nMZ" lead (the call 
having been charged) which operates the 
(R) relay. This battery is connected 

/ through three (ISAM) resistances in parallel 
in the district; if one or two of these 

- resistances are open the (R) relay will not 
operate; if these resistances are short- 
circuited the (BXj_ relay operates as well 
as the (R) relay. When Fig. C is used the 
(R) relay operated operates the (WD1) relay, 
and in turn operates the (WD) relay. The 
(WD) relay operated locks and the (WDl) 
relay releases as soon as the district 
advances disconnecting battery from the 

x  »MZ” lead. When "L" and "AD" wiring are 
used the removal of message register 
current operates (WD2) relay which advances 
the sequence switch out of position 17 
aft.p-r the district reaches normal. When 

r” "L" and nAEn wiring are used, the (WD2) 
operates the (WD3) relay, which advances 
the switch. The break contact of the (WD3)

 ̂ is used on coin class. When Fig. D is 
used the (R) relay operated, operates the 
(WDl) relay, and in turn operates the (WD) 
relay through contacts of (TMR) relay 
normal, (the TMR) relay circuit was closed

in position 7 with the operation of 
(AB) relay) the operation of (WDl) relay 
will open the short circuit from (TMR) 
condenser and (AN) resistance, which 
allows the (TMR) relay to operate slowly, 
the time required to operate the (TMR) 
relay will match the time, the message 
register current should be applied. If the 
message register current is removed before the contact of (TMR) relay breaks which 
releases (WD) relay the (FCHl) relay will 
operate, blocking the circuit in position 
17. The (CC1) relay will operate when 
testing coin districts, and the (TMR) relay 
will stay on its back contact allowing 
the circuit to function as described above 
except that the timing feature will not 
function. The timing feature functions as 
follows: The (TMR) relay is a differential
wound relay and both windings are closed in 
position 7 of test switch with the 
operation of (AB) relay, and when the 
(WDl) relay operates following the (R) 
relay, the ttS" wiring is opened and 
connected in series with (TMR) condenser 
and (AN) resistance, this allows the (TMR) 
relay to operate thru the T,PH winding, its 
operation being retarded by the (TMR) 
condenser and (AN) resistance. When the 
(MR) relay operates the (WD) relay 
releases, this (WD) relay operated thru 
the normal contact of the (TMR) relay 
when the (WDl) relay operated and theaWD) relay locked thru the contact of
TMR) and its own contact to the operating 

-ground. When the (WDl) relay releases 
at the end of the message registration 
current, with the (WD) relay released the 
(WD2) relay operates and locks, in turn 
operating the (WD3) relay when "Ln wiring 
and apparatus is used. If an extra impulse 
of message register current is received 
during return to normal of district the 
(WDl) relay will reoperate. With (WD3) 
relay operated the reoperation of ('WDl) 
relay operates (FCHl) relay blocking test 
circuit in position 17. When UAA" and 
nADn wiring are used the (Rl) switch is 
advanced to position 17 from ground thru 
the (BX) relay normal through the (WDl) 
relay normal and (WD) relay, operated.
When "AA” and uAEn wiring are used, this 
ground operates the (WD3) relay which 
advances the (Rl) switch. Should the
(BX) relay operate, or should the (R) 
relay operate, or should the (R) relay not 
operate the (1) switch will be held in 
position 17 as a trouble condition. When 
the (Rl) switch leaves position 17, the 
(RO), (SO), (Q), (REL) and (I) relays 
release. The circuit functions in position 
1# as described above.
29. MESSAGE REGISTER TWO-PARTY CLASS

When testing two-party message 
register districts, the (MR2) relay 
operates in position 5 of the (Rl) switch 
with the (LF) selector resting on 
terminal 1. The (MR2) relay operated locks
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by ground on cam (KJ). As the (Rl) switch 
leaves position 17, the (RO), (SO), (0), 
(REL) and (I) relays release. 

27. ADVANCE TO NEXT DISTRICT 

The (SRl) relay operates from ground 
on cam (Il), with the test svritch in 
position 18. The (SRl) relay operated 
advances the (R3) S\·ritch to position 10 
causing the (SR), (SRl), (SR2) and (SRJ) 
relays to release. The (SLFl) and (STPl) 
relays operate in position 18. With the 
(ll3) switch in position 1, the (SLFl) relay 
operated and (with 11E11 wiring) the (FR) 
relay normal, (the district having 
returned to normal), the (LFl) magnet 
operates. The operation of the (LFl) 
magnet allows the (STP) relay to operate, 
which advances the (Rl) switch to position 
1. When the (Rl) switch advances from 
position 18, the (SLFl){ (STP) and (STPl) 
relays release and the LFl) magnet 
releases stepping the (LF) selector to the 
next terminals. The circuit is now ready 
to test the next district. 

28, MESSAGE REGISTER ONE-PARTY CLASS 

The (MRl) relay operates and locks 
in position 5 of the (Rl) switch, when the 
(LFJ selector rests on terminal 1. The 
(MRl) relay operated advances the (RJ) 
switch to position 2, The circuit 
functions as described in paragraphs 11 to 
22 inclusive advancing the (Rl) switch to 
position 16 when "K" wiring is used or to 
17 if 11E11 wiring is used in the 2nd 
revolutI'on. When 11AU," 11AW11 and 11111 wiring 
is used the (MR?) relay is shunted in 
_position 16 which closes circuit to advance 
switch to 17. At this time the district 

/ 
had advanced to the register position and 

! connects battery to the 11MZ11 lead (the call 
having been charged) which operates the 

/ (R) relay. This battery is connected 
r through three (18AM) resistances in parallel 

in the district; if one or two of these 
rresistances are open the (R) relay will not 

operate; if these resistances are short
circuited the ( BXl_ relay operates as well 
as the ( n) rera:y.-- \'/hen Fig. C is used the 
(R) relay operated operates the (\'/Dl) relay, 
and in turn operates the (WD) relay. The 
(WD) relay operated locks and the (WDl) 
relay releases as soon as the district 
advances disconnecting battery from the 

( 

11MZ" lead. When 11111 and 11AD11 wiring are 
used the removal of message register 
current operates (WD2) relay which advances 
the sequence switch out of position 17 

er the district reaches normal. When 
"L" and 11AE" wiring are used, the (WD2) 
operates the (\'/DJ) relay, which advances 
the switch. The break contact of the (WDJ) 
is used on coin class. When Fig.Dis 
used the (R) relay operated, operates the 
(WDl) relay, and in turn operates the (i'm) 
relay through contacts of {'!MR) relay 
normal, (the n.m) relay circuit was closed 
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in position 7 with the operation of 
(AB) relay) the operation of (WDl) relay 
will open the short circuit from (TMR) 
condenser and (AN) resistance, which 
allows the (TMR) relay to operate slowly, 
the time required to operate the (TMR) 
relay will match the time, the message 
register current should be applied. If the 
message register current is removed before 
the contact of (TMR) relay breaks which 
releases (WD) relay the (FCHl) relay will 
operate, blocking the circuit in position 
17. The (CCl) relay will operate when 
testing coin districts, and the (TMR) relay 
will stay on its back contact allowing 
the circuit to function as described above 
except that the timing feature will not 
function. The timing feature functions as 
follows: The (TMR) relay is a differential 
wound relay and both windings are closed in 
position 7 of test switch with the 
operation of (AB) relay, and when the 
(1ml) relay operates following the (R) 
relay, the 11S11 wiring is opened and 
connected in series with (TMR) condenser 
and (AN) resistance, this allows the (TMR) 
relay to operate thru the 11P11 winding, its 
operation beine; retarded by the ('IMRJ 
condenser and (AN) resistance. When the 
(TMR) relay operates the (WD) relay 
releases, this (WD) relay operated thru 
the normal contact of the (TMR) relay 
when the (WDl) relay operated and the 
(WD) relay locked thru the contact of 
(TMR) and its own contact to the operating 

_,,.-ground. When the (WDl) relay releases 
.___,at the end of the message registration 

current, with the (WD) relay released the 
(WD2) relay operates and locks, in turn 
operating the (WDJ) relay when 111' 1 wiring 
and apparatus is used. If an extra impulse 
of message register current is received 
during return to normal of district the 
(WDl) relay will reoperate. With (WDJ) 
relay operated the reoperation of (i'IDl) 
relay operates (FCHl) relay blocking test 
circuit in position 17. When 11AA11 and 
11AD11 wiring are used the (Rl) switch is 
advanced to position 17 from ground thru 
the (BX) relay normal through the (WDl) 
relay normal and (WD) relay, operated. 
When 11AA11 and 11AE11 wiring are used, this 
ground operates the (WDJ) relay which 
advances tbe (Rl) switch. Should the 
(BX) relay operate, or should the (R) 
relay operate, or should the (R) relay not 
operate the (1) switch will be held in 
position 17 as a trouble condition. When 
the (Rl) switch leaves position 17, the 
(RO), (SO), (Q), (REL) and (I) relays 
release. The circuit functions in position 
18 as described above. 

29. MESSAGE REGISTER TWO-PARTY CLASS 

When testing two-party message 
register districts, the (MR2) relay 
operates in position 5 of the (Rl) switch 
with the (LFJ selector resting on 
terminal l. The (MR2) relay operated locks 
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and advances the (R3) switch to position 
2. With the (RCO) key normal when the 
(SR2) relay operates as the (Rl) switch 
starts on its second revolution, it 
operates the (MR3) relay. When the (RCO) 
key is operated the circuit of the (MR3) 
relay is open. The (MR3) relay operated, prepares a circuit for operating the 
(MR4) relay instead of the (SRlJ relay as 
the (Rl) switch advances thru position 
IB of the second revolution. When the 
(RCO) key is normal the (MRV) relay, 
operated, advances the (Rl) switch to 
position 1 in turn operating the (MR5) 
relay. The (MR4) and (MR5) relays 
operated lock to cam (M3) with "E" wiring 
or to cam (L3) with "Ln wiring. Otherwise 
the circuit functions as described in 
paragraphs 11 to 22 inclusive and 25.
When "L” wiring is used the operation 
of (MR4) relay operates (MR6) in local 
circuit. The operation of (MR6) relay 
changes the shunt releasing circuit from 
(MR7) to (MRS) relay allowing the (MR7) 
relay to remain operated to detect a 
false charge.
30. THIRD REVOLUTION

With the (RCO) and (RCI) key normal the (Rl) switch is required to make a 
third revolution when testing 2 party 
districts. The' class switch remains in 
test position. In positions 1 to 16 of the 
third revolution test are made in a similar 
manner to the corresponding positions in 
the second revolution, the same digit code 
being sent by the (R2j switch in this 
revolution as in the previous one. When 
the test switch advances to position 11 
on this third revolution it waits until 
the district makes party test. The dis
trict selector circuit before making party 
test, connects battery to the tip side of 
the test line, and operating the (PT) relay 
in test circuit to ground on cam (M3).
The (PT) relay operated, opens the circuit 
for advancing the (Rl) switch from position 
IB and operates and locks the (PT-1) relay. 
With "En wiring the (PT-l) relay operated, 
disconnects ground through 1000 ohms to the 
”Tn lead to the district and connects it to 
24 volts battery through the (GS) relay 
operated. With MKM wiring the (GS) relay 
connects ground thru 2000 ohms instead of 
direct 24 volts battery. When message 
register current is connected to the test 
line in position 17, the (R) relay operates, 
in turn operating the (TMR), (WD), (WDl)
(WD2) and (WD3) relays, as- described in 
paragraph 2B, which advances the switch to 
position IB when the (CR3) relay releases.
In position IB of the third revolution, 
the (SRI) relay operates and locks, ad
vancing the (R3) switch to position 10 or 
next normal position. As the (R3) switch 
returns to normal all the (PT) and (SR) 
relays release in turn releasing the (MR) 
relays. The (R3) switch in normal, the 
(LF) connector is advanced one step and

the (Rl) switch is advanced to position 1, 
in a manner similar to that described above.
31. CLASS SELECTOR

Each time the (R3) switch advances to 
position 2, 5 or 8, the circuit is closed 
through the winding of the (CL) stepping 
magnet and cam (A3; to ground on cam (Y-l) 
in position 5, energizing the magnet. When 
the (Rl) switch leaves position 5, the (Cl) 
magnet releases, stepping the brush assembly 
of the selector switch to the next terminal, 
extinguishing the previous lamp and lighting 
the successive lamps 1, 2 or 3 etc. under 
control of the (LAMP) key. The lighted 
lamp indicated which district selector is 
being tested. As the class switch brush 
assembly steps from terminal to terminal, 
lamps 1 to 20 will light indicating the 
progress of the test. Thus the class se
lector follows the movement of the line 
finder connector. When the brush assembly 
of the class selector switch reaches termi
nal 22, the holding circuit through the 
operated class relay and (N) relay is 
opened, releasing the relays. The (R3) 
switch is returned to normal with the (DB) 
or (DBl) and class relays normal.
32. COIN CLASS

When testing coin districts, thb (CC) 
relay operates in position 5 of the (Rl) 
switch and advances the (R3) switch to 
position B. The tests are made as described 
in previous paragraphs, two revolutions of 
the (Rl) switch being made for a complete 
test. Ground is supplied thru the winding 
of the (GN) relay in position 11 to permit 
the sender to operate and in position 17 to 
check the coin current from the sender. The 
(CN) relay operates on the coin current is 
disconnected, and it operates (WD), (WDl), 
(WD2) and (WD3) relays in the usual manner. 
When the (WD3) relay is used its operation 
opens the circuit of the (CN) relay to 
permit the sender to advance. The (R) and 
(MX) relays are ineffective except in 
positions 3 and 12 of (R3) switch so that 
if message register battery is supplied 
from the coin district it will not affect 
the test circuit.
33. DISTRICTS ARRANGED FOR TWO CLASS 

SERVICE
When the line group of districts is 

arranged for two kinds of service in the 
same subscriber1s group with optional 
wiring in the district for grounding the 
"FR" lead or advancing the district to the 
second talking position. Fig. R is used.
Fig. R is also used in combination single 
and 2-party offices. The combinations of 
service which may occur in one group are:

Flat rate limited service and 
Flat rate extended service 
Flat rate limited service and 
Message rate service
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and advances the (RJ) switch to position 
2. With the (RCO) key normal when the 
(SR2) relay operates as the (Rl) switch 
starts on its second revolution, it 
operates the (MRJ) relay. When the (RCO) 
key is operated the circuit of the (MRJ) 
relay is open. The (MRJ) relay operated, 
prepares a circuit for operating the 
(MR4) relay instead of the (SRlJ relay as 
the (nl) switch advances thru position 
18 of the second revolution. When the 
(RCO) key is normal the (MR41 relay, 
operated, advances the (Rl) switch to 
position 1 in turn operating the (MR5) 
relay. The (MIU+-) and (MR5) relays 
operated lock to cam (MJ) with "E" wiring 
or to cam ( LJ) with "L" wiring. Otherwise 
the circuit functions as described in 
paragraphs 11 to 22·inclusive and 25. 
When 11111 wiring is used the operation 
of (MR4) relay operates (MR6) in local 
circuit. The operation of (MR6) relay 
ch~es the shunt releasing circuit from 
(MR?} to (MRS) relay allowing the (MR?) 
relay to remain operated to detect a 
false charee. 

JO. THIRD REVOLUTION 

With the (RCO) and (RCI) key normal 
the (Rl) switch •is required to make a 
third revolution when testing 2 party 
districts. The· class switch remains in 
test position. In positions 1 to 16 of the 
third revolution test are made in a similar 
manner to the corresponding positions in 
the second revolution, the same digit code 
being sent by the (R2J switch in this 
revolution as in the previous one. When 
the test switch advances to position 11 
on this third revolution it waits until 
the district makes party test. The dis
trict selector circuit before making party 
test, connects battery to the tip side of 
the test line, and operating the (PT) relay 
in test circuit to ground on cam (M3). 
The (PT) relay operated, opens the circuit 
for advancing the (Rl) switch from position 
18 and operates and locks the (PT-1} relay. 
With "E" wiring the (PT-1) relay operated, 
disconnects ground through 1000 ohms to the 
11T11 lead to the district and connects it to 
24 volts battery through the (GS) relay 
operated. With "K" wiring the (GS) relay 
connects ground thru 2000 ohms instead of 
direct 24 volts battery. When message 
register current is connected to the test 
line in position 17, the (R) relay operates, 
in turn operating the (TMR), (WD), (WDl) 
(\'1D2) and (WDJ) relays, as· described in 
paragraph 28, which advances the switch to 
position 18 when the (CR3) relay releases. 
In position 18 of the third revolution, 
the (SRl) relay operates and locks, ad
vancing the (IlJ) switch to position 10 or 
next normal position. As the (RJ) switch 
returns to normal all the (PT) and (SR) 
relays release in turn releasing the (MR) 
relays. The (RJ) switch in normal, the 
(LF) connector is advanced one step and 

the (Rl) switch is advanced to position 1, 
in a manner similar to that described above. 

Jl. CLASS SELECTOR 

Each time the (RJ) switch advances to 
position 2, 5 or 8, the circuit is closed 
through the winding of the (CL) stepping 
magnet and cam (AJJ to ground on cam (Y-1) 
in position 5, energizing the magnet. When 
the (Rl) switch leaves position 5, the (CI) 
magnet releases, stepping the brush assembly 
of the selector switch to the next terminal, 
extinguishing the previous lamp and lighting 
the successive lamps 1, 2 or J etc. under 
control of the (LAMP) key. The lighted 
lamp indicated which district selector is 
being tested. As the class switch brush 
assembly steps from tenninal to terminal, 
lamps l to 20 will light indicating the 
progress of the test. Thus the class se
lector follows the movement of the line 
finder connector. When the brush assembly 
of the class selector switch reaches termi
nal 22, the holding circuit through the 
operated class relay and (N) relay is 
opened, releasing the relays. The (RJ) 
switch is returned to normal with the (DB) 
or (DBl) and class relays normal. 

J2. COIN CLASS l 
When testing coin districts, the (CC) 

relay operates in position 5 of the (Rl) 
switch and advances the (RJ) switch to 
position 8. The tests are made as described 
in previous paragraphs, two revolutions of 
the (Rl) switch being made for a complete 
test. Ground is supplied thru the winding I 
of the (GN) relay in position 11 to permit 
the sender to operate and in position 17 to 
check the coin current from the sender. The 
(CN) relay operates on the coin current is 
disconnected, and it operates (WD), (WDl), I 
(WD2) and (WDJ) relays in the usual manner. 
When the (WD3) relay is used:its operation 
opens the circuit of the (CN) relay to 
permit the sender to advance. The (R) and 
(MX) relays are ineffective except in 
positions J and 12 of (RJ) switch so that 
if message register battery is supplied 
from the coin district it will not affect 
the test circuit. 

JJ. DISTRICTS ARRANGED FOR TWO CLASS 
SERVICE 

When the line group of districts is 
arranged for two kinds of service in the 
same subscriber's group with optional 
wiring in the district for grounding the 
11FR11 lead or advancing the district to the 
second talking position, Fig. R is used. 
Fig. R is also used in combination single 
and 2-party offices. The combinations of 
service which may occur in one group are: 

Flat rate limited service and 
Flat rate extended service 

Flat rate limited service and 
Message rate service 
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Flat rate extended service and 
Message Rate service

In this description flat rate limited ser
vice is that service which results from the 
district placing a ground on the nFRM lead 
which is effective in changing certain non
charge office codes to charge codes. Flat 
rate extended service is that service which 
results from the district not placing a 
ground on the ”FRU lead. Message rate 
service is that service which results by the 
district automatically advancing to the 
second or charge talking position regardless 
of the office code dialed.

In districts handling two kinds of 
service a relay is added to the district 
which controls the various connections so 
that the proper kind of service will be 
given to the calling subscriber. For this 
description this relay will be termed as 
the "Z" relay and when it controls the. 
ground placed on the nFR" lead this type of 
wiring in the district will be termed nH" 
wiring. When the ”Zn relay controls the 
lead that advances the district to the 
second talking position this type of wiring 
in the district will be termed "J" wiring. 
When the district has ground connected 
permanently to the "FR” lead this wiring in 
the district will be termed "Eu wiring.
When the district has wiring permanently 
connected that advances the district to the 
second talking position this wiring is 
termed "X" wiring.

In order to test the various combi
nations of this "J," ”HM, "E" and "X" wiring

in the district it is necessary to send two 
different noncharge codes to the sender from 
the test circuit, one of which results in 
a noncharge condition on a flat rate limited 
service district and one that will result in 
advancing a district to the charge position 
when group is supplied to the ,,FR" lead by 
the district. These two codes will be 
termed local and extended service codes 
respectively. The UBZ" relay of the test 
circuit controls which of these codes is 
sent.

If a local code is sent to the sender 
when testing a flat rate limited service 
district, the district is tested as a flat 
rate district, if an extended code is sent, 
a flat rate limited service district is 
tested as a message rate district. The "BV" 
relay controls which way the district is checked.

The 1, 2, & 3 keys control the "ZM 
relay of the district by means of the BOO 
ohm resistance (B). They also control the 
"BZ" and "BV” relays.

For the various classes of districts 
tested terminals nA,r or MYn are connected 
according to Note 56.

The following table shows the code 
sent, the check made of the "E,” "H," ’’J" 
and nX" wiring and the check made as to 
whether the "Zu relay is operated or not 
according to the 1, 2 or 3 key that may be 
operated, on districts arranged for the 
various classes of service.

Key
Operated__________None i! 12 il
Service
Arrange
ment of Code Code
District Sent Check Made Sent Check Made

EHJ Z EHJ Z
Wir- Re- Wir- Re-
ing lay ing lay

B L FJ None L FJ None
C L FJ None L FJ None
D L J None L J None
E L FJ No L FJ 0
F L FJ No L J 0
G L FJ No L J 0

Abbreviations Used

Code Code
Sent Check Made Sent Check Made

EHJ Z EHJ Z
Wir- Re- Wir- Re-
ing lay ing lay

L FJ None S H None
L FJ None S FH None
L J None L J None
S FJ,FH No S H 0s H No L J 0s FJ,FH No L J 0
Table

B Flat rate limited service (Ground on nFR" 
y'V lead of district)C Flat rate extended service (nongrounded 

"FR" lead)D Message rate service (District advances 
to second talk position)

E Flat rate limited and flat rate extended 
serviceF Flat rate limited and message rate service

G Flat rate extended and message rate 
service 

L Local codeFJ HJU or "X" wiring wrongly installed 
J "J" or "X" wiring correctly installed 

FH MHM or UEM wiring wrongly installed 
H "H” or "E” wiring correctly installed 

NO Z relay nonoperated 
0 Z relay operated
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Flat rate extended service and 
Message Rate service 

In this description flat rate limited ser
v~.ce is that service which results from the 
district placing a ground on the 11FR11 lead 
which is effective in changing certain non
charge office codes to charge codes. Flat 
rate extended service is that service which 
results from the district not placing a 
ground on the 11FR11 lead. Message rate 
service is that service which results by the 
district automatically advancing to the 
second or charge talking position reeardless 
of the office code dialed. 

In districts handling two kinds of 
service a relay is added to the district 
which controls the various connections so 
that the proper kind of service will be 
given to the calling subscriber. For this 
description this relay will be termed as 
the 11Z 11 relay and when it controls the 
ground placed on the 11FR11 lead this type of 
wiring in the district will be termed 11H11 

wiring. When the 11Z11 relay controls the 
lead that advances the district to the 
second talking position this type of wiring 
in the district will be termed "J" wiring. 
When the district has ground connected 
permanently to the 11FR11 lead this wiring in 
the district will be termed 11E11 wiring. 
ivhen the district has wiring permanently 
connected that advances the district to tho 
second talking position this wiring is 
termed 11X11 wiring. 

In order to test the various combi
nations of this 11J, 11 11H11, 

11E11 and "X" wiring 

Key 
Operated None #1 

in the district it is necessary to send two 
different noncharge codes to the sender from 
the test circuit, one of which results in 
a noncharge condition on a flat rate limited 
service district and one that will result in 
advancing a district to the charge position 
when group is supplied to the "FR" lead by 
the district. These two codes will be • 
termed local and extended service codes 
respectively. The 11BZ11 relay of the test 
circuit controls which of these codes is 
sent. 

If a local code is sent to the sender 
when testing a flat rate limited service 
district, the district is tested as a flat 
rate district, if an extended code is sent, 
a flat rate limited service district is 
tested as a message rate district. The 11BV11 

relay controls which way the district is 
checked. 

The 1, 2, & 3 keys control the 11z11 

relay of the district by means of the 800 
ohm resistance (B). They also control the 
11BZ11 and 11BV11 relays. 

For the various classes of districts 
tested terminals "A" or "Y" are connected 
according to Note 56. 

The following table shows the code 
sent, the check made of the "E, 11 "H," 11J" 
and 11X11 wiring and the check made as to 
whether the 11Z 11 relay is operated or not 
according to the 1, 2 or 3 key that may be 
operated, on districts arranged for the 
various classes of service. 

#3 

Code 

Service 
Arrange
ment of 
District 

Code 
Sent Check Made 

Code 
Sent Check Made 

Code 
Sent Check Made ~ Check Made 

B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 

L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 

EHJ 
Wir
ing 

FJ 
FJ 
J 
FJ 
FJ 
FJ 

z 
Re
lay 

None 
None 
None 

No 
No 
No 

L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 

EHJ 
Wir
ing 

FJ 
FJ 
J 
FJ 
J 
J 

z 
Re
lay 

None 
None 
None 

0 
0 
0 

L 
L 
L 
s 
s 
s 

EHJ 
Wir
ing 

FJ 
FJ 
J 

FJ,FH 
H 

FJ,FH 

z 
Re
lay 

None 
None 
None 

No 
No 
No 

s 
s 
L 
s 
L 
L 

EHJ 
Wir
ing 

H 
FH 
J 
H 
J 
J 

z 
Re
lay 

None 
None 
None 

0 
0 
0 

Abbreviations Used in Table 

B Flat rate limited service (Ground on 11FR11 

lead of district) 
C Flat rate extended service (nongrounded 

11FR11 lead) 
D Message rate service (District advances 

to second talk position) 
E Flat rate limited and flat rate extended 

service 
F Flat rate limited and message rate service 
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G Flat rate extended and message rate 
service 

L Local code 
FJ 11J 11 or "X" wiring wrongly installed 

J 11J 11 or 11x11 wiring correctly in:;talled 
FH 11H11 or "E" w:;.r~ng wrongly installed 

H 11H11 or "E" wiring correctly installed 
NO Z relay nonoperated 

0 Z relay operated 
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In order to test the district 
selector associated with another line 
finder connector switch, it is necessary 
to step the brush assembly of the group 
connector one terminal. When the line 
finder connector just used, leaves terminal 
21? The (PMG) relay releases and the (Rl) 
switch is advanced to position 1. The (PM) 
relay operated advances the (Rl) switch to 
position 3. The group selector is advanced, another line finder selector being seized 
and advanced, the class relays are set and 
another test is started as described in 
paragraphs 7 to 10 inclusive.
35. STEP MASTER CONNECTOR SWITCH

After the district selector circuits 
associated with a terminal of the master 
connector switch have been tested, the 
brush assembly of the group connector 
switch being released, steps off terminal 
21, and the associated (RTS) relay re
leases, in turn releasing the (PM) relay.
The (PM) and (RTS) relays, released, 
advance the (Rl) switch from position 4 to 
position 1. The switch is advanced to 
position 2 by a contact of the (ST) key.
With "AC" wiring the (PM) relay released, 
prevents energizing the R2 switch as the Rl 
switch advances thru positions S, 9 and 10. 
The (PM) relay released, operates the (SM) 
and (STP-2) relays in position 2 of the 
(Rl) switch. The (SM) relay operated, 
operates the (MA) and (MB) magnets. When 
the (MA) and (MB) magnets operate, the 
(STP) relay operates. The operation of 
the (STP) relay advances the Rl switch 
to position 3. and in so doing, releases 
the (MB) and (MA) magnets, moving the 
brush assemblies of the master switch to 
the next terminal. From this point on, 
the test proceeds in the same manner as 
with the group connector associated with 
the first terminal.
36. CONCLUSION OF A ROUTINE TEST

As explained in paragraphs 10 and 14 
the (EC) relay operates when the (Rl) 
switch enters position 7 when "AH" wiring 
is used and when the class switch goes 
off normal when "AK" wiring is used, at 
the beginning of a routine test, when all 
the district selector circuits have been 
tested by this circuit, the master con
nector switch steps from terminal 21 to 
normal, operating the (ECl) and (SM) relays. 
The (ECl) relay operated, operates the 
(SLFT) relay, lights the (EC) lamp and 
opens the operating circuits of the (MB) 
and (MA) stepping magnets. The (SLFT) 
relay locks through cam (Nl), advancing 
the (Rl) switch to position I with "E” 
wiring, or to position 2 when '‘K" wiring 
is used, and operates (DB) and (DBl), 
and (TR) relays. The operation of the

(DB) relays remove ground from cams (F) 
and (G), preventing the relays under 
control of these cams from operating.
The (DB), (DBl), (TR) and (SLFT) relays 
release as the switch advances from 
position 17. The (Rl) switch, is advanced 
to position 1 by the (RTS) relays normal. 
With "E" wiring the (FR) relay operated 
prevents the (Rl) switch from advancing 
out of position 1. If another cycle of 
test is not desired, the (RN) krey is 
operated and the (ST) key released. The 
operation of the (RN) key releases all 
operated relays locked through the break 
contacts of the (RN) key. The (EC) relay 
released, releases the (SM) and (ECl) 
relays, in turn the (FR) relay, restoring the circuit to normal.
37. RETURN TO NORMAL (RN) KEY

When it is desired to restore the 
test circuit to normal from any position, 
the (RN) key is operated. The (RN) key 
operated, (a) releases the (TA) relay, if 
operated, returning the time measure switch 
to normal, (b) releases the class relays,
(c) opens the circuit to the (GON) relays,
(d) operates the (DB) relay and in turn the 
(DBl) and (TR) relays which function as 
described above, (ej advances the (Rl) 
switch to position 1 and (f) resets the 
master, group and line finder selectors.
The (DB), (DBl) and (TR) relays release
as the (Rl) leaves position 17* With the 
(Rl) switch in position 1, and the (DB) 
and class relays normal, the (R3) switch is advanced to the next normal position. With 
the (Rl) switch in position 1, the ,(SM) 
relay (if the master switches are off 
normal) operates in series with the tSTPl.) 
relay through the (MON) relay operated.
The (SM) and (STP1j'relays operated, the 
master selector magnets operate allowing 
the (arP) relay to operate. The (STP) " 
relay operated, operates the (SR) relay.
The operation of the (RN) relay releases 
the selector magnets allowing the brush 
assembly to step one terminal. When the 
magnets release they short-circuit the (STP) relay, releasing the (RN) relay.
The (RN) relay released, permits the (SM) 
(STPl) and (STP) relays and the selector 
magnets to function stepping the brush 
assembly one more step. This magnet 
continues to operate and release stepping 
the master selectors to normal at which 
time the (MON) relay releases. The (MON) 
relay, normal, transfers the circuit from 
the (SM) relay to an (3G) relay where 
the circuit functions as has just been 
described stepping any off-normal group 
selector to normal. When the group 
selectors are all normal the operated 
(G-1-0N), (RTS) and (LF) relays release. 
With the (LF) relays normal, the (LF) se
lector that is off normal will be returned 
to normal.

4
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34. STEP GROUP CONNECTOR SWITCH 

In order to test the district 
selector associated with another line 
finder connector switch, it is necessary 
to step the brush assembly of the group 
connector one terminal. When the line 
finder connector just used, leaves terminal 
21, The {PMG) relay releases and the (Rl) 
switch is advanced to position 1. The {PM} 
relay operated advances the {Rl) switch to 
position 3. The group selector is advanced, 
another line finder selector being seized 
and advanced, the class relays are set and 
another test is started as described in 
paragraphs 7 to 10 inclusive. 

3 5. STEP MASTER CONNECTOR SWITCH 

After the district selector circuits 
associated with a terminal of the master 
connector switch have been tested, the 
brush assembly of the group connector 
switch being released, steps off terminal 
21, and the associated {RTS) relay re
leases, in turn releasing the {PM) relay. 
The (PM) and {RTS) relays, released, 
advance the {Rl) switch from position 4 to 
position 1. The switch is advanced to 
position 2 by a contact of the {ST} key. 
With 11AC" wiring the (PM) relay released, 
preven~s energizing the R2 switch as t~e Rl 
switch advances thru positions 8, 9 and 10. 
The (PM) relay released, operates the (SM} 
and {STP-2) relays in position 2 of the 
{Rl) switch. The (SM} relay operated, 
operates the {MA) and (MB) magnets. When 
the (MA) and (MB) magnets operate, the 
{STP) relay operates. The operation of 
the (STP) relay advances the Rl switch 
to position 3, and in so doing, releases 
the {MB) and \MA) magnets, moving the 
brush assemblies of the master switch to 
the next terminal. From this point on, 
the test proceeds in the same manner as 
with the group connector associated with 
the first terminal. 

36. CONCLUSION OF A ROUTINE TEST 

As explained in paragraphs 10 and 11+ 
the (EC) relay operates when the {Rl) 
switch enters position 7 when 11AH11 wiring 
is used and when the class switch goes 
off normal when "AK" wiring is used, at 
the beginning of a routine test, when all 
the district selector circuits have been 
tested by this circuit, the master con
nector switch steps from terminal 21 to 
normal, operating the (ECl) and (SM) relays. 
The (ECl) relay operated, operates the 
{SLFT) rel~y, lights the (EC) lamp and 
opens the operating circuits of the {MB) 
and (MA) stepping magnets. The {SLFT) 
relay locks through cam (Nl), advancing 
the ( Rl) switch to position l with 11E" 
wiring, or to position 2 when "K" wiring 
is used, and operates (DB) and {DBl), 
and (TRI relays. The operation of the 

{DB) relays remove ground from, cams (F} 
and ( G), preventing the re~ und'e-r 
control of these cams from operating. 
The {DB), {DBl), {TR) and (SLFT') relays 
release as the switch advances rrom 
position 17. The {Rl) switch is advanced 
to position 1 by the {RTS) rel..ays normal. 
With 11E" wiring the {FR) relay operated 
prevents the (Rl) switch from. advancing 
out of position 1. If anotl:ter cycle of 
test is not desired 1 the (Rl'f1 key is 
operated and the (ST) key relt.eased. The 
operation of the (RN) key releases all 
operated relays locked through the break 
contacts of the (RN) key. The {EC} relay 
released, releases the (SM1 and (ECl) 
relays, in turn the {FR) re-lay-. restcring 
the circuit to normal. 

37. RETURN TO NORMAL (RN") KEY 

When it is desired to restore the 
test circuit to normal from any position, 
the (RN) key is operated. The ,Im') key 
operated, {a) releases the (T'AJ relay, if 
operated 1 returning the time measure switch 
to normal, (b) releases the class relays, 
(c) opens the circuit to the (GONl reiays, 
td) operates the (DB) relay and iII: turn the 
(DBl} and (TR) relays which flll1'1c:MOll> as 
described above, {e) advances the (Rl) 
switch to position 1 and (f) resets the 
master, group and line finde.r se!.ectcrs. 
The (DB) • (mu) and (TR} relays re.lease 
as the (Rl) leaves position 17. With the 
(Rl) switch in position 1. and the tnB) 
and class relays normal. the (IUl switch is 
advanced to the next normal. posit;ion. With 
the (Rl) switch in position 1., the _(SM} 
relay (if the master sldtches are o7F' 
normal) operates in series 111th the (S.ffi,.) 
relay through the (MON} relay operated. 
The (SM) and (STPl)~ays ope.rated• the 
master selector magnets operate al:lo~ 
the (StP) relay to opmi-ate. The (STPr
relay operatea, opera~e (R!J) rela,-. 
The operation of the (RX) relay releases 
the selector magnets allowing the brush 
assembly to step one termina1. 'llfben the 
magnets release they short-circuit the 
(STP} relay releasing the (R1l) relay. 
The {RN} reiay released• permits the (SM} 
.{STPl} and (STP) relays and the sel.ector 
magnets to function stepping the brush 
assembly one more step. This magnet 
continues to operate and release stepping 
the master selectors to normal at which 
time the {MON) relay releases. The (MON) 
relay, normal. trans.fers the circuit from 
the (SM) relay to an {SG) relay where 
the circuit functions as has just been 
described stepping any off-normal group 
selector to normal. When the group 
selectors are all normal tbe operated 
{G-1-0N), (RTS) and (LF) relays rel.ease. 
With the {LF} relays normal.. the (LP) se
lector that is off normal will be returned 
to normal. 
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3S. SPARE TERMINAL ON MASTER AND GROUP 
SWITCH
When the master switch steps to a 

spare terminal, the (Rl) switch being in 
position 3; the (SPT) relay operates.
The (SPT) relay operated, opens the lead 
for advancing the (Rl) switch until all 
spare terminals have been passed and 
operates the (SPTl) relay, as soon as the 
(STP) relay operates as described above.
The (SPTl) relay opens the ground lead to 
the master magnet, allowing the master 
magnet to release and step the brushes to 
the next terminal. As the magnets 
release the (STP) relay releases in turn 
releasing the (SPTl) relay. The cycle is 
repeated until a working terminal is found. 
When the group selector steps to a spare 
terminal the (Rl) switch has advanced to 
position 4 and the selector is stepped to 
the next working terminal as just described, 
for the master selector.
39. TIME MEASURE FEATURE, FIG. 1

As stated in paragraph 5, the opera
tion of the (ST) key operates, the (TA) 
relay which locks to ground on cam (Nl). 
Should trouble develop either in the test 
circuit or in the district circuit under 
test or should sufficient time not be left 
after the return of the district circuit 
to permit the completion of a test, the 
time alarm circuit operates, lighting the 
lamps and operating the (ALM) register. 
Ground through the interrupter, and the 
(STP) arc operates the (TA) magnet. When 
the interrupter contacts break, the (TA) 
magnet releases stepping the brush assembly 
of the (TM) switch to the next terminal.
This cycle is repeated until the brushes 
rest on terminal 16. If this occurs 
before the (Rl) switch has passed position 
l£ on its second or third revolution 
through the make contact of the (TA) relay, 
operates the (ALM) register and lights the 
lamp. The brushes remain on terminal 16 
until the operation of the (TA) key. The 
operation of the key releases the (TA) 
relay which steps the (TM) switch to normal.
40. SEPARATE BUSY TIME ALARM AND TROUBLE 

ALARM FIG. 2
When figure 2 is specified, the opera

tion of the (ST) key operates the (BY) 
relay, which locks over lead (B). The 
operation of the (BY) relay connects the 
(200R) selector magnet to ground through 
the interrupter. As the interrupter 
contacts make and break the selector 
magnet follows stepping the brush assembly 
of the (BY) switch. When the (AL) brush 
encounters terminal 10 or 20, the circuit 
is closed from ground on the (BY) relay to 
the (BY) lamp which lights, indicating 
that a busy district selector circuit has 
been encountered. The circuit remains in

this position until the operation of the 
(TA) key, which when using "E" wiring 
operates the (HA) relay. The (HA) relay 
locks through cam (Nl) and releases the
(BY) relay, the latter relay stepping the 
brush assembly of the (BY) switch to 
normal. Should trouble develop in the 
test circuit or be encountered in the 
district circuit under test, it is 
advisable to decrease the time before the 
alarm is operated. The operation of the 
(IDL) relay as described above operates, 
the (TBL) relay which locks to cam (Nl).
The (TBL) relay operated, connects the 
interrupter through the (STP) arc of the 
(TBL) switch to the (TBL) magnet, causing 
it to operate and release in sequence with 
the interrupter. The operation and 
release of the magnet, moves the brush 
assembly of the (TBL) switch to terminal 3 
or 4 as determined by the wiring used.
When the brush assembly of the switch 
has stepped to the third or fourth terminal, 
the (TBL) lamp lights and the (TBL) register 
operates. The circuit remains in this 
position until the operation of the (TA) 
key which when "K" wiring is used opens 
alarm circuit and circuit for advancing test 
circuit to next district. When the brush 
assembly of selector reaches alarm point the 
(HA) relay will operate and trip the block 
circuit when two test circuits are in 
same office. When no trouble is encountered, 
the circuit is opened through cam (Nl) in 
position IS of the (Rl) switch, releasing 
the (TBL) relay. The (TBL) relay released 
steps the selector to the next normal 
terminal. With "K" wiring the test circuit 
can be used for a particular circuit test 
or repeat tests with the (TA) key operated.
41. CONTROL ADVANCE (CA) KEY

If trouble develops in the test cir
cuit or in the district selector circuit 
under test after position 5 of the test 
switch, the time alarm lights as described 
under "Timing Features." If after the 
(TA) key is operated, the circuit does not 
continue to function, the (CA) key is 
ope rated. The operation of the (CA) key 
operates the (DB) relay, advances the (Rl) 
switch out of position 1 and opens the 
circuit for operating (LF) magnet. The 
(DB) relay operated, lights the (BLE) 
lamp and operates the (DBl), and (TR) 
relays. The (DBl) relay, operated, 
releases the (FR) relay. The (TR) relay, 
operated, opens the (T), (R) and (S) leads 
releasing the district and start circuit.
The (Rl) switch remains in position l£ 
until the release of the (CA) key. When 
the (CA) key is released the routing test
ing proceeds in the usual manner.
42. TWO SELECTORS OFF NORMAL

Should two group switches step off 
normal or get off normal at the same time
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38. SPARE TERMINAL ON !Yf.ASTER AND GROUP 
SWITCH 

'Nhen the master switch steps to a 
spare tenninal, the (Rl) switch being in 
position 3; the (SPT) relay operates. 
The (SPT) relay operated, opens the lead 
for adv.ancing the (Rl) switch until all 
spare terminals have been passed and 
operates the (SPTl) relay, as soon as the 
(STP) relay operates as described above. 
The (SPTl) relay opens the ground lead to 
the master magnet, allowing the master 
magnet to release and step the brushes to 
the next terminal. As the magnets 
release the (STP) relay releases in turn 
releasing the (SPTl) relay. The cycle is 
repeated until a working terminal is found. 
When the group selector steps to a spare 
terminal the {Rl) switch has advanced to 
positio~ 4 and the selector is stepped to 
the next working terminal as just described, 
for the master selector. 

39. TIME MEASURE FEATURE, FIG. l 

A3 stated in paragraph 5, the opera
tion of the (ST) key operates, the (TA) 
relay which locks to ground on cam (Nl). 
Should trouble develop either in the test 
circuit or in the district circuit under 
test or should sufficient time not be left 
after the return of the district circuit 
to permit the completion of a test, the 
time alarm circuit operates, lighting the 
lamps and operating the (ALM) register. 
Ground through the interrupter, and the 
(STP) arc operates the (TA) magnet. When 
the interrupter contacts break, the (TA) 
magnet releases stepping the brush assembly 
of the (TM) switch to the next terminal. 
This cycle is repeated until the brushes 
rest on terminal 16. If this occurs 
before the (Rl) switch has passed position 
18 on its second or third revolution 
through the make contact of the (TA) relay, 
operates the (AIM) register and lights the 
lamp. The brushes remain on terminal 16 
until the operation of the (TA) key. The 
operation of the key releases the (TA) 
relay which steps the (TM) switch to normal. 

40. SEPARATE BUSY TIME ALARM AND TROUBLE 
ALARM FIG. 2 

When Yi~ure 2 is specified, the opera
tion of the (ST) key operates the (BY) 
relay, which locks over lead ( B). The 
operation of the (BY) relay connects the 
(200R) selector magnet to ground through 
the interrupter. As the interrupter 
contacts make and break the selector 
magnet follows stepping the brush assembly 
of the (BY) switch. When the (AL) brush 
encounters terminal 10 or 20, the circuit 
is closed from ground on the (BY) relay to 
the (BY) lamp which liehts, indicating 
that a busy district selector circuit has 
been encountered. The circuit remains in 
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this position until the operation of the 
(TA) key, which when using "E" wiring 
operates the (HA) relay. The (HA) relay 
locks through cam (NI) and releases the 
(BY) relay, the latter relay stepping the 
brush assembly of the (BY) switch to 
normal. Should trouble develop in the 
test circuit or be encountered in the 
district circuit under test, it is 
advisable to decrease the time before the 
alarm is operated. The operation of the 
(IDL) relay as described above operates, 
the (TBL) relay which locks to cam (Nl). 
The (TBL) relay operated connects the 
interrupter through the {STP) arc of the 
(TBL) switch to the (TBL) magnet, causing 
it to operate and release in sequence with 
the interrupter. The operation and 
release of the magnet, moves the brush 
assembly of the (TBL) switch to terminal 3 
or 4 as determined by the wiring used. 
When the brush assembly of the switch 
has stepped to the third or fourth terminal, 
the (TBL) lamp lights and the (TBL) register 
operates. The circuit remains in this 
position until the operation of the (TA) 
key which when 11K11 wiring is used opens 
alarm circuit and circuit for advancing test 
circuit to next district. When the brush 
assembly of selector reaches alarm point the 
(HA) relay will operate and trip the block 
circuit when two test circuits are in 
same office. When no trouble is encountered, 
the circuit is opened through cam (Nl) in 
position 18 of the (Rl) switch, releasing 
the (TBL) relay. The (TBL) relay released 
steps the selector to the next normal 
terminal. With 11K11 wiring the test circuit 
can be used for a particular circuit test 
or repeat tests with the (TA) key operated. 

41. CONTROL ADVANCE (CA) KEY 

If trouble develops in the test cir
cuit or in the district selector circuit 
under test after position 5 of the test 
switch, the time alarm lights as described 
under "Timing Features." If after the 
(TA) key is operated, the circuit does not 
continue to function, the (CA) key is 
oi:erated. The operation of the (CA) key 
operates the (DB) relay, advances the (Rl) 
switch out of position land opens the 
circuit for operating (LF) magnet. The 
(DB) relay operated, lights the (BLE) 
lamp and operates the (DBl), and (TR) 
relays. The (DBl) relay, operated, 
releases the (FR) relay. The (TR) relay, 
operated, opens the (T), (R) and (S) leads 
releasing the district and start circuit. 
The (Rl) switch remains in position 18 
until the release of the (CA) key. When 
the (CA) key is released the routing test
ing proceeds in the usual manner. 

42. T\'10 SELECTORS OFF NORMAL 

Should two group switches step off 
normal or get off normal at the same time 
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battery through the 600 ohms resistance 
in parallel associated with each group 
connector, operates the (GON) relay. The 
(GON) relay does not operate in series 
with one 600 ohm resistance. The (GON) 
relay operated, lights the (GON) lamp, 
and operates the (GONl) relay. The (GONl) 
relay operated, (a) locks (b) advances 
the (Rl) switch to position 1, (c) prevents 
the switch from advancing out of position 
1, (d) releases the (GON) relay and lights 
the (GON) lamp. To continue the test, 
the (RN) key is operated, restoring the 
apparatus to normal.
43. - FALSE CHARGE TEST; MESSAGE REGISTER ONE-PARTY - FIG. A

The district circuit is tested for a 
no charge call by operating the (FCH) key. 
The circuit functions the same as 
described for charged calls with the 
following exceptions. When the (Rl) 
switch enters position 14 of the second 
revolution the (0) relay operates in turn 
operating the (BB) and (BBl) relays through 
the (FCH) key operated. The (BBl) relay 
operated holds the (Rl) switch in position 
14 longer than for a charged call under, 
control of the (W) and (Z) relays. When 
"AX," "AVn & "L" wiring is used the shunting 
circuit for the (MRS) or (MR7) relay is held 
closed. The (0) relay operated operates 
the (I) relay. The (I) relay, operated, 
operates the (W) relay under control of the 
"A" interrupter. When the interrupter 
contacts break, the (Z) relay operates. The 
next closure of the interrupter releases 
the (W) relay in turn operating the (RO) 
relay. When the interrupter contacts 
break the (Z) relay releases. The next 
closure and break of the interrupter 
operates the (W) and (Z) relays. The (SO) 
relay now operates under control of the 
(B) interrupter. With the (I), (RO) and 
(SO) relays operated the (SL) relay when 
nK" wiring is used the (Rl) switch is 
advanced to position 15, when interrupter 
contacts are closed. The (SO) relay 
operated advances the switch to position 16 
and when ,,AU,, "AW” & "Ln wiring is used 
ground on cam (Yl) advances it to position 
17. During the time the (Rl) switch is 
held in position 14, (Fig. E). the (BB) 
relay operated, operates the (DR) relay, 
holds the (CS) relay operated and connects 
battery through 1000 ohms resistance to 
(R3) lead. The (DR) relay operated 
transfers the (T3) lead from direct ground 
to interrupter ground thus testing the 
(CS) relay in the district. The (CS) 
relay in the district follows the pulses 
of the interrupter (if it is properly 
adjusted) and the time interval is not 
sufficient to charge the call. The (DR) 
relay, operated, also transfers the (MZ) 
lead from the (R) relay to the (MX) relay. 
When the (Rl) switch leaves position 15 
the MT“ and “R" leads are opened releasing 
the district circuit. When the district
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circuit returns to normal ground is 
removed from the uDBn lead releasing the 
(DR) relay. The (DR) relay released, 
advances the (Rl) switch to position IS.
The (0) relay releases as the switch 
advances from position 17, in turn re
leasing the (BB), (BBl), and (Z) and (W) 
relays, if operated. Should the (CS) 
relay in the district fail to release, 
the call will be charged and consequently 
the district will stop in the message 
register position and register the call. 
Under such conditions the (MX) relay 
operates in position 17 over the (MZ) lead. 
The (MX) relay, operated, operates the 
(FCH) relay. When battery is removed from 
the (MZ) lead due to the district advancing 
the (MX) relay, releases allowing the' (FCHl) 
relay to operate and lock in series with 
the (FCH) relay. The lock in series with 
the (FCH) relay. The (FCH) relays operated, 
open the circuit for advancing the (Rl) 
switch from position 17, light the (FCH) 
lamp and operate the (TR) and (DBl) relays. 
The (DBl) relay releases the (FR), and (DR) 
relays. The (TR) opens the "T," "R" and 
"Sw leads releasing the associated line.
The test switch remains in position 17 as a trouble condition.

When figure F is used, a closed cir
cuit release test is made, to compensate 
for the effect of the condenser in multiple 
and repeat coil in series with the (CS) 
relay. With the FCH key operated, the Rl 
switch in position 14, and the class switch 
in the second test position, relays (CS), 
(0), (BB), (BBl) and (DR) operate following 
the tip and ring closure through the 
district (CS) relay. Relays (BB2) and 
(BB3) operate checking the continuity of the 
operate test path and when interrupter III 
closes, relay (I) operates, closing the 
busy back (J) interrupter path which short 
circuits the release path giving an operate 
current to the circuit (CS) relay. The 
test continues as previously described 
registering a false charge if the (CS) 
relay does not release during the inter
rupter open period.

When figure AF is used a reverse soak 
is applied before the operate current, 
until relay (SK3) operates and the flashing 
circuit is positive soak and release.
Relays (BB2) and (BB3) operate in the 
usual manner on the reverse soak test.
Relay (BB3) and (SK3) operating closes the 
operate path to the district (CS) relay 
until relay (BB) operates in position 14. 
Relay (BB) operating closes battery thru 
lamp (PS), winding of relay (BB4), inter
rupter (J), contacts of (BB) and (BB3) 
and (3K3) relays operated, ring conductor, 
district (CS) relay, tip conductor, (SK3) 
relay contact, (J3) cam to ground. Relay 
(B34) operating causes relay (BB5) to 
operate which locks to ground on cam (FI). 
Upon the open period of interrupter (J) 
the release current is applied to the 
district (CS) relay. This soak release
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battery through the 600 ohms resistance 
in parallel associated with each group 
connector, operates the (GON) relay. The 
(GON) relay does not operate in series 
with one 600 ohm resistance. The (GON) 
relay operated, lights the (GON) lamp, 
and operates the (GONl) relay. The lGONl) 
relay operated, (a) locks (b) advances 
the (Rl) switch to position 1, (c) prevents 
the switch from advancing out of position 
1, (d) releases the (GON) relay and lights 
the (GON) lamp. To continue the test, 
the (RN) key is operated, restoring the 
apparatus to normal. 

43. ~ FALSE CHARGE TEST; MESSAGE REGISTER 
ONE-PARTY - FIG. A 

The district circuit is tested for a 
no charge call by operating the (FCH) key. 
The circuit functions the same as 
described for charged calls with the 
following exceptions. When the (Rl) 
switch enters position 14 of the second 
revolution the (0) relay operates in turn 
operating the (BB) and (BBl) relays through 
the (FCH) key operated. The (BBl) relay 
operated holds the (Rl) switch in positior. 
14 longer than for a charfed call under. 
control of the (W) and (Z relays. When 
"AX," "AV" & 11L11 wiring is used the shunting 
circuit fort~ (MR8) or (MR?) relay is held 
closed. The (0) relay operated operates 
the (I) relay. The (I) relay, operated, 
operates the (W) relay under control of the 
11A11 interrupter. When the interrupter 
contacts break, the (Z) relay operates. The 
next closure of the interrupter releases 
the (W) relay in turn operating the (RO) 
relay. 11/hen the interrupter contacts 
break the (Z) relay releases. The next 
closure and break of the interrupter 
operates the (W) and (Z) relays. The (SO) 
relay now operates under control of the 
(B) interrupter. With the (I), (RO) and 
(SO) relays operated the (SL) relay when 
"K" wiring is used the (Rl) switch is 
advanced to position 15, when interrupter 
contacts are closed. The {SO) relay 
operated advances the switch to position 16 
and when 11AU11 "AW" & "L" wiring is used 
ground on cam (Il) advances it to position 
17. During the time the (Rl) switch is 
held in position 14, (Fig. E) the (BB) 
relay operated, operates the (DR) relay, 
holds the {CS) relay operated and connects 
battery through 1000 ohms resistance to 
(R3) lead. The {DR) relay operated 
transfers the (TJ) lead from direct ground 
to interrupter ground thus testing the 
{CS) relay in the district. The (CS) 
relay in the district follows the pulses 
of the interrupter (if it is properly 
adjusted) and the time interval is not 
sufficient to charge the call. The {DR) 
relay operated, also transfers the {MZ) 
lead from the {R) relay to the (MX) relay. 
When the (Rl) switch leaves position 15 
the "T" and 11R" leads are opened releasing 
the district circuit. When the district 

circuit returns to normal ground is 
removed from the "DB" lead releasing the 
{DR) relay. The {DR) relay released, 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 18. 
The (0) relay releases as the switch 
advances from position 17, in turn re
leasing the (BB), (BBl), and (Z) and (W) 
relays, if operated. Should the (CS) 
relay in the district fail to release, 
the call will be charged and consequently 
the district will stop in the message 
register position and register the call. 
Under such conditions the (MX) relay 
operates in position 17 over the (MZ) lead. 
The (MX) relay, operated, operat~s the 
(FCH) relay. When battery is removed from 
the (MZ) lead due to the district advancing 
the (MX) relay, releases allowing the· ( FCHl) 
relay to o;erate and lock in series with 
the (FCH) relay. The lock in series with 
the (FCH) relay. The (FCH) relays operated, 
open the circuit for advancing the (Rl) 
switch from position 17, light the (FCH) 
lamp and operate the (TR) and (DBl) relays. 
The (DBl) relay releases the (FR), and (DR) 
relays. The ( TR~ opens the "T, 11 11R11 and 
"S" leads releasing the associated line. 
The test switch remains in position 17 as 
a trouble condition. 

When figure Fis used, a closed cir
cuit release test is made, to compensate 
for the effect of the condenser in multiple 
and repeat coil in series with the (CS) 
relay. With the FCH key operated, the Rl 
switch in position 14, and the class switch 
in the second test position, relays (CS), 
(0), (BB), (BBl) and (DR) operate following 
the tip and ring closure through the 
district (CS) relay. Relays (BB2) and 
(BBJ) operate checking the continuity of the 
operate test path and when interrupter III 
closes, relay (I) operates, closing the 
busy back (JJ interrupter path which short 
circuits the release path giving an operate 
current to the circuit (CS) relay. The 
test continues as previously described 
registering a false charge if the (CS) 
relay does not release during the inter
rupter ·open period. 

When figure AF is used a reverse soak 
is applied before the operate current, 
until relay (SKJ) operates and the flashing 
circuit is positive soak and release. 
Relays (BB2) and (BBJ) operate in the 
usual manner on the reverse soak test. 
Relay (BB3) and (SK3) operating closes the 
operate path to the district (CS) relay 
until relay (BB) operates in position 14. 
Relay (BB) operating closes battery thru 
lamp (Ps), winding of relay (BB4)f inter
rupter (JJ, contacts of (BB) and \BB3) 
and (SKJ) relays operated, ring conductor, 
district (CS} relay, tip conductor, (SKJ) 
relay contact, (JJ) cam to ground. Relay 
(DB4) operating causes relay (BB5) to 
operate which locks to ground on cam (Fl). 
Upon the open period of interrupter (J) 
the release current is applied to the 
district (CS) relay. This soak release 
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current is applied in the same manner as 
heretofore described. In position 17 of 
switch (Rl), the path for advancing the 
(Rl) switch from position 17 is the same 
except that the circuit is carried thru a 
make contact of relay (BB5).
44. FALSE GROUND TWO-PARTY

During the third revolution with the 
(FCH) key operated, a test is made to 
determine whether the two-party districts 
recognize a false ground on the tip side 
and prevent the district charging a call 
on either register. The test switch 
arrives in position 11 and the (PT) relay 
is connected to the tip which causes the 
district selector to function a 2nd party 
charge. The district is held for a 
sufficient time to set up a charge condition 
and when the test switch arrives in 
position 17, the district circuit under 
test will be in position 16 and the (PT) 
relay is again operated over the tip which 
should cause the (T) relay in the district 
circuit to operate and block the district. 
The test and district circuits are held 
until the (FG) and (FGl) relays operate.
The (INT) relay operates in position 14 of 
the third revolution of the (Rl) switch 
under control of the (0) relay. These 
relays are held operated until the switch 
leaves position 17. When the (PT) relay 
operates in position 17, the (FG) and (FGl) 
relays operated under control of the "C" 
interrupter. The (FG) relay locks under 
control of the (INT) relay and the (FGl) 
relay locks to cam (Hi). The (FGl) relay, 
operated, opens the UTM lead to the (PT) 
relay, releasing it and the (T) and (I) 
relays in the district, and short circuits 
the (INT) relay, releasing it. The party 
test switch in the district now advances 
and sends out register current over the 
,,M2M lead, operating the (R) relay and 
moving the test switch in the regular 
manner. When the (INT) relay is operated, 
it connects the (MX) relay to the ”M2U lead 
and also closes a circuit from the (MX) 
armature to the (FCH) relay. Should the 
district not recognize the false ground and 
register a call over the ,,M2U lead, the (MX) 
relay operates. The (MX) relay, operated, 
operates the (FCH) relays which function 
as described above. In the case that the 
district under test does not recognize the 
false ground on the tip side of the circuit 
in position 11, and fails to set the 
district for charging over the ”M2” lead, 
and for the same reason did not recognize 
it for jstest, the charging current is out 
over the ,,MZ*' lead. With "L" wiring the 
»MZ" lead being open at the (MR5) relay, no 
relay is operated, thus the test switch is 
stopped in position 17. With ”AU,M "AW" or 
"AX" and nAV" and "L" wiring the HMZ,f lead 
is connected to the (MXl) relay. The 
operation of the (MXl) relay operates the 
(FCHl) relay blocking the test circuit in 
pos. 17.
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45. COIN DISTRICT (FCH) KEY OPERATED
On coin districts the current to the 

(CS) relay in the district is interrupted 
in the same manner as for the message 
register circuit, but in this case, the 
(CR) relay is added to operate on making 
coin return test and moves the test 
switch out of position 17 in the usual 
manner when the (CS) relay in district has 
functioned properly. The (CN) and (CR) 
relays are connected in multiple when the 
(FCH; key is operated, and should the (CS) 
relay stick, the charge relays in the dis
trict operate, causing the sender to send 
positive coin current which operates the 
(CM) relay in turn causing the (FCH) and 
(FCHl) relays to operate. The (FCHl) 
relay operated, performs the same function 
as described in above paragraph.
46. test particular district

To test a particular district, the 
(PC) and (ST) keys are operated in the 
order named. The (ST) key operated 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 2.
The (PC) key, operated, (a) opens the 
regular circuits for advancing the (Rl) 
switch out of position 2, 3, 4 and 5 for 
operating the selector magnets, (b) provides 
a circuit for operating the selector magnets 
under control of the dial, (c) operates the 
(PULI.and (PLFS) relays. In position 2 the 
(SM).relay operates and the dial is 
operated. The operation of the dial re
leases and reoperates the (PUL) relay which 
in turn operates and releases the master 
selector magnet thus stepping the selector 
around .the desired terminal. The (STP) 
key is not- operated operating the (SS) relay 
when the (STP) key is released the (SSI) re
lay operates and locks in series with the 
(SS) relay. The (SSI) relay operated, ad
vances the (Rl) switch to position 3. As the (Rl) switch leaves position 2 the (SS) 
relays release. The (PLFS) relay operated 
closes a circuit for operating the (SG) or 
(SLF) relays in positions 3, 4 and 5 of the 
(Rl) switch and also opens the operating 
circuit for the (SLFT) relay. The (SG) re
lay, corresponding to the selected master 
selector terminal, operates in position 3. 
The group selector is stepped to the desired 
group by the operation of the dial and (Rl) 
switch is advanced to position 4 by the 
operation of the (STP) key. In position 4 
the (LF) selector is advanced one step for 
class setting. The (STP) key is again 
operated advancing the (Rl) switch to pos.
5. In position 5, the (LF) selector is 
stepped around to the desired district by 
the operation of the dial. At th e same time 
the (CL) selector is stepped around so that 
it will keep in step with the particular 
(LF) selector. The (Rl) switch is advanced 
to position 6 by the operation of the (STP) 
key. Otherwise the circuit functions in 
the usual manner as has been described.
The (PC) key is returned to normal otherwise 
the circuit steps in position IS.
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current is applied in the same manner as 
heretofore described. In position 17 of 
switch (Rl), the path for advancing the 
(Rl) switch from position 17 is the same 
except that the circuit is carried thru a 
make contact of relay (BBS). 

44. FALSE GROUND TWO-PARTY 

During the third revolution with the 
(FCH) key operated, a test is made to 
determine whether the two-party districts 
recognize a false ground on the tip side 
and prevent the district charging a call 
on either register. The test switch 
arrives in position 11 and the (PT) relay 
is connected to the tip which causes the 
district selector to function a 2nd party 
charge. The district is held for a 
sufficient time to set up a charge condition 
and when the test switch arrives in 
position 17, the district circuit under 
test will be in position 16 and the (PT) 
relay is again operated over the tip which 
should cause the (T) relay in the district 
circuit to operate and block the district. 
The test and district circuits are held 
until the (FG) and (FGl) relays operate. 
The (INT) relay operates in position 14 of 
the third rev9lution of the (Rl) switch 
under control of the (0) relay. These 
relays are held operated until the switch 
leaves position 17. When the (PT) relay 
operates in position 17, the (FG) and (FGl) 
relays operated under control of the 11C11 

interrupter. The (FG) relay locks under 
control of the (INT) relay and the (FGl) 
relay locks to cam (Hl). The (FGl) relay, 
operated, opens the "T" lead to the (PT) 
relay, releasing it and the (T) and (I) 
relays in the district, and short circuits 
the (INT) relay, releasing it. The party 
test switch in the district now advances 
and sends out register current over the 
11M2" lead, operating the (R) relay and 
moving the test switch in the regular 
manner. When the (INT) relay is operated, 
it connects the (MX) relay to the 11M2" lead 
and also closes a circuit from the (MX) 
armature to the (FCH) relay. Should the 
district not recognize the false ground and 
register a call over the "M2" lead, the (MX) 
relay operates. The (MX) relay, operated, 
operates the (FCH) relays which function 
as described above. In the case that the 
district under test does not recognize the 
false ground on the tip side of the circuit 
in positicn 11, and fails to set the 
district for charging over the 11M211 lead, 
and for the same reason did not recognize 
it for ,stest, the charging current is out 
over the 11MZ,. lead. With 11111 wiring the 
11MZ11 lead being open at the (MR5) relay, no 
relay is operated, thus the test switch is 
stopped in position 17. With 11AU,11 11AW11 or 
11AX" and 11AV11 and 11111 wiring the 11MZ11 lead 
is connected to the (~i!l) relay. The 
operation of the (MXl) relay operates the 
(FCHl) relay blocking the test circuit in 
pos. 17. 
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45. COIN DISTRICT (FCH) KZY C?iRATED 

On coin di~tricts tfL. ~'.1r, ... ~:.t 1::..J t .. ~ 
(CS) relay in the district is inc~~r ~~ed 
in the same manner as for the message 
register circuit, but in this ca~a, the 
(CR) relay is added to operate on making 
coin return test and moves the test 
switch out of position 17 in the usual 
manner when the (C~) relay in district has 
functioned properly. The (CN) and (CR) 
relars are connected in multiple when the 
(FCHJ key is operated, and should the (Cd) 
relay stick, the charge relays in the dis
trict operate, causing the sender to send 
positive coin current which operates the 
(CN) relay in turn causing the (FCH) and 
(FCHl) relays to operate, The (FCHl) 
relay operated, performs the same function 
as described in above paragraph. 

46. TEST PARTICULAR DISTRICT 

To test a particular district, the 
(PC) and (ST) keys are operated in the 
order named. The (ST) key operated 
advances the (Rl) switch to position 2. 
The (PC) key, operated, (al opens the 
regular circuits for advancing the (Rl) 
switch out of position 2, J, 4 and 5 for 
operating the selector magnets, (b) provides 
a circuit for operating the selector magnets 
under control of the dial, (c) operates the 
U>Ul.L and ( PLFS) relays. In position 2 the 
(SM) relay operates and the dial is 
operated. The operation of the dial re
~eases and reoperates the (PUL) relay which 
in turn operates and releases the master 
selector magnet thus stepping the selector 
around~~ the desired terminal. The (STP) 
key is not operated operating the (SS) relay 
when the (STP) key is released the (SSl) re
lay operates and loeks in series with the 
(SS) relay. The (SSl) relay operated, ad
vances the (Rl) switch to position J. As 
the (Rl) switch leaves position 2 the (3S) 
relays release. The (PLFS) relay o~erated 
closes a circuit for operating the (SG) or 
(SLF) relays in positions J, 4 and 5 of the 
(Rl) switch and also opens the operating 
circuit for the (SLFT) relay. The (SG) re
lay, corresponding to the selected master 
selector terminal, operates in position J. 
The group selector is stepped to the desired 
group by the operation of the dial and (Rl) 
switch is advanced to position 4 by the 
operation of the (STP) key. In position 4 
the (LF) selector is advanced one step for 
class setting. The (STP) key is again 
operated advancing the (Rl) switch to pos. 
5, In position 5, the (LF) selector is 
stepped around to the desired district by 
the operation of the dial. At the same time 
the (CL) selector is stepped around so that 
it will keep in step with the particular 
(LF) selector. The (Rl) switch is advanced 
to position 6 by the operation of the (STP) 
key. Otherwise the circuit functions in 
the usual manner as has been described. 
The (PC) key is returned to normal otherwise 
the circuit steps in position 18. 

J 
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When it is desired to repeat the test 
of a certain district selector circuit, one 
of the repeat keys is operated depending 
upon which test it is desired to repeat.
The operation of the ",REPt First Test" key 
(a) opens the circuit through the (R3) 
switch, preventing the class circuit from 
advancing to next position, (b) opens the 
circuit through the stepping magnet of the 
line finder connector, preventing stepping 
to the next terminal, (c) opens the circuit 
for stepping the class selector, (d) closes 
circuits for advancing the (Rl) switch from 
position 16 and 13, and (e) opens the cir
cuit through the (CT) relay preventing its 
reoperation on the repeat test. Otherwise 
the circuit functions in the usual manner 
testing the circuit repeatedly as described 
for the first revolution of the (Rl) switch. 
With "E" wiring the key must be operated 
while (R3) switch is in the first test. Wit 
"K" wiring the (REP) key may be operated 
at any time as the operation of the (REP) 
relay in pos. 7 or (Rl) switch closes the 
above paths at the proper time. (REP)
1st Test - key must not be operated at the 
same time the (RCI) key is operated.
43. REPEAT KEY SECOND TEST

The operation of the "’REP1 Second 
Test" key (a) prevents the stepping magnet 
associated with the line finder connector 
from operating and moving the brush 
assembly of this connector to the next 
terminal as in the second revolution of a 
regular test, (b) closes a circuit for 
advancing the (Rl) switch from position 13 
and (c) prevents the (R3) switch from advancing by opening the operating circuit 
of the (SRI) relay. Ground on the (ST) 
key advances the switch to position 2 from 
which point the repeat test of the second 
revolution is performed in a manner similar 
to the regular test in the second revolution. 
The test circuit continues to repeat the 
test until the key is released. With "E" 
wiring the key must be operated while the 
(R3) switch is in the 2nd test position.
(REP) 2nd Test - Key must not be operated 
at the same time the (RCO) key is 
operated.
49. REPEAT KEY THIRD TEST

The operation "’REP’ Third Test 
key. (a) closes a circuit to advance the 
(Rl) switch from position 13, (b) opens 
the circuit through the stepping magnet 
associated with the line finder connector, 
preventing its operation and (c) prevents 
the (R3) switch from being advanced by 
opening the operating circuit of the (SRI) 
relay. The third revolution test is re
peated in the usual manner. When the 
operated (REP) key is released the circuit 
continues making routine tests. With "E" 
wiring the key must be operated during the

3rd test. (REP) 3rd Test - Key must not be 
operated at the same time (RCO) key is operated.
50. REPEAT EITHER BRUSH CONTINUITY OR 

EARLY WIPE OUT TEST
To repeat either of these tests the 

(REP2) key is operated. This performs the 
functions previously described except that 
when the (Rl) switch arrives in position 
13, the ground from SS1-I1 which usually 
operates the (SRI) relay on brush 
continuity or Early Wipe Out test is used 
to advance the (Rl) switch to position 1. 
The test is then repeated in the usual manner.
51. STOP AUTOMATIC TEST

The release of the (ST) key advances 
the (Rl) switch to normal, stopping the 
automatic test of the district circuit and 
prevents the (Rl) switch from advancing out 
of position 1. If it is desired to restore 
the test circuit to normal after the re
lease of the (ST) key, the (RN) key is operated.
52. PASS BUSY (PB) KEY

When it is desired to pass by all 
busy districts, the (PB) key is operated. 
The test circuit may also be advanced when 
held by a busy district by the operation 
of the (PB) key. When the (LF) selector 
steps to terminals connected to a busy dis
trict the (DB) relays operate. The (DB) 
(DB1) and (TR) relays operated, lock when 
the (PB) key is operated, until the (Rl) 
switch advances from position 17. With 
the (DB) relays and the (PB) key operated,
(a) the (B3Y) register operates registering 
the number of busy districts passed,
(b) advances the (Rl) switch to position 13 
and (c) in position 13 advances the (LF) 
selector one terminal as described above, 
the (FR) relay being released by the opera
tion of the (DB1) relay, and the (R3) 
switch remains in the 2, 3 or 3 position
as the case may be. The (Rl) switch is 
advanced to position 1 as described above 
and the circuit tests another district. 
Should the district under test be allotted 
and made busy by a calling subscriber 
between the 1st and 2nd or 2nd and 3rd 
revolutions of the (Rl) switch, the (DB) 
relays are operated in Position 6 of the 
(Rl) switch as described above. The (DB) 
relays with the (PB) key operated, performs 
the functions as just described and also 
operate the (SRI) relay which returns (R3) 
switch to normal. The (DBl) relay advances 
the (Rl) switch to position 13. This 
circuit then functions as has just been 
described advancing the (LF) selector to 
test another district without making the 
2nd test in the district.
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47. REPEAT KEY (REP) FIRST TEST 

When it is desired to repeat the test 
of a certain district selector circuit, one 
of the repeat keys is operated depending 
upon which test it is desired to repeat. 
The operation of the '"REP' First Test" key 
(a) opens the circuit through the (R3) 
switch, preventing the class circuit from 
advancing to next position, (b) opens the 
circuit through the stepping magnet of the 
line finder connector, preventing stepping 
to the next terminal, (c) opens the circuit 
for stepping the class selector, (d) closes, 
circuits for advancing the (Rl) switch from,/ 
position 16 and 18 and (e) opens the cir
cuit through the (CT) relay preventi1.g its 
reoperation on the repeat test. Otherwise 
the circuit functions in the usual manner 
testing the circuit repeatedly as described 
for the first revolution of the (Rl) switch. 
With "E" wiring the key must be operated 
while (R3) switch is in the first test. Wit 
"K" wiring the (REP) key may be operated 
at any time as the operation of the (REP) 
relay in pos. 7 or (Rl) switch closes the 
above paths at the proper time. (REP) 
1st Test - key must not be operated at the 
same time the (RCI) key is operated. 

48. REPEAT KEY SECOND TEST 

The operation of the "'REP' Second 
Test" key (a) prevents the stepping magnet 
associated with the line finder connector 
from operating and moving the brush 
assembly ...of this connector to the next 
terminal as in the second revolution of a 
regular test, (b) closes a circuit for 
advancing the (Rl) switch from position 18 
and (c) prevents the (RJ) switch from 
advanci~ by opening the operating circuit 
of the (SRl) relay. Ground on the (ST) 
key advances the switch to position 2 from 
which point the repeat test of the second 
revolution is performed in a manner similar 
to the regular test in the second revolution. 
The test circuit continues to repeat the 
test until the key is released. With 11E11 

wiring the key must be operated while the 
(RJ) switch is in the 2nd test position. 
(REP) 2nd Test - Key must not be operated 
at the same time the (RCO) key is 
operated. 

49. REPEAT KEY THIRD TEST 

The operation "'REP' Third Test 
key, (a) closes a circuit to advance the 
(RlJ switch from position 18, (b) opens 
the circuit through the stepping magnet 
associated with the line finder connector, 
preventing its operation and (c) prevents 
the (RJ) switch from being advanced by 
opening the operating circuit of the (SRI) 
relay. The third revolution test is re
peated in the usual manner. When the 
operated (REP) key is released the circuit 
continues making routine tests. With "E" 
wiring the key must be operated during the 

3rf test. (REP) 3rd Test - Key must not be 
operated at the same time (RCOJ key is 
operated. 

50. REPEAT EITHER BRUSH CONTINUITY OR 
EARLY WIPE OUT TEST 

To repeat either of these tests the 
(REP2) key is operated. This performs the 
functions previously described except that 
when the (Rl) switch arrives in position 
18, the ground from SSl-Il which usually 
operates the (SRI) relay on brush 
continuity or Early Wipe Out test is used 
to advance the (RlJ switch to position 1. 
The test is then repeated in the usual 
manner. 

51. STOP AUTOMATIC TEST 

The release of the (ST) key advances 
the (Rl) switch to normal, stopping the 
automatic test of the district circuit and 
prevents the (Rl) switch from advancing out 
of position 1. If it is desired to restore 
the test circuit to normal after the re
lease of the (ST) key, the (RN) key is 
operated. 

52. PASS BUSY (PB) KEY 

When it is desired to pass by all 
busy districts, the (PB) key is operated. 
The test circuit may also be advanced when 
held by a busy district by the operation 
of the (PB) key. When the (LF) selector 
steps to terminals connected to a busy dis
trict the (DB) relays operate. The (DB) 
(DBl) and (TR) relays operated, lock when 
the (PB) key is operated, until the (Rl) 
switch advances from position 17. With 
the (DB) relays and the (PB) key operated, 
(a) the (BSY) register operates registering 
the number of busy districts passed, 
(b) advances the {Rl) switch to position 18 
and (c) in position 18 advances the (LF) 
selector one terminal as described above, 
the (FR) relay being released by the opera
tion of the (DBl) relay, and the (R3) 
switch remains in the 2, 3 or 8 position 
as the case may be. The (Rl) switch is 
advanced to position 1 as described above 
and the circuit tests another district. 
Should the district under test be allotted 
and made busy by a calling subscriber 
between the 1st and 2nd or 2nd and 3rd 
revolutions of the (Rl) switch, the (DB) 
relays are operated in Position 6 of the 
(Rl) switch as described above. The (DB) 
relays with the (PBY key operated, performs 
the functions as just described and also 
operate the (SRl) relay which returns (RJ) 
switch to normal. The (DBl) relay advances 
the (Rl) switch to position 18. This 
circuit then functions as has just been 
described advancing the (LF) selector to 
test another district without making the 
2nd test in the district. 
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53. BLOCK FEATURE
The (BLK) relay used in this circuit, 

associated with terminal 1+ of test group, 
will put ground on 3rd sleeve terminal of 
test group, when the (BLK) relay operates, 
it will advance the test switch to position 
8. The (BLK) relay being blocked to 
ground through the contact of (TC) relay 
will hold, preventing other test circuit 
from advancing beyond the dial tone test 
position, until this circuit makes trunk 
test, which is indicated by the 1st 
operation of (TC) relay.

The release of the (BLK) relay 
permits the operation of (BLK) relay in 
the other test circuit so that it, in 
turn, can advance for brush selection.
When "K” wiring is used, the block feature 
will be tripped by the trouble alarm.
54. WIPING OUT SENDER WHEN IN SELECTION 

BEYOND POS.
If the test circuit is returned to 

normal at time sender is in selection 
beyond position, the sender MTn and "R" 
leads will be connected to a battery and 
ground, as soon as the (FRl) relay releases 
which is controlled by the district reaching 
normal.
55. REMOTE CONTROL

Jacks are provided at the district 
and line finder frames, so as to control 
the test circuit from the district and line 
finder frames. The (RC) relay is operated 
by using a 32A test set in connection with 
these added jacks, and function the test 
circuit the same as the (CA) key, as de
scribed above. This remote control feature 
will only function with (REP) keys operated.
56. TEST FOR REVERSAL OF T AND R LEADS 

TO SENDER
When "Kn wiring and (LCl) relay is 

used, the test circuit will test for a 
reversal of the "T*1 and "R" leads to 
sender at the time the dial tone is con
nected through from the sender. This test 
is made by a direct ground on "R" lead 
through contacts of (LCl) relay, which 
prevents the operation of the (LC) relay 
when ground is connected to "R” lead of 
sender, however, when battery through (L) 
relay of sender is connected to the T,Rn 
lead the (LC) relay will operate, in turn 
operating the (LCl) which removes this 
ground•
57. BRUSH CONTINUITY TEST

The brushes of the district selector 
under test may be checked for continuity 
with the (BC) key of the test circuit 
operated. This test is made by dialing 
from the test circuit into the sender an

office code which corresponds to the 
district brush and group to be checked. An 
office code used by subscribers in regular 
service operation is used for this test.
Codes may be used which cause the district 
selector to select an incoming selector 
either directly or through the medium of an 
office selector. Office codes which cause an "RCI" trunk, an operators trunk, or 
similar circuit to be selected should not 
be used because of interference with these 
operators. After the office code is dialed 
the test circuit waits an interval sufficient 
long for the district selector to reach the 
selection beyond position, and then abandons 
the call by opening the tip and ring. The 
sender will complete office selections and 
due to the fact that no numerical digits 
have been recorded and the call has been 
abandoned the sender will advance the incom
ing of final selector to tell tale. A 
signal from the selector to the sender in
dicating that it has arrived at the tell 
tale will cause the sender to advance the 
district to its overflow position. With 
the tip and ring open the district 
selector will advance to normal. The return 
to normal of the district selector is used 
as an indication that the brush continuity 
test has been satisfactory and the next 
district selector will then be tested. If 
the district selector does not return to 
normal within a predetermined interval the 
trouble alarm will be sounded.

The circuit operation to accomplish 
the above is described in the following.
The district selector to be tested is se
lected and the (CL) switch and the class 
sequence switch are set in the usual 
manner. If the district selector to be 
tested is idle, the operation of the (IDL) 
relay in position 6 of the (Rl) switch 
closes a circuit through the contact of the 
(BC) key operated and the (C3) cam to ad
vance the (R3) switch to its second test 
position. This enables the dial jacks to 
be used. With the (R3) switch in the 
second test position the (Rl) switch ad
vances to position 7. In position 7 the 
usual overstep test is made. In positions 
8, 9 and 10 of the (Rl) switch the code is 
dialed corresponding to the plugs inserted 
in the dial jacks. When the (Rl) switch 
reaches position 11, the (BC) relay oper
ates through cam (Hi). The (BC) relay 
operated closes the circuit for stepping 
the (MC) switch under control of the nBu 
interrupter. When the (MC) switch has 
reached position 5 a circuit is closed 
through the (BC) arc to operate the (WO) 
relay. The (WO) relay operated, locks 
under control of cam (N1) and operates the 
(TR) relay. The (TR) relay operated opens 
the tip and ring to the district selector 
and sender. While the (MC) switch con
tinues to step under control of the "B” 
interrupter, the district selector should 
be returned to normal due to the call being 
abandoned. If the district is returned
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53. BLOCK FEATURE 

The (BLK) relay used in this circuit, 
associated with terminal 4 of test group, 
will put ground on Jrd sleeve terminal of 
test group, when the (BLK) relay operates, 
it will advance the test switch to position 
8. The (BLK) relay being blocked to 
ground through the contact of (TC) relay 
will hold, preventing other test circuit 
from advancing beyond the dial tone test 
position, until this circuit makes trunk 
test, which is indicated by the 1st 
operation of (TC) relay. 

The release of the (BLK) relay 
permits the operation of (BLK) relay in 
the other test circuit so that it, in 
turn, can advance for brush selection. 
When 11K11 wiring is used, the block feature 
will be tripped by the trouble alarm. 

54. WIPING OUT SENDER WHEN IN SELECTION 
BEYOND POS. 

If the test circuit is returned to 
normal at time sender is in selection 
beyond position, the sender 11T11 and "R" 
leads will be connected to a battery and 
ground, as soon as the (FRl) relay releases 
which is controlled by the district reaching 
normal. 

55. REMOTE CONTROL 

Jacks are provided at the district 
and line finder frames, so as to control 
the test circuit from the district and line 
finder frames. The (RC) relay is operated 
by using a 32A test set in connection with 
these added jacks, and function the test 
circuit the same as the (CA) key, as de
scribed above. This remote control feature 
will only function with (REP) keys operated. 

56. TEST FOR REVERSAL OF T AND R LEADS 
TO SENDER 

When 11K11 wiring and (LCl) relay is 
used, the test circuit will test for a 
reversal of the 11T11 and 11R11 leads to 
sender at the time the dial tone is con
nected through from the sender. This test 
is made by a direct ground on 11R11 lead 
through contacts of (LCl) relay, which 
prevents the operation of the (LC) relay 
when ground is connected to "R" lead of 
sender, however, when battery through (L) 
relay of sender is connected to the "R" 
lead the (LC) relay will operate, in turn 
operating the (LCl) which removes this 
ground. 

57. BRUSH CONTINUITY TEST 

The brushes of the district selector 
under test may be checked for continuity 
with the (BC) key of the test circuit 
operated. This test is made by dialing 
from the test circuit into the sender an 
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office code which corresponds to the 
district brush and group to be checked. An 
office code used by subscribers in regular 
service operation is used for this test. 
Codes may be used which cause the district 
selector to select an incoming selector 
either directly or through the medium of an 
office selector. Office codes which cause 
an 11RCI11 trunk, an operators trunk, or 
similar circuit to be selected should not 
be used because of interference with these 
operators. After the office code is dialed 
the test circuit waits an interval sufficient 
long for the district selector to reach the 
selection beyond position, and then abandons 
the call by opening the tip and ring. The 
sender will complete office selections anj 
due to the fact that no numerical digits 
have been recorded and the call has been 
abandoned the sender will advance the incom
ing of final selector to tell tale. A 
signal from the selector to the sender in
dicating that it has arrived at the tell 
tale will cause the sender to advance the 
district to its overflow position. With 
the tip and ring open the district 
selector will advance to normal. The return 
to normal of the district selector is used 
as an indication that the brush continuity 
test has been satisfactory and the next 
district selector will then be tested. If 
the district selector does not return to 
nonnal within a predetermined interval the 
trouble alann will be sounded. 

The circuit operation to accomplish 
the above is described in the following. 
The district selector to be tested is se
lected and the (CL) switch and the class 
sequence switch are set in the usual 
manner. If the district selector to be 
tested is idle, the operation of the (IDL) 
relay in position 6 of the (Rl) switch 
closes a circuit through the contact of the 
(BC) key o~erated and the (CJ) cam to ad
vance the (RJ) switch to its second test 
position. This enables the dial jacks to 
be used. With the (RJ) switch in the 
second test position the (Rl) switch ad
vances to position 7. In position 7 the 
usual overstep test is made. In positions 
8, 9 and 10 of the (Rl) switch the code is 
dialed corresponding to the plugs inserted 
in the dial jacks. Whan the (Rl) switch 
reaches position 11, the (BC) relay oper
ates through cam (Hl). The (BC) relay 
operated closes the circuit for stepping 
the (MC) switch under control of the 11B11 

interrupter. When the (MC) switch has 
reached position 5 a circuit is closed 
through the (BC) arc to operate the (WO) 
relay. The (WO) relay operated, locks 
under control of cam (Nl) and operates the 
(TR) relay. The (TR) relay operated opens 
the tip and ring to the district selector 
and sender. While the (MC) switch con
tjnues to step under control of the 11B11 

interrupter, the district selector should 
be returned to n0nnal due to the call being 
abandoned. If the district is returned 
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to normal ground will be removed from the 
"DB" lead releasing the (FR) and (FRl) 
relays. The (FRl) relay released operates 
the (ADV) relay which locks under control 
of the (Nl) cam and advances the (Rl) 
switch to position 18. In position 18 the 
connector switches are advanced to the next 
district to be tested in the usual manner.

If the district selector does not 
return to normal due to brush trouble, 
rotating district, sender failures or any 
other trouble, the (MC) switch advances 
to terminal 15, where it operates the (BT) 
relay through the (BC) arc. The (BT) relay 
operated locks under control of cam (Nl) 
and prevents the operation of the (ADV) 
relay if the district selector should be 
released due to the action of the sender 
monitor and lights the (BC) lamp. The 
trouble alarm sounds after the usual 
interval. To repeat this test the (REP2) 
key is operated advancing the (Rl) switch 
and preventing theR3 and class switches 
from advancing.
58. AUTOMATIC RELEASE FROM TIME ALARM 

POSITION
To check the automatic release 

feature of the district selectors the 
(DR) key is operated and the (RCI) key 
must be operated as the test is effective 
only in the second test position with the 
district (CS) and (CH) relays operated.
The test switch advances to position 17 
in the usual manner but the district 
remains in talk position as the (DR) key 
provides a hold circuit for the (DC) relay. 
It also closes a path which holds the (SL) 
relay in position 15 to 17 until the dis
trict advances from talk position.
When the (SL) relay releases the hold cir
cuit for the (DC) relay is changed to a 
release circuit, to prevent the (L) relay 
from operating when line finder returns 
to normal and to remove shunt, for coin 
current. The test of the flat rate district 
advances from position 17 when the (SL)^ 
relay releases but a message rate or coin 
district awaits the charge.

The time alarm period is^lengthened 
to provide a minimum of five minutes.
59. S & R JACKS

The S and R jacks are used for con
necting the transmission testing set to 
the test circuit so that the test circuit 
can be used for connecting it to the dis
trict selector.
60. EARLY WIPE OUT TEST

The early wipe out test is arranged 
primarily to check the differential re
lease of the D relay in the district se
lector circuit. This test is performed

by selecting the district and sender, 
dialing one digit into the sender and 
then opening the tip and ring to the 
sender. The sender then grounds the "SC" 
lead to the district which results in 
ground to both windings of the (D) relay 
which should release and the district 
return to normal. The district must 
return to normal in a predetermined time 
or the test circuit will block with the 
(D) lamp lighted. The check of the 
release time starts when the tip and ring 
is opened. Since it is necessary for the 
district sequence switch to rotate from 
position 2 to 1 within the predetermined 
interval, slow district sequence switches 
may be detected by this test. The pre
determined time allowed for the district 
to become normal after the tip and ring is 
opened will vary with the type of district 
under test. These time intervals are 
controlled by the class relays and Options 
"BC," "BD," "BK," "BL," "BI" and »BJ."

The circuit operation to accomplish 
the above is as follows: Plugs must be
inserted in the dial jacks for any 
assigned two or three digit code. With the 
(EWOT and (ST) keys operated with the (BCl), 
(BC2), (DPj and (EWO) relays operate. The 
district selector to be tested is selected 
and the (CL) switch and the class sequence 
switch are set in the usual manner. If the 
district selector to be tested is idle, 
the operation of the (IDL) relay in position
6 of'the (Rl) switch closes a circuit 
through the contact of the (BC) key operated 
and the (C3) cam to advance the (R3) switch 
to its second test position. This enables 
the dial jacks to be used. With the (R3) 
switch in the second test position the (Rl) 
switch advances to position 7. In position
7 the usual overstep test is made. In 
position 8 one digit is dialed. Positions 
9 and 10 of the (Rl) switch are passed by. 
The circuit for passing these positions is 
through the (DP) relay operated. When the 
(Rl) switch reaches position 11, the (BC) 
relay operates through cam (Hi). The (BC) 
relay operated operates the (EWl) relay and 
closes the circuit for stepping the (MC) 
switch under control of the (SK) inter
rupter. When the (MC) switch has reached
osition 2 a circuit is closed through the
BC) arc to operate the (WO) relay. The 
(WO) relay operated, locks under control 
of cam (Nl) and operates the (TR) relay.
The (TR) relay operated opens the tip and 
ring to the district selector and sender. 
While the (MC) switch continues to step 
under control of the SK interrupter, the 
district selector should be returned to 
normal due to the call being abandoned.
If the district is returned to normal 
ground will be removed from the "DB" 
lead releasing the (FR) and (FRl) relays.
The (FRl) relay released operates the (ADV) 
relay which locks under control of the 
(Nl) cam and advances the (Rl) switch to
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to normal ground will be removed from the 
11DB11 lead releasing the (FR) and (FRI) 
relays. The (FRl) relay released operates 
the (ADV) relay which locks under control· 
of the (Nl) cam and advances the (RJ.) 
switch to position 18. In position 18 the 
connector switches are advanced to the next 
district to be tested in the usual manner. 

If the district selector does not 
return to normal due to brush trouble, 
rotating district, sender failures or any 
other trouble, the (MC) switch advances 
to terminal 15, where it operates the (BT) 
relay through the (BC) arc. The (BT) relay 
operated locks under control of cam (Nl) 
and prevents the operation of the (ADV) 
relay if the district selector should be 
released due to the action of the sender 
monitor and lights the (BC) lamp. The 
trouble alarm sounds a.fter the usual 
interval. To repeat this test the (REP2) 
key is operated advancing the (RJ.) switch 
and preventing the·R3 and class switches 
from advancing. 

58. AUTOMATIC RELEASE FROM TIME ALARM 
POSITION 

To check the automatic release 
feature of the district selectors the 
(DR) key is oper·ated and the (RCI) key 
must be operate~ as the test is effective 
only in the second test position with the 
district (CS) and (CH) relays operated. 
The test switch advances to position 17 
in the usual manner but the district 
remains in talk position as the (DR) key 
provides a hold circuit for the (DC) relay. 
It also closes a path which holds the (SL) 
relay in position 15 to 17 until the dis
trict advances from talk position. 
When the (SL) relay releases the hold cir
cuit for the (DC) relay is changed to a 
release circuit, to prevent the (L) relay 
from operating when line finder returns 
to normal and to remove shunt, for coin 
current. The test of the flat rate district 
advances from position 17 when the (SL) 
relay releases but a message rate or coin 
district awaits the charge. 

The time alarm period is lengthened 
to provide a minimum of five minutes. 

59. S & R JACKS 

The Sand R jacks are used for con
necting the transmission testing set to 
the test circuit so that the test circuit 
can be used for connecting it to the dis
trict selector. 

60. EARLY WIPE OUT TEST 

The early wipe out test is arranged 
primarily to check the differential re
lease of the D relay in the district se
lector circuit. This test is performed 

by selecting the district· and sender, 
dialing one digit into the sender and 
then opening the tip and ring to the 
sender. The sender then grounds the 11SC11 

lead to the district which results in 
ground to both windings of the {D) relay 
which should release and the district 
return to normal. The district must 
return to normal in a predetermined time 
or the test circuit will block with the 
(D) lamp lighted. The check of the 
release time starts when the tip and ring 
is opened. Since it is necessary for the 
district sequence switch to rotate from 
position 2 to 1 within the predetermined 
interval, slow district sequence switches 
may be detected by this test. The pre
determined time allowed for the district 
to become normal after the tip and ring is 
opened will vary with the type of district 
under test. These time intervals are 
controlled by the class relays and Options 
11BC,11 11BD,11 11BK,11 "BL," "BI 11 and "BJ. 11 

The circuit operation to accomplish 
the above is as follows: Plugs must be 
inserted in the dial jacks for any 
assirned two or three digit code. With the 
(EWO and (ST) keys operated with the {BCl), 
(BC2, {DP) and (EWO) relays operate. The 
district selector to be tested is selected 
and the (CL) switch and the class sequence 
switch are set in the usual manner. If the 
district selector to be tested is idie, 
the operation of the (IDL) relay in position 
6 of"the (Rl.) switch closes a circuit 
through the contact of the (BC) key operated 
and the (C3) cam to advance the (R3) switch 
to its second test position. This enables 
the dial jacks to be used. With the (R3) 
switch in the second test position the (Rl) 
switch advances to position 7. In position 
7 the usual overstep test is made. In 
position 8 one digit is dialed. Positions 
9 and 10 of the (RI) switch are passed by. 
The circuit for passing these positions is 
through the (DP) relay operated. When the 
(Rl) switch reaches position 11, the (BC) 
relay operates through cam (Hl). The {BC) 
relay operated operates the (EWl) relay and 
closes the circuit for stepping the (MC) 
switch under control of the (SK) inter
rupter. When the (MC) switch has reached 

r
osition 2 a circuit is closed through the 
BC) arc to operate the (WO) relay. The 
WO) relay operated, locks under control 

of cam (Nl) and operates the {TR) relay. 
The (TR) relay operated opens the tip and 
ring to the district selector and sender. 
While the (MC) switch continues to step 
under control of the SK interrupter, the 
district selector should be returned to 
normal due to the call being abandoned. 
If the district is returned to normal 
ground will be removed from the "DB" 
lead releasing the (FR) and (FRJ.) relays. 
The (FRI) relay released operates the (ADV) 
relay which locks under control of the 
(Nl) cam and advances the (Rl) switch to 
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position l£. In position l£ the con
nector switches are advanced to the next 
district to be tested in the usual 
manner.

If the district selector does not 
restore to normal before the (MC) selector 
is advanced by the (SK) interrupter to the 
terminal on the (BC) arc to which the 
winding of the (BT) relay is connected, the 
(BT) relay operates, locks to N1 cam ground, 
blocks the test circuit (Rl) switch in 
position 11. lights the (D) lamp and re
leases the (BC) relay. The (BC; relay re
leasing restores the (MC) selector to nor
mal and opens the operating circuit of the 
(ADV) relay. The terminal of the (BC) 
arc of the (MC) selector to which the 
winding of the (BT) relay is connected is 
controlled bv the (CC2) and (P2) relays 
and Options "BC," "BD," "BK," "BL" and "BJ." 
The circuit to the (BT) relay winding from 
the (MC) selector when testing individual 
districts is through the normal contacts of 
the (CC2) and (P2) relays and the (EW) relay 
operated; when testing coin districts 
through the (CC2) relay operated, the (P2) 
relay normal and the (E17) relay operated and 
when testing 2 party districts through the 
(P2) relay operated, (CC2) relay normal and 
the (EW) operated.
61. NO CHARGE TEST FIGURE W OR X

Figure W or X provides a no charge 
test for message rate district selectors 
which are arranged for a "No Charge" 
talking position. The "No Charge" test is 
made during test 2 or during tests 2 and 3 
in the case of 2 party district selectors. 
The (NCH) key operated transfers the front 
contact of the (R) relay to the winding of 
the (FCHl) relay so that if a charge is 
received in position 17 of the Rl switch 
the (FCHl) relay operates and blocks the 
(Rl) switch in position 17 with the (FCH) 
lamp lighted. If a charge is received 
before position 17 the (MXl) relay is 
operated which operates the (FCHl; relay 
and blocks the test circuito If no charges 
are received a ground from (M3) cam is 
closed through the operated contacts of the 
(NCH) key, the (FCH) and (FCHl) relays 
normal, the (DB2) relay operated and the 
(FR3) relay normal to the (El) cam to ad
vance the (Rl) switch out of position 17. 
This no charge test may also be utilized 
to test the no charge talk position of 
district selectors arranged for flat and 
message rate service in the same line group. With the (NCH) key operated and the
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test circuit arranged to set the district 
to apply the flat rate class of service 
indication a test code is set up on the 
dial jacks that sets the district in the no 
charge talk position for flat rate and in 
the charge position for message rate class. 
If the class of service indication is 
incorrect the district will be advanced to 
the charge talking position and the test 
circuit will block.

62. OPERATION WITH RECORDER CIRCUIT - OPTION "ZG»
With Option "ZG" provided the re

corder circuit can duplicate the functions 
of the (BT) key as described in paragraph 6. 
When the test circuit encounters a busy or 
trouble condition on a selector it calls 
in the recorder circuit where information 
based on (MASTER), (GROUP) and (CONN) lamps 
lighted is recorded after which the re
corder circuit performs the functions of 
the control advance (CA) key or pass 
busy (PB) key advancing the circuit as 
described in paragraphs 41 and 52.
At the conclusion of the routine test 
the recorder circuit may perform the 
function of the (RN) key as described 
in paragraph 37.
63. OPERATION WITH THE UNGUARDED INTERVAL 

TEST SET - FIG. AL
When this test is made the test frame 

shall be arranged for a test that requires 
test line selection.

When the Rl sequence switch is in 
position 11 ground from the HI cam is con
nected to the ring of the TST1 jack over 
the patching cord to the test set preparing 
the test set for unguarded interval testing.

The unguarded interval test is made 
when the district selector applies busy 
ground to the sleeve of the test line.
This ground is extended through the tip of 
the TBT1 jack to the test set. If an ex
cessive break in this ground should occur 
the test set will indicate a failure by 
grounding the sleeve of the TST1 jack oper
ating the UF relay. The operated UF will 
block the test in position 11 of the Rl 
switch. The test set and test frame are 
restored to normal by operating the CA key.

If no failure is indicated the test 
frame will complete its functions and ad
vance to the next selector circuit.
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position 18. In position 18 the con
nector switches are advanced to the next 
district to be tested in the usual 
manner. 

If the district selector does not 
restore to normal before the (MC) selector 
is advanced by the (SK) interrupter to the 
terminal on the (BC) arc to which the 
winding of the (BT) relay is connected, the 
(BT) relay operates, locks to Nl cam eround, 
blocks the test circuit (Rl) switch in 
position 11 lights the (D) lamp and re
leases the (BC) relay. The (BC) relay re
leasing restores the (MC) selector to nor
mal and opens the operating circuit of the 
(ADV) relay. The terminal of the (BC) 
arc of the (MC) selector to which the 
winding of the (BT) relay is connected is 
controlled by the (CC2) and (P2) relays 
and Options "BC, 11 11BD,'! 11BK," 11BL'1 and 11BJ. 11 

The circuit to the (BT) relay winding from 
the (MC) selector when testing individual 
districts is through the normal contacts of 
the (CC2) and (P2) relays and the (EW) relay 
operated; when testing coin districts 
through the (CC2) relay operated, the (P2) 
relay normal and the (EW) relay operated and 
when testing 2 party districts through the 
(P2) relay operated, (CC2) relay normal and 
the (EW) operated. 

61. NO CHARGE TEST FIGURE W OR X 

Figure W or X provides a no c~arge 
test for message rate district selectors 
which are arranged for a 11No Charge" 
talking position. The "No Charge" te~t is 
made during test 2 or during tests 2 and 3 
in the case of 2 party district selectors. 
The (NC~) key operated transfers the front 
contact of the {R) relay to the winding of 
the (FCHl) relay so tltat if a charge is 
received in position 17 of the Rl switch 
the (FCHl) relay operates and blocks the 
(Rl) switch in position 17 with the (FCH) 
lamp lighted. If a charge is received 
before position 17 the (.MXl) rela¥ is 
operated which operates the (FCHl) relay 
and blocks the test circuit. If no charges 
are received a ground from (M3) cam is 
closed through the operated contacts of the 
(NCH) key, the (FCH) and (FCHl) relays 
normal, the (DB2) relay operated and the 
(FRJ) relay normal to the (El) cam to ad
vance the (~l) switch out of position 17. 
This no charge test may also be utilized 
to test the no charge talk position of 
district selectors arranged for flat and 
message rate service in the same line 
group. With the (NCH) key operated and the 
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test circuit arranged to set the district 
to apply the flat rate class of service 
indication a test code is set up on the 
dial jacks that sets the district in the no 
charge talk position for flat rate and in 
the charge posit:im for message rate class. 
If the class cf service indication is 
incorrect the district will be advanced to 
the cl1arge talkin~ position and th~ test 
circuit will block. 

62. OPE.'tA TION -,ITTH R~CORDER CIRCUIT -
OfTIO!! 11ZG11 

With Option 11ZG11 provided the re
corder circuit can duplicate the functions 
of the (dT) key as described in paragraph 6. 
When tha test circuit encounters a busy or 
trouble condition on a selector it calls 
in tr..e recordar circuit where information 
based on (MASTER), (GROUP) a."ld (CONN) lar:ips 
lighted is recorded after which the re
corder circuit performs tha functio~s cf 
the control advance (CA) key or pass 
busy (PB) key advancing the circuit as 
described in paragraphs 41 and 52. 
At the conclusion of the routine tP.st 
the recorder circuit may perform the 
function of the (RN) key as described 
in paragraph 37. 

6J. OPERATION ';/IT!-! THi UNGUARDED INTERViiL 
TEST SET - FIG. AL 

When this test is made the test frame 
shall be arran3ed for a test that requires 
test line selection. 

When the Rl sequence switch is in 
position 11 ground from the Hl cam is con
nected to the ring of the T3Tl jack over 
the patching cord to the test ~et preparing 
the test set for unguarded interval testing. 

The unguarded interval test is made 
when the district selector applies busy 
ground to the sleeve of the test line. 
This ground is extended through the tip of 
the T~Tl jack to the test set. If an ex
cessive break in this ground should occur 
the test set ~~11 indicate a failure by 
grounding the sleeve of the TSTl jack oper
ating the UF relay. The operated UF will 
block the test in position 11 of the Rl 
switch. The test set and test frame are 
restored to normal by operating the CA key. 

If no failure is indicated the test 
frame will complete its functions and ad
vance to the next selector circuit. 


